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ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT
ELFED THOMAS, B.Sc., Ph.D.
at the Opening Meeting on' 6 October 1969
My Lord Mayor, Ladies and Gentlemen,
May I first of all say how much I appreciate the honour of being
elected ,to preside over the Society's 128th session. I suspect that the
C.Ouncil could think of no other way of securing some improvement in
my hitherto deplorable record of attendance, and I can only promise that
I will try not to blemish the reputation built up over the years by that
long line of distinguished predecessors.
And, speaking of my predecessors, I am sure it would be your wish
that I should express to the most recent of them, Mrs. Freda Russell,
our warm appreciation of the grace and charm with which she has
discharged all the duties of her office. She has earned our very sincere
gratitude, and I am deeply conscious of the personal challenge which now
confronts me, to prove myself a worthy successor.
The question of a suitable subject for my presidential address has
caused me no little concern. It is conceivable that I might be expected to
air my views on some of the educational issues that are now being debated,
particularly those which have given rise to local controversy. I suspect,
however, that I am not alone in finding little that is rewarding in much
of current controversy and there is not a great deal that I could - or would
- usefully add to what is already common knowledge. Ought I, then,
seek to look into the future and forecast the shape of things to come?
But here again, a greater prophet than I will be gazing into the crystal
ball for your benefit later in the year, and I am sure you would prefer
the Alexandrine version of the Book of Revelations to the vague misgivings
of a doubting Thomas. And so, if I am to look neither at the present
nor to the future, I must turn for inspiration to the past. One of the
dubious advantages of growing older is that one has, increasingly, more of
the past to draw upon, but it did not take me long to realise that one of
my major preoccupations in recent years was an appropriate subject for
this occasion.
It is almost inevitable that any director of education for this city
should have become interested in the problems of the handicapped. In this
connection Leicester has, over the years, acquired an enviable reputation
as a pioneer authority. In the field of remedial education it was concerning
itself, as early as the twenties, with ,those children who, for some reason
or another, were not getting as much out of education as it was thought
they should. Two important decisions stemmed from this concern. The
first, in 1930, was to open an experimental school for retarded children
at Haddenham Road, which later became the Manor House School - the
first day school for maladjusted children in the country. The second,
taken in 1931, was to appoint an educational psychologist to advise on
all matters concerned with learning difficulties. Here, admittedly, Leicester
was following the London C.Ounty C.Ouncil, who earlier had appointed
Mr. (now Sir) Cyril Burt to a similar post. It was Leicester, however,
who made the more rapid progress towards the creation of the first school
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psychological service, which in recent years has become integrated in a
comprehensive child guidance service today recognised as being one of
the most sophisticated and enlightened in the country.
A similar interest in children with speech defects led to pioneering
work in speech therapy, which included a special class for stammerers.
When, in the immediate post-war period we found speech therapists
hard to come by, we decided to train our own. Spurred on by the untiring
efforts of Miss Kathleen Allen, whose sudden death only a few weeks
ago saddened us all, we established in 1951 the first provincial school
of speech •therapy, which now forms part of our College of Education
at Scraptoft. Nor were other handicapped children forgotten; over the
years special schools were provided not only for the educationally subnormal and the maladjusted, but also for the deaf and the partially
hearing, ,the partially sighted, and the delicate and physically handicapped.
There has been special concern, too, for children who, although capable
of attending ordinary schools, learn only with difficulty, and in consequence
most schools, in consultation with the school psychological service and
our specialist adviser, are in process of developing their own resources
for remedial education.
It was inevitable, •then, that I should have become interested in
handicapped children. On all occasions when some aspect of their
problems comes under national review, we in Leicester are invariably asked
to express an opinion based on our own experience. When, ten years ago,
I became president of the Association of Chief Education Officers, my
colleagues took the subject of my presidential address for granted, for, as
a very old friend put it, "Whenever I hear the word maladjusted, I always
think of you". This sincere compliment, for such it undoubtedly was, I
have always taken to be a tribute •to Leicester's nation-wide reputation
in the field of special education.
At about the same time, the British Council for Rehabilitation of the
Disabled was becoming concerned over allegations that too many
handicapped young people were slipping through the net of existing
provision and failing to take advantage of the wide range of facilities
that were available for the disabled. Accordingly, I was invited to become
chairman of a Working Party, with the following terms of reference:
to investigate the needs of the physically and mentally
handicapped school leavers, to study the means of meeting
their needs and to make recommendations.
Had I realised at the time that I was condemning myself to four
years of unremitting effort, to innumerable and lengthy discussions, to
interviewing scores of witnesses, to studying hundreds of documents and
finally ,to drafting the whole report, I might have hesitated before accepting,
but it was an invitation I could not in all conscience refuse. And so,
some years later, in 1964, our report entitled "The Handicapped School
Leaver" was published. It was perhaps too unspectacular a subject to hit
the headlines, appearing as it did practically in the same week as the
Robbins Report on Higher Education; nevertheless, it did make its own
impact on contemporary thinking. The Association of Education
Committees was moved to urge its members to review their provision of
facilities for the handicapped, in the light of the recommendations made
in the report. This we certainly have done in Leicester, for I could not
with a clear conscience condemn the mote in my brother's eye without
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making sure there was no beam in my own. In consequence we have
considerably improved our machinery for deciding the type of education
which should be provided for each handicapped child, for reviewing his
progress and for ensuring that all the various agencies who had a concern
for his well-being, including the voluntary bodies, were brought into
consultation and made their contribution at the appropriate time.
We had, in our report, also pressed the Government to take certain
action. So far it has resisted the minor legislative changes •that were
proposed in the interests of a better - co-ordinated service, but it paid
sufficient heed to issue, in March 1966, a joint circular from the Ministry
of Health and the Department of Education and Science urging local
authorities to set up effective machinery for the co-ordination of all services
catering for the welfare of handicapped young people - a duty which
the Leicester Authority has conscientiously discharged.
That the report of the Working Party had attracted attention outside
this country became apparent when the International Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled decided to hold an International Seminar in
Gothenburg, in August 1968, to study its recommendations in detail
and to consider their relevance to ,the problems of the countries represented,
which included Australia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Holland,
India, Japan, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Saudi-Arabia, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United States, as well as Great Britain. I was invited to attend and
present the report at the opening session of the seminar and, thinking
this would be as pleasant a way as any of getting to know Sweden, I
accepted. I did not see a copy of the detailed programme of the seminar
until I had arrived in Gothenburg, which is perhaps as well, for I then found
that, in adition ,to giving the opening address, I was down to present a
second address on a subject well outside the scope of my limited knowledge,
to act as group leader of one of the discussion groups, and to take part in
a "Brains Trust" session. I was also named as one of a co-ordinating
committee of five which was charged with the day-to-day running of the
seminar, and as the chairman of one day's meetings. As ,though that were
not enough, I was approached on the eve of the final day and asked if
I would, in the last session, give a summing-up of the whole seminar.
When I demurred, I was countered with the argument ,that it was clearly
a task only ,to be undertaken by someone whose mother-tongue was
English. I could not resist pointing out that my first language, in fact,
was Welsh, and that I, like them had to learn English as the only means
of establishing effective communication with the English people. All things
considered, my four days in Gothenburg proved to be rather less of a rest
cure than I had hoped, but it would be churlish to cavil at any of the
demands made when I myself had gained so much from my meeting with
men and women from all over the world who were giving such dedicated
service ,to the cause of the handicapped.
It is against this background of personal involvement that I should
like to talk about the situation as I see it today. It is, after all, nearly five
years since ,the Handicapped School Leaver Report was published, and
certain aspects of it need to be brought up-to-date in the light of some
of the more recent developments I have referred to.
If one were to seek a dominant theme, it is surely to be found in the
gradual change which has been taking place in the attitude of society
towards •the handicapped. Not so long ago there was a pronounced
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tendency to segregate them in their own little communities, to fence
them in from the rest of society. I have no doubt at all that, in the main,
this attitude derived from the best possible motive, a desire to protect the
handicapped from the rougher edges of life in the community at large.
There may admittedly have been an element of that superstitious dread that
even today lingers over certain disabilities such as epilepsy, and a natural
reluctance to be too frequently reminded of some of the grosser physical
defects. The day is not so far distant when to have produced a seriouslyhandicapped child was regarded by parents as a social disgrace to be kept
hidden as far as possible. Even so, one is not being over-generous in
assessing the former attitude as a well-meaning tendency to overprotect.
Today this attitude is changing rapidly; the new emphasis is on the
right of every handicapped person ,to live as full and as complete a life
as possible. The Working Party, in defining the ideal, envisaged that for
each individual his handicap should be under continuous and effective
medical care and supervision, that his education should be as broad and
far-reaching as his handicap would permit, that he should be enabled to
make the fullest use of his innate skills and abilities, where possible to
earn his living or at least contribute towards his upkeep, and that he
should have every opportunity of participating in the social and cultural
life of the community. The present emphasis is on integration as opposed
to segregation. This theme was taken up with enthusiasm by the
Gothenburg seminar, which was quick to recognise its implications both
for the individual and for society. The individual has to learn to travel
along the road towards maturity and self-sufficiency. This can be a
difficult task, especially if he has already been over-protected - and
history is full of examples of captives who, when presented with their
freedom, began to see merit in their chains. Did not the children of
Israel complain when Moses led them from their Egyptian bondage into
the freedom - and rigours - of the wilderness? The example is an apt
one, for today's pilgrim is also assured of help and guidance along the road
to self-sufficiency- if only he will have faith.
There are implications, too, for society; it needs to be educated to a
realisation of its own responsibilities. The moral argument is self-evident:
if we truly believe in the brotherhood of man we cannot deny the rights
of the weaker members of our family. What is not, perhaps, so generally
realised is the weight of the economic argument, which I heard put with
some force by an American executive, Frank Gentile, himself a cripple.
He maintained that in the long run it costs less to provide a handicapped
person with the means of making his own contribution to society than it
does to keep him segregated, frustrated, and totally unproductive.
What is true of society itself must, of course, be true of the home, for
the home, after all, is a microcosm of society. Here it is necessary to
maintain a balance between rejection on the one hand and over-protection
on the other. Too often the homes from which handicapped children
come are inadequate and other members of the family frequently need
help. Indeed, some such families urgently need a sheet anchor, a counsellor
and friend who is always there when he is wanted. Just how best to
provide this support has been one of the major preoccupations of our
own authority in recent years, and here perhaps I should emphasise
that this is •the responsibility not only of statutory bodies but also of the
many voluntary agencies who, true to the British tradition, have so often
been the pioneers in their concern for the well-being of the handicapped.
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My own major interest, naturally, has been in the education of
handicapped children, and here I should mention that the Education Act of
1944 lays upon all local education authorities the responsibility for
providing special educational facilities for all children suffering from any
defect - physical, mental or sensory- such as to render them unsuitable
to be educated in an ordinary school. Before this duty can be discharged,
the handicap must be "ascertained", a process which, it is now recognised,
should be a continuous one embracing the views of all concerned with the
well-being of the individual child, and which should begin with a
provisional assessment of his needs at the earliest possible stage. This
early warning is one of the features of our own provision in Leicester
where, as a result of the work of the Developmental Clinic, the Medical
Officer of Health is able to keep an Observation Register of children
"at risk" of developing handicaps, as well as the Handicapped Register
of those born with, or who have already developed a disability. In many
cases the need for, and the nature of the special education to be provided
is apparent from the first, but in other cases of children "at risk",
particularly rthose with possible mental handicaps, continuous observation
is necessary before even a provisional judgement can be made. For these
reasons -there has been a tendency in recent years to provide "pre-school"
facilities in the form of so-<:alled "nursery classes" attached to special
schools, particularly those for the educationally sub-normal such as we have
at our High Leas School, at which handicapped children may receive an
early social training. This in itself is of great value, but where advantage can
be taken of the opportunity of carefully observing the individual child,
and when there can be close interdisciplinary co-operation involving
teachers, social workers, educational psychologists and medical officers,
then it becomes possible to make a more accurate diagnosis of the handicap
and a sounder assessment of educational need. Moreover, these diagnostic
units as they are called, have the important function of providing a meeting
ground with anxious parents and of reassuring them that every care, and
sufficient time, is being taken before important decisions are made, for
example, concerning ultimate suitability for education.
The evolution of our own pre-school provision into a full diagnostic
unit is a goal towards which we in Leicester have been steadily working,
although its ultimate realisation is still being frustrated by economic
difficulties. In the meantime, however, we have made a modest start
in our attempt to provide a scientific diagnosis and assessment of the
requirements of one small group of children who have been in the news
of late. These are the autistic children. The condition which is now known
as Autism first came to notice during the war years, as a result of the work
of Professor Leo Kanner, the foremost child psychiatrist of the time. If I
may quote from a recent publication:
"The syndrome (i.e. autism) is characterised in early childhood
by severe difficulties in relationships with people (so that the children
seem emotionally unresponsive and uninterested in those about them),
by delays and distortions in language development, and by rituals
often associated with distress at any changes in the environment.
Although the 'autistic aloneness' is the most striking feature in the
first few years, it is the communication problem which is the most
persistent, and recent work has suggested that this may constitute
the basic handicap. The exact nature of the communications difficulty
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is unknown but it seems that it may be related to a defect in the
brain's 'processing' of information it receives from the senses, perhaps
especially where the information involves symbols (such as in language).
It is probable that to a considerable extent, the social problems stem
from this defect."
The total number of children in the city considered to be autistic is
not large. I am anxious not to be too precise since there are borderline
cases, but they certainly do not exceed twenty. In saying this, I have no
desire ,to minimise a problem which is grave and which has been concerning
our child guidance service for some time. Our specialist advisers have made
a careful study of the experimental work being done in this country as
well as in Holland and in consequence we are still not satisfied that we
have sufficient knowledge on which to plan our future provision for these
children. In -this situation we decided to open our own experimental unit
at Belvoir House for some half-dozen children. During the past year a
detailed record has been kept of their reactions to a variety of situations,
and these observations have been carefully studied and discussed. I can
only say at ,the moment that we have not yet reached the stage when any
firm conclusions may be safely drawn, and that we are not yet able to decide
the type of educational provision we should be making for these children
in the future. Even so, we are not unmindful of the very real problems
facing their parents and we can well understand their grave anxiety. We
are still considering how best we can help, if only on a temporary basis,
to relieve the tensions which inevitably occur, while we seek long-term
answers to some of the baffling questions which arise. In any case, there
is now a distinct probability that some of the administrative difficulties
that have bedevilled our efforts in the past may soon disappear.
Here I should explain that under the present law, or to be more precise,
under Section 57 of the Education Act 1944, as amended by the Mental
Health Act 1959, local education authorities are required to ascertain
which children in their area are suffering from a disability of mind of
such a nature or to such an extent as to make them unsuitable for
education at school; it then falls to the local health or hospital authority
to make arrangements for their training. This somewhat arbitrary division
of responsibility between education and health authorities has been the
subject of considerable criticism. The Working Party took the view that
children on the borderline of educability should be the joint concern of
the local health education authorities. Others have advocated more drastic
reforms, and it is now generally expected that the Government will soon
announce its decision to transfer responsibility for all mentally handicapped
children, nationally to the Department of Education and Science, and
locally to the local education authority.
Coming back now to ,the broader issue of the education of handicapped
children, the present practice, in keeping with the trend to which I have
already referred, is to err towards the more normal provision. No child
is sent to a special school if there is any chance at all that he could cope with
conditions in an ordinary school. This has always been true of children
with slight physical disabilities, and head teachers have invariably reported
that their presence was not only in their own best interest but also of
value to the other pupils.
I have already mentioned, too, that ordinary schools are being
encouraged to provide remedial education for their own pupils who may
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be somewhat retarded or slightly sub-normal. What is perhaps more recent
is the realisation that many partially hearing pupils are best taught
in units attached to ordinary schools, so that they can have access to the
specialist techniques and equipment necessary for the development of
speech and language, and yet be able to participate in many of the
activities available to normal children. We in Leicester have such units
at the Mayflower Junior School and the Crown Hills Secondary School.
I have no doubt that there is scope for still more progress in this direction.
Even so, ,the corner-stone of special education, particularly for the more
seriously handicapped, must be the special school. Traditionally these
schools have been small, intimate communities which have provided a
sympathetic atmosphere and the specialist medical supervision and remedial
techniques appropriate to the handicap. One of ,the highlights at
Gothenburg was a talk by a former headmaster of a school for the educationally sub-normal in which he defined the changing role of the school as
follows:
"First, to educate each individual to the highest level of which
he was capable. There is some truth in the criticism that too many
teachers of the handicapped teach to ,the handicap; they forget the
standards demanded of normal children and expect too little from
the handicapped child. This attitude, even though it may arise from
humanitarian motives, is mistaken. The greatest service a teacher
can do for a handicapped child is to encourage him to strive to the
utmost to overcome the limiting effects of his handicap.
Secondly, to encourage its pupils to come to terms with their
handicap. While it is important that a child should discover what
he can achieve if he tries, it is also necessary that he should realise
what are the ultimate limitations imposed by his handicap and adjust
his life accordingly.
Thirdly, to give its pupils a social awareness and competence and,
in particular, to encourage them to communicate. This is especially
true in the case of the mentally retarded.
Lastly - and ,this brings us back to the recurrent theme gradually to eliminate the protective element that must inevitably
be present during the earlier years and increasingly to prepare its
pupils for the more rigorous demands of adult society."
These are undoubtedly sound aims for any special school, but it is
worth considering whether these schools as we know them today are
capable of efficiently discharging their functions in the face of changing
circumstances. Special schools have always been small units, situated
as near to their pupils' homes as possible, but they are also being
increasingly challenged to provide a wider range of educational opportunity.
These conflicting factors are more readily reconcilable at the primary level
than at secondary. It should be possible to make effective provision for at
least the lower primary age groups within a comparatively small unit, as at
present. On the other hand, a school which effectively caters for all the
needs of older children must of necessity be a larger unit than the
traditional special school. I recognise that the small all-age special
school has been of tremendous value in the past and is likely to provide
the only practical solution in many areas in the foreseeable future. Even so,
I cannot help feeling that while it may still be necessary to group
handicapped children into small units providing the appropriate specialist
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services, it is going to be equally important that the older children at least
should have access to the wider range of opportunity available to normal
children of the same age, such as, for example, would be provided in a
modern secondary school. I would like to suggest, therefore, that the
long-term answer may well be to build small specialist units in close
proximity to the new secondary schools and to explore ways and means of
making their extensive resources available to the handicapped child.
Such an arrangement would not only permit of a more diverse education
but would also help to eliminate any tendency to over-protection. It is,
however, necessary to sound a note of caution; a child's opportunity to
benefit from specialist facilities should not too readily be sacrificed
for an apparent gain in social integration or in a broader education. The
balance of advantage depends on the individual child, and in many cases
the prior need would be for specialist teaching. In the main, however, such
an arrangement could do a great deal to prepare handicapped children
more effectively to take their place in the community.
And this, I feel sure, is a convenient stage at which to pause and see
how far we have travelled; in case you may have lost the thread of my
discourse, we have now reached the point at which the handicapped
child is within hailing distance of leaving school. I mentioned earlier that
ascertainment is now regarded as a continuous process of assessment
of need, undertaken in consultation with all who have a legitimate
concern. We have now reached one of the more important milestones
along the road - the point at which it becomes necessary to decide what
happens on leaving school. HCTE! the team of assessors - teacher, doctor,
social worker, psychologist -yes, and parent - are joined by the careers
advisory officer who brings his specialist knowledge to bear on the
situation. Ideally, the range of opportunity should be well nigh as wide
as it is for normal children. The most able should be encouraged to proceed
to further study in institutions of higher education; those with the potential
for practical skill should be provided with vocational training for skilled
employment; the less able should be found work commensurate with their
more limited ability, either under normal or sheltered conditions, and the
very seriously handicapped should be provided with facilities for making
some profitable use of what residual ability they may have.
This would be the ideal; but it is saddening to have to confess that even
in these enlightened days the actual choice is far too restricted. It is
almost inevitable that, in consequence of their handicap, many children
reach school-leaving age with a level of attainment considerably below
that expected of normal children. As a result, some who have the ability
do not reach the qualifying level to proceed to advanced study- and often
there would be no facilities for them if they did. This is particularly
true for the deaf, who frequently have the ability to benefit from technical
education but are denied the opportunity because facilities for communicating with the deaf at this level have not been fully developed.
Coming to vocational training, there is no great lack of opportunity,
although there are many who claim that the range of skills catered for is
still too limited, and that the existing schemes lack the flexibility to keep
pace with changing industrial conditions. What is perhaps more serious
is that, once again, many handicapped youngsters fail to qualify for
vocational training because their general education is not up to the
requisite standard. Yet another shortcoming is that we still lack adequate
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facilities for assessing the handicapped person's potential for training.
Faced with this formidable gap in our provision, the Working Party
became convinced of the need for a new type of educational institution
in which the provision of general facilities for the further education of
the handicapped is combined with resources for diagnostic testing and the
functional assessment of suitability for vocational training. There has been
excellent pioneer work in this direction by some of ,the voluntary bodies
concerned with specific handicaps, particularly the blind and the spastics,
but progress by local education authorities, who have a direct responsibility
in this field, has so far been slow, and I am not at all sure that the
exorbitant cost of making such provision is a valid excuse for inactivity.
Some progress, at least, may be expected soon, for the Coventry Authority,
at the request of the Department of Education and Science, is in process
of establishing an institution catering for physically handicapped children
of both sexes for the period between leaving school and employment,
and providing broad general education, as well as some introduction to
vocational training.
That we are still awaiting the first of this type of institution would
seem to indicate that in this respect we are lagging behind other countries,
especially the Scandinavian group. It is not always possible to be sure that
one is comparing like with like, but what I heard in Gothenburg certainly
seemed to indicate that they had made more progress than we have in the
combined assessment of vocational potential and further education of the
handicapped. One point in our discussions which intrigued me was that
while there was general acceptance of the need for an interdisciplinary
approach to vocational guidance, embracing the careers guidance officer,
the teacher, the medical officer, the social worker and the psychologist,
all acting in an advisory capacity, there was also the most emphatic
insistence that when it came to the actual organisation and supervision of
work experience and vocational training, this must be in the hands of
people with practical industrial experience. This prompted me, in my
summing-up, to tell the tale of what happened during one of the religious
revivals which swept through Wales around the turn of the century. One
of the converts was the village reprobate who, filled with new-born zeal,
went to the minister of the local chapel and offered his services to the
Lord. The minister, knowing his man, said, "Let me see now, the
chapel is in a filthy state; how about coming to scrub it out tomorrow?"
To which the convert replied, "If it's all the same to the Almighty, I would
prefer to help him in an advisory capacity".
It is scarcely necessary to justify the emphasis which has been placed
on the importance of vocational training to the handicapped person, for
there can surely be no sounder way of safeguarding his self-respect
or assuring him that he is an essential part of the community than by
enabling him to earn a living, or at least contribute towards his upkeep.
I am deeply conscious of the lengths to which enlightened and sympathetic
employers have gone in this country, with the full support of local and
central authority, to enable more and more jobs to come within the
competence of the handicapped. They, I am sure, would have been
interested in a talk given at Gothenburg by a representative of the
International Labour Office on "The finding and creation of employment
opportunities for handicapped school leavers". Speaking against a background of rapidly-increasing age groups and the era of electronics and
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automation, his major thesis was that it was not enough just to make it easier
for the handicapped to fill existing jobs. What was needed, according to
him, was a completely radical reappraisal and a more imaginative approach
to the creation of new vocational prospects, and he quoted cases in which
whole industrial units had been completely reorganised in such a way as
to enable each separate process to be undertaken by handicapped people
- and still be economically viable. He dismissed as a false concept the
idea that certain occupations were best suited to particular disabilities;
he claimed that the high vocational potential of some handicapped
people had not yet been fully appreciated, and that finding work for the
young ,disabled must be on the basis of choosing the job which more
nearly matches the potential of the individual. This plea for flexibility
was strongly supported by the American industrialist I mentioned earlier,
who pointed out that as the pattern of industry changed more and more
rapidly, and as new techniques and material made old processes obsolete,
a person might well during his working life need to be trained for between
three and five different jobs. This need for periodic retraining applied
just as much to the handicapped as it did to normal people, and it called
for an entirely different approach to the whole question of vocational
training.
But man does not live by bread alone. Important as earning a living
undoubtedly is, there are other needs - social, recreational, cultural and
spiritual - which must be satisfied if the individual is to have any claim
to live a full life. This is not the occasion for describing in any detail the
progress made in recent years by welfare authorities and by voluntary
groups in widening ·the recreational and cultural horizons of the
handicapped. In the main - and I have no doubt that this was well-nigh
inevitable - the emphasis has been on providing facilities exclusively for
the handicapped. It is in keeping with my general thesis that I record
a growing recognition of the need to help the handicapped to play a more
positive role in the recreational and cultural life of the community. One
specific move in this direction was recently taken by the Disabled Living
Activities Group of the Central Council for the Disabled. A few years
ago they set up a panel which was charged with the task of considering
the place of music in the lives of the physically handicapped. One of
the panel's first decisions was to commission a survey in four selected
areas, two large cities - one in the north and one in the midlands, a
mining valley in South Wales and a new town in south-east England. In
order to ascertain the nature and extent of musical activity amongst disabled
persons, as many as possible of ,them were asked to complete a questionnaire.
It may afford some clue to the identity of the midlands city, which is not
named in the report, if I say that I was asked to organise the distribution
and collection of the completed questionnaires. The information thus
obtained was carefully sifted and certain fairly definite conclusions have
emerged, which are contained in a recently-published report "Music and
the Physically Handicapped". The survey, in fact, applied to all age
groups but I tonight am concerned more with the younger disabled
persons, and the picture revealed in the report is certainly not reassuring.
Here is one quotation:
"Insofar as these returns from the younger people are representative, they present a depressing picture. They often bear so
little relation to the opportunities so many of them may have experienced during their school days - opportunities of playing the
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instrument they have learned; of singing, playing or listening in a
group, and of access to printed music, records and further tuition
if this is desired."
The report pays tribute to the extent to which special schools have
helped pupils 1:0 develop their musical ,talents and then goes on to make
the point that "where the school has sought to create and cultivate a
particular skill, it is for others to ensure that the skill is maintained and
made socially serviceable".
You will not expect me tonight to make more than this brief
reference to a most challenging report, or to list -the many detailed
recommendations which merit serious consideration. I imagine that few,
if any, would dispute its final conclusion:
"Music is a rich human inheritance. It is for the disabled
music-lover to claim that inheritance with the same sense of rightful
possession as any other music-lover in the community."
And so the challenge which faces society today is "What are you doing
to help the young disabled to share fully in the life of the community?"
Perhaps the most heartening indication which must surely illuminate
this rather sombre picture is that nowhere is this challenge being taken
more seriously than by the young people themselves. Would that some
small fraction of the publicity now being directed to the aggresive,
irresponsible minority, could be devoted to what so many of our young
people are doing to help their weaker brethren. In our Working Party
report, we drew attention to the encouraging results achieved by Community Service Volunteers, a group of young people prepared to act as
"elder brothers" to their handicapped contemporaries who were finding
difficulty in facing up to some of the hazards of every-day life, and to give
them the moral and practical support they so badly needed. These
youngsters were drawn from a variety of backgrounds. Some were preuniversity candidates with outstanding intellectual gifts; others were
police cadets, carefully chosen with a view to deepening their understanding
of human problems; others were industrial apprentices, chosen with
equal care, and sponsored by their employers in a belief that exposure
to problems of this kind would increase their sense of social responsibility.
Some of these volunteers had been attached to schools for the handicapped,
mental hospitals, residential training centres and sheltered workshops, and
we were able to report that the initial attitude of mistrust and suspicion
was already giving way to a greater appreciation of what young people
could do to help. That was five years ago; by today there are more
instances of the involvement of the young in the well-being of the
handicapped than I could possibly mention. One more example must
suffice; on the initiative of the National Association of Youth Clubs,
young people in many parts of the country are establishing and running
mixed youth clubs - mixed in the sense that they cater for the handicapped
as well as for the physically fit. By some flash of genius they have been
given the "with-it" name of PHAB clubs, the letters standing for the
partnership between the physically handicapped and -the able bodied. With
this spirit abroad, who dares despair of the younger generation?
This is the mood in which I would like to end, and I want the last
words to come from that Gothenburg seminar I have already mentioned.
The sense of fellowship which became so manifest during our four days
together erupted on the final evening into an impromptu festival of speech
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and song to which members contributed as the spirit moved them. The
Saudi-Arabian representative, Sheikh Abdullah E-Hussein, himself totally
blind, was responsible for special education in his own country. He got
up to express his appreciation of all he had experienced, and he spoke
for every one of us when he said, quite simply, ''We have become brothers
in our common concern for the handicapped".

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL
The Council regrets to record the deaths of Mr. Colin Ellis, C.B.E., M.A.,
a former President and a Council member of long-standing, who died just
before the session opened; of Mr. A. P. Haines, F.C.A., Treasurer for a
number of years, and of Mr. Donald Cameron, M.A., who died shortly
after being elected to Council so did not actually serve.
The programme of the Session 1969 - 70 was as follows:
1969
6 October. Opening Meeting - Address by the President (followed by a
Social Gathering).
20 October. Lady Wheeler. Nepal, The Mountain Kingdom (with slides).
3 November. Luke Herrmann, M.A. (Paul Mellon Foundation Lecturer
in British Art, University of Leicester). J. M. W. Turner; Master of
Colour and Light (with slides).
17 November. Clare Hollingworth (Daily Telegraph Correspondent).
Russian Penetration into the Middle East.
1 December. Sir William Alexander, L.H.D., Ph.D., M.A., M.Ed., B.Sc.,
F.C.P. Education and the National Economy.
15 December. Ivor Keys, M.A., D.Mus. (Professor of Music, University
of Birmingham). Beethoven and the Pia.no (with musical illustrations)
Beethoven Centenary 1970.
1970
5 January. Eric Soothill and Peter Whitehead. Land of the Griffon
Vulture (16 mm. colour film, natural history, Southern Spain) In
conjuction with the Natural History Section.
19 January. The Revd. Canon D. W. Gundry, M.Th. (Chancellor of
Leicester Oithedral). Two Non-Christian Saints in the Christian
Calendar.
2 February. Philip Collins, M.A. (Professor of English Literature, University of Leicester). The Popularity of Dickens. 1970 is the
Centenary of Dickens's death.
16 February. Elizabeth McClelland, Ph.D. (Recently Head of the Department of English, University of Ife, Nigeria). The IFA Divination
System (with slides).
2 March. F. W. Shotton, F.R.S. (Professor of Geology, University of
Birmingham). Prehistoric Man's Use of Stone (with slides) In
conjunction with the Geology Section.
16 March. R. Y. Oline, M.A., M.S., M.B.B.S., F.R.C.S. (Professor of
Surgery, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge). Organ Transplantation (with slides).
23 April. Annual General Meeting. In the Council Room, Leicester
Museum.
There was one alteration. Unfortunately Clare Hollingworth was kept in
the Middle East by the crisis there, but she kindly arranged for Miles
17
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c.opeland, who has considerable experience of the Middle East, to take
her place.
Attendance at lectures ranged from 254 to 91, the lowest attendance,
as was to be expected, being during the period of frost and flu. All things
considered, the average attendance of 158 would appear satisfactory.
There was a welcome increase in membership, the number of full
members, 281, being only two below the highest number ever recorded,
although the slight decrease in Associates continued and there were
fewer Junior Associates.
In addition to providing lectures followed often by questions, and to
offering opportunity for sociability, the Society contributed last summer to
research on Mary Fitton and shared with ,the Leicester Museums Association in entertaining the National Association of Museums meeting in
Leicester, while in December it gave a donation to the Leicester Research
Services, and permitted the re-print of an illustration for their booklet
commemorating the bi-centenary of William Gardiner of Leicester.

REPORTS OF THE SECTIONS
Natural History
President: F. A. Sowter, F.L.S.
Chairman: Mrs. D. S. Fieldhouse
Vice-Chairman: Miss S. Canetti, B.Sc.
Hon. Treasurer: J. S. Fieldhouse
Hon. Secretary: I. M. Evans, M.A., F.M.A., M.I.BIOL.
Hon. Assistant Secretary: A. B. Ritchie, B.Sc.
Committee: Mrs. M. E. Ball, B.COMM., Miss E. I. Qay, S.R
Davey, B.A., Mrs. J. Horwood, B.Sc., Mrs. W. E. Smith,
S. Starkie, E. Wheeler and, representing junior members,
J. T. Gawthrope.
Hon. Auditor: L. C. Hamer
Paid-up membership for the year was one hundred and thirty-two, a
decrease of thirty-three on 1968.
Meetings were held at fortnightly intervals throughout the year. The
attendance at indoor meetings averaged fifty-six, a further increase. The
speakers and subjects for the second half of the 1968-1969 winter session
were as follows :
6 January Dr. Bruce Campbell, "Living with Nature", joint
meeting with the parent body.
8 January Hon. Secretary and other members of the staff of the
Biology Department of the Museum, talk and
tour "behind the scenes" in the Department.
22 January Dr. N. E. Hickin, "Beetles in buildings".
February Mrs. J. Horwood, "Plant hunting around the
Mediterranean".
19 February "Birds of the Wetlands" a film programme presented
by Mr. Gordon Hollands.
March Mr. S. P. Dance, "A world's-eye view of British nonmarine molluscs".
19 March Mr. E. Tyler and Mr. D. Grosz, "Footpaths and
rights-of-way".
The Annual General Meeting was held on 2nd April. In view of the
increased membership in recent years it was proposed that the new office
of Hon. Assistant Secretary be created and this alteration to the Constitution was unanimously approved. After the formal business had been
completed slides were shown by eight members.
,
The summer programme opened on Saturday, 10th May, with a visit
to -the Wymondham area led by Mr. C. Glenn. Despite the lateness of
the season green-veined orchid, Orchis morio, and adder's tongue fern,
Ophioglossum vulgatum, were seen in a meadow which is now one of few
places in the county where the former still occurs, and Woodwell Head
yielded early purple orchid, Orchis mascula, and other woodland flowers.
On 24th May -twenty-eight members explored Great Merrible Wood,
purchased not long before as a nature reserve by the Leicestershire Trust
for Nature Conservation, under ithe leadership of Mr. and Mrs. E. K.
Horwood. Spurge laurel, Daphne laureola, was noted in quantity in a
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hedgerow south-west of the wood and herb paris, Paris quadrifolia, was
abundant in parts of the wood itself. The detailed list of trees, shrubs and
flowering plants made will be of great assistance to the Trust in
formulating a management plan for the wood.
The moth evening at Skeffington Wood on 7th June proved a dismal
failure, through no fault of Mr. S. R. Davey, who organized it, but simply
because the weather was such that the total catch in ,the mercury vapour
trap was only three moths. However some members consoled themselves
by moving off at midnight to listen to a nightingale in full song not
far away.
The full-day excursion to the Wyre Forest on 22nd June was an
unmitigated success, due in no small part to the excellent route mapped
out by Dr. N. E. Hickin who, with a friend, accompanied the party
throughout the day. Features of special interest were the Whitty Pear,
a solitary well-grown tree of the southern European species Sorbus
domestica, and glimpses of dippers, pied flycatchers and a buzzard.
The visit to Oipsham Quarry led by Mrs. W. Birch on 5th July was an
excellent introduction to the lime-loving plants which are so abundant in
parts of Rutland. Wood vetch, Vicia sylvatica, was growing like a weed
along the top of an old spoil heap. Elsewhere, greater butterfly orchid,
Platanthera chlorantha, was found, just going over, whilst bee orchid,
Ophrys apifera, was in full flower, some spikes having the particularly
dark flowers for which this locality is renowned.
On 19th July a party led by Miss E. I. Clay explored Old Dalby
Wood, a recently planted Forestry Commission property on the marlstone
scarp overlooking the Vale of Belvoir. The find of the day was a plant
of what was thought to be narrow-leaved everlasting pea, Lathyrus
sylvestris, which has not previously been found in the north of the county.
Bardon Hill was the start and finish of a ramble on 2nd August led
by Mr. E. Wheeler which explored country ,between Coalville and the
edge of the Chamwood Forest new to most members. This was followed
on 16th August by a field-by-field survey exercise between Chilcote
and Stretton-en-le-Field led by the Hon. Secretary which, again, tackled
previously unknown country. Although much of the area traversed was
arable a number of discoveries were made and the opportunity was
taken to complete flora survey cards for two 2-kilometre squares.
Miss S. Canetti was able to engage the members who visited the
Ulverscroft Nature Reserve on 30th August in some practical conservation
work, clearing bracken and rose-bay from around recently-planted young
trees. This was one way at least of repaying our debt of gratitude to the
Leicestershire Trust for Nature Omservation who so readily allow us on
to their reserves.
On the visit to Sauvey Castle and the Chater Valley on 13th September
led by Mrs. M. E. Ball members were able to see how use of a marlstone
spur between two streams for a castle in the thirteenth century has led to
the conservation, albeit accidental, of a number of uncommon plants.
Lower down the valley one of the best remaining local examples of a large
colony of the hummock-forming subterranean ant Lasius flavus was
examined.
On 27th September a party under the expert leadership of Mr. R. J.
King inspected some of the interesting geological sites on the north-west of
the Oiarnwood Forest, visiting Newhurst Quarry, the recently rediscovered
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lead mine at Tickow Lane, Shepshed, and the Carboniferous Limestone quarry at Grace Dieu. The field meetings concluded on nth October
with the now traditional fungus foray, led by Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Fieldhouse,
to Barkby Holt, where despite a poor season generally, nearly fifty species
were found and identified.
The r969-70 winter session opened on Wednesday, r5th October with
the Exhibition Evening. The fifteen exhibits included moths new to
Leicestershire, slime fungi with a slide preparation showing swarmers and
an old but excellent film of their life history, a three-dimensional model
of the co-enzyme B 12 molecule, fresh and freeze-dried fungi, rare and
extinct birds from the Museum collections, a collection of cones, slowworms, an iguana and a young boa constrictor. Speakers and their
subjects for the rest of the year were as follows :
29 October
R. B. Talbot-Kelly, "An artist's look at the birds
of Africa and North America".
I2 November C. E. Owen, "Ferrets".
26 November Dr. J. R. Flenley, "A naturalist in New Guinea".
Io December A. B. Ritchie, "Ordesa National Park in the Spanish
Pyrenees".
Apart from the field meeting mentioned about, little systematic work
was done on the field-by-field survey since the areas still unmapped are both
fragmentary and distant from Leicester. It was hoped that fieldwork for the
flora survey, now in its third season, would reveal fields of interest in these
areas and this is proving to be so. In addition the flora survey is
providing more information about sites that had already been located.
Five members of the Section are now helping to mount and label herbarium
material collected in the course of the survey, Mrs. E. Hesselgreaves, Mrs.
K. Kolaczek, Mrs. E. Loosmore, Mrs. B. M. Nixon and Mrs. S. Scott.
It is interesting to reflect that in this way they are continuing the tradition
of co-operation between the Section and the Museum which must date back
well over a century and certainly without their help the work of assimilating
the herbarium material would come rapidly to a halt.
It is disappointing to have to record a further year in which it proved
impossible to get ,the newsletter back into production but once again the
Hon. Editor could not find sufficient time for its preparation, despite
some assistance from other members of the Committee. This matter is
continuing to receive active consideration by the Committee.
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Geology
Officers for 1970 - 71
Oiairman: Dr. M.A. Khan
Vice-Chairman: G. Stacey
Hon. Secretary: M. Jones
Field Meetings Secretary: R. J. King
Hon. Treasurer: A. Mathieson
Student Representative: I. Hill
C.Ommittee: G. W. Dickinson, Dr. B. F. Windley,
Dr. J. D. Hudson, R. Tajpowski.
Membership of the Section remains almost constant, and the pattern
of activities has followed that of recent years.
Six field meetings were held as follows :
24 May. Groby Park area of Oiamwood Forest. The upper
part of the Charnian succession with Brand Slates; the
Trachose Grit and diorite intrusions.
31 May. Woodbury quarry in the Abberley Hills of the
Welsh Border country. A fine very fossiliferous
succession of Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian
rocks. Something of the Triassic succession was
examined en route. Leader: Dr. J. H. McD. Whitaker.
26 July. The Pleistocene deposits of the Birmingham and
C.Oventry area. Leader: Professor F. W. Shotton.
23 August. Temporary Section Project. Re-exposure of
the Carboniferous Limestone succession at Grace Dieu
in North Chamwood.
13 September. The Ashover Inlier of Derbyshire. Carboniferous Limestones with abundant fossils and associated
volcanic rocks; Lower Carboniferous Shales; Middle
Carboniferous shales and sandstones (Millstone Grit
facies) were seen. Leader: Dr. F. Taylor.
27 September. Norfolk. Very fossiliferous exposures in the
Pliocene and Pleistocene Crags. Leader: Mr. R. G.
Clements.
Winter meetings were held in the C.Ouncil Room of Leicester Museum.
23 October. Dr. Allan Mills, University of Leicester, on
'Fluidization Phenomena on Earth and Moon'. The
largest attendance for a long time heard Dr. Mills give
an account of his new theories of the formation of lunar
craters, which have attracted wide attention in the
scientific press. He also gave a demonstration of
fluidized sand, and showed a film of some of his
experiments.
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6 November. Dr. D. Davies, University of Cambridge, on
'Seismology Revived - Peaceful Uses of Nuclear
Energy'. Dr. Davies gave a Judd account of the study
of earthquakes and the problems of distinguishing
nuclear explosions from natural quakes.
20 November. Dr. A. H. Smith, University College London,
on 'Submarine Geology of the Western Approaches'.
Dr. Smith described the methods he had used to
investigate the geology of the sea-floor and outlined
some of the results.
4 December. The annual Conversazione was, as usual,
well supported; our thanks go to those members who
provided the interesting exhibits.
15 January. Dr. Dianne Edwards, University College of
Wales, Cardiff, on 'Early Land Plants'. Dr. Edwards
gave a well-illustrated account of her work on some of
the earliest known vascular plants.
29 January. Mr. lvor Brown, Grantham Technical College,
on 'Quarrying in Britain Today'. Mr. Brown gave a very
informative account of advances in quarrying techniques,
especially in rock-blasting, illustrated by numerous
slides.
5 February. A successful Members Evening comprised
three items: Mrs. Hessalgreaves talked on geology and
flora in a patt of South Wales; Mr. A. G. Baker
demonstrated the production of relief models of
Chamwood Forest; and Mr. G. Stacey talked on geology
for schoolboys in the Cotswold region.
19 February. Dr. P. Floyd, University of Keele, 'A Geological Travelogue in the Cordillera de Carabaya, Peru'.
Dr. Floyd gave a colourfully-illustrated account of his
expedition, and discussed some of the problems of the
igneous rocks of the region.
2 March. This was a joint meeting with -the parent body.
Professor F. W. Shotton, Birmingham University, on
'The Use of Stone by Early Man'. Professor Shotton
showed how man's techniques of stone-working
gradually evolved, and how they were influenced by the
availability of geological materials.
5 March. Annual General Meeting and Chairman's
Address. Elections for next session were made as listed
above; Mr. G. Stacey agreed to serve a second year as
our representative on the Parent Body Council. Dr.
Khan gave an account of 'Some Problems of the African
Rift Valley', and showed a film made on his geophysical
expedition, showing the methods of seismic survey;
these involve the detonation of explosives in the Rift
Valley Lakes. Dr. Khan was thanked for his Address,
and .the retiring officers for their services.
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The Leicester Literary

SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND
RECEIPTS

£
Balance at beginning of Session
Subscriptions:
Members (281)
Associates (50)
Junior Associates (55)

s. d.

£ s.

d.
24 16 3

295 1 0
31 5 0
13 15 0
340 1 0
1 10 0
so 0 0
11 10 0
3 8 8
13 12 7
80 0 0

Donation
Grant from City of Leicester Education Committee
Sale of Transactions
Profit on Refreshments
Building Society Interest
Per Special Purpose Fund

524 18 6

Special Purposes Fund
Leicester Temperance Building Society
Balance at beginning of Session ...
Less contribution towards Museums' Association
Soiree
Withdrawn and transferred to General Account ...

350 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
120 0 0

Balance at the end of Session ...
Audited and found correct
J.B. POTIER
R.H. UPJOHN
Honorary Auditors
April 1970

230 0 0

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS

and Philosophical Society
PAYMENTS-SESSION 1969-1970
PAYMENTS

£
Rent - Leicester 0:>rporation
Lecture Expenses :
Fees and Expenses
Operating Projector

s. d.

£

s. d.
25 0 0

157 13 1
4 10 0

Printing, Stationery etc. :
Transactions
Postage on Transactions and Stationery
Postage - Secretary and Treasurer
Donation re. Wm. Gardiner Publication
Subscription - Local History O:>uncil
Advertisement - Leicester Mercury
Bank Charges and Oteque Book
Balance at end of Session

162 3 1
206 8 6
92 12 7
12 10 0
311 11
10 0
2 2
5 0
4 9
4 13

1
0
0
0
2
2

524 18 6

The H. S. Bennett Bequest Account (For Research)
(invested in £508 7s. 8d. 9% Treasury Loan Stock
1994)
Bank balance at beginning of Session
Redemption of £506 5s. 7d. Leicester O:>rporation 3%
Red. Stock 1964/69
Investment Interest ...

506 5 7
10 11 7

Re-investment in 9% Treas. Stock 1994

546 14 8
500 0 0

Bank balance at end of Session

29 17 6

46 14 8

L. C. HAMER, Honorary Treasurer

* The Bennett Lectures
THE ORIGIN OF BASALTIC AND
NEPHELINITIC MAGMAS
Preface by M. J. LeBas
In the past it has been the task of the 'hard-rock' geologist to observe and
describe rocks as they occurred. In recent decades, -the art of description
(petrography) has been supplemented by the science of experimentation.
The experiments have been directed at trying to imitate, on a laboratory
scale, the processes which are believed to have occurred in nature.
The particular field of petrogenesis studied by Dr. Green is ,that of
the basaltic magmas. The work has been done in the Department of
Geophysics and Geochemistry within the Research School of Physical
Sciences of the Australian National University at Canberra, Australia,
where he is a Senior Fellow.
The origin of basaltic magmas which are so abundantly extruded from
volcanoes over the whole world, undoubtedly gives us the key to the origin
of all igneous rocks. It also tells us a great deal about the chemical and
physical processes that have taken place over geological time in the Earth's
crust and mantle. In the near future, we should be in a position to
theorize on how the material beneath the crust of ithe earth, say that below
Europe, has changed with geological time; perhaps quite a different state of
affairs exists beneath the Atlantic.
In the 1960s the experimental investigations on basaltic rocks have
become fairly sophisticated and so rather restricted to a specialist band of
geologists, physicists and chemists. This being the case, it is necessary
every now and again to explain to one's fellow geologists what is happening.
Dr. Green's Bennett Lecture does just this.
Together with Professor Ringwood at Canberra, Dr. Green subjected
rocks to high temperatures (1,000 - 1,500° c) and pressures (approx.
10,000- 30,000 atmospheres, or 10 - 30 kilobars), and then 'watched' to
see how the mineral components reacted during progressive crystallization
under various physical conditions. From this study has emerged a
hypothesis which is able to account for the known variations in time of the
basaltic lavas of the world. This hypothesis, <though it may be the leading
one at present, is not without its rivals, and an interesting and instructive
controversy is arising.
The lecture demonstrates that it is permissible to re-enact geological
history in a crucible. Firstly, it reviews mineralogical evidence for the
nature of the upper mantle which is considered to be the source of basaltic
magmas, and defines the various magma types. Secondly, it describes what
happens when model ultrabasic rock begins to melt, and traces various
alternative consequences. Thirdly, it reconciles these observations on
synthetic rocks with observations made on actual rocks such as the
extrusive and intrusive basaltic magmas of Hawaii, Antarctica, and Iceland.
Dr. Green concludes by showing that, according to their experiments,
it is possible for basaltic magmas to develop by partial (1 % or more)
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melting of the ultrabasic upper mantle of rthe earth. He postulates on this
evidence that the upper mantle has a particular composition, and "pyrolite"
is the name he gives to the hypothetical rock. He further shows that
primary melts derived from pyrolite can have different chemical compositions depending on the depth at which they were produced and the
water content of ,the parent pyrolite - also, that each of these melts can
change its composition through fractional crystallization. This will depend
on the length of time that the melts remain at ,the various depths. Volcanic
eruptions occur whenever some geological incident brings such melts to
the surface.

THE ORIGIN OF BASALTIC AND
NEPHELINITIC MAGMAS
by

D.H.GREEN
INTRODUCTION
Basaltic magmas are derived from the eanh's mantle. Investigation
of the origins of diverse magmas and deduction of the nature of the
earth's upper mantle composition and mineralogy are two complementary
problems. In this lecture, I will briefly review ideas on .the nature of the
Earth's upper mantle, as deduced from geological processes which sample
the upper mantle and from constraints imposed on their source region by
basalt magmas themselves. This will lead to derivation of a specific model
composition for the upper mantle. The mineralogical variation with depth
for this composition has been studied experimentally. The influence of
a small (0.1 - 0.2%) quantity of water in the upper mantle source region is
treated in some detail showing that this will lead to the formation of a low
velocity zone within the upper mantle, characterized by very small degrees
of partial melting.
The variations among natural basalts are briefly reviewed to select
those magmas of direct mantle derivation. The experimental crystallization
of such basaltic magmas under pressures and temperatures equivalent to
upper mantle conditions and with various water contents, allows the
recognition of conditions at which these magmas may be in equilibrium
with olivine, enstatite, and possibly clinopyroxene, and spinet or garnet
i.e. the residual phases of a source peridotite composition. In this way,
an attempt is made to outline an internally consistent model of source
composition, derivative liquids, peridotitic residues, and magmatic accumulates from the primary liquids under high and low pressure.
1.

NATURAL PROCESSES SAMPLING THE UPPER MANTLE
(a) Kimberlite Pipes Kimberlite pipes transport xenoliths and xenocrysts
of high-pressure type from depths of 80 kilometres or more. The dominance of peridotite xenoliths over rare eclogite (quartz-free), kyanite
eclogite and grosspydite xenoliths has previously been noted (Ringwood
1966a). The peridotites themselves commonly consist of olivine +
enstatite + rare chromite, olivine + enstatite + garnet, olivine + enstatite
+ clinopyroxene and olivine, enstatite, clinopyroxene and garnet. Magnesium-rich ilmenite, or phlogopite may occur as minor phases in some
samples. The mineral assemblages of the peridotites indicate temperatures
well below their solidus - this is apparent in the low AbOJ content (1 - 2 %
AhOJ) of orthopyroxene coexisting with garnet and in the generally low
degree of solid solution between orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene pairs
(Boyd 1967, Green and Ringwood 1969). This is particularly important
in evaluating attempts to use the olivine + orthopyroxene + garnet assemblage of some kimberlite inclusions to argue that residues from basalt magma
extraction from the mantle source rock should be olivine + orthopyroxene
+ garnet± clinopyroxene (O'Hara 1968, Carswell and Dawson 1970)
2.
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rather than olivine + aluminous orthopyroxene + aluminous clinopyroxene
(Green and Ringwood 1967a, b). However the garnet: pyroxene ratio of
many kimberlite xenoliths is such that at temperatures near their solidi
(200- 600° c above ,their probable equilibration temperature, depending
on the water content of the source rock at the time of melting), the garnet
would be taken up in ,the aluminous pyroxene solid solutions giving
olivine + orthopyroxene ± clinopyroxene mineralogy. This would be valid
for depths of 80 - I 50 kilometres in the upper mantle. There is no unique
composition for peridotite inclusions in kimberlite, they exhibit a small
•
IOO Mg
. from ,.., 89 to ,-.,93, and re1attv
. e1y Jarger varia.
range m
Mg+Fe++
ratio
tions in CaO, AliOJ, N~O and TiO 2 contents. They are probably residue
from basalt magma extraction but represent re-equilibration of the residual
phases at temperatures well below the peridotite solidus. Their contents
of minor elements such as Ba, Rb, K, etc. are likely to be grossly contaminated by their host 'magma' (kimberlite); this process can be seen in the
growth of secondary carbonates, serpentine or phlogopite in some
inclusions.
The inclusions of kimberlite thus suggest an upper mantle which is
inhomogeneous and at least partially residual in nature and in which
magnesian olivine and orthopyroxene are the most abundant phases. Their
investigation appears unlikely to lead to the selection of a specific
individual xenolith composition as representative of any part of the upper
mantle.
(b) Xenoliths in Alkali Olivine Basalts, Basanites and Nephelinites
Olivine-rich and nepheline normative magmas quite commonly contain
xenoliths of coarse-grained lherzolite with the typical mineral assemblage
of olivine > enstatite > clinopyroxene > spinel. Hornblende, phlogopite, and
apatite occur as accessory minerals in some examples. There is variation
from sample to sample in the relative proportions of the major and minor
minerals and in the presence or absence of particular accessory minerals.
The pyroxenes are characteristically aluminous (2 - 5% AhOJ in orthopyroxene) and the degree of solid solution between the two pyroxenes indicates
temperatures below the solidus temperatures for the lherzolites. The
spinel is aluminous spine! with variable chromite solid solution and the
stability of the olivine + aluminous pyroxenes + spine! assemblage relative
to lower or higher pressure alternatives indicates pressures at equilibration
of> 8 kb and < 30 kb, probably < 23 kb. The lherzolite inclusions have a
limited range of

M~o: :!~

+ values from> 88 to< 92. Detailed geochemi-

cal and isotopic studies (see Cooper and Green 1969, for references)
demonstrate that the lherzolites (at least the intensively studied examples)
are accidental xenoliths with no cogenetic or cognate relationship to their
host magmas. It has been inferred that the lherzolite inclusions include
residual peridotite after magma extraction, but range from such refractory
residue to materials which have not suffered partial melting and complete
magma extraction but may have lost a small low temperature melt or fluid
phase. Again it is possible to ascertain which lherzolites are not refractory
and residual in character, only after detailed geochemical study, and it
is not yet possible to select a specific lherzolite composition as appropriate
for a mean upper mantle composition. Rather it appears that the mantle
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source region for the lherzolite inclusions is appreciably inhomogeneous
on the hand-specimen scale.
Other coarse-grained inclusions occur with the dominant lherzolite
and include olivine orthopyroxenites, websterites, spinel websterites, and
.
Th
..
h
l
IOO Mg
.
garnet clinopyroxerute.
ese compos1t1ons ave ower Mg+Fe++ rauos,
decreasing approximately in the order listed above, and show clear evidence
of exsolution and partial reaction and recrystallization of the assemblages
in a high pressure cooling history following initial crystallization. These
inclusions are interpreted as random xenoliths of small bodies of high
pressure () 10 kb) accumulates and accumulates + entrapped liquid.
Another group of xenoliths, which may occur with or without the
lherzolite xenoliths described above, includes dunites (F0s1.s - Foiu) with
Ininor chromian spinel, clinopyroxene and Ininor plagioclase, and possibly
related wehrlites and olivine clinopyroxenites (Jackson and Wright 1970).
This group contains more iron-rich olivine than the lherzolite inclusions
and the Inineral assemblages Jack the clear evidence of a high pressure
cooling history which is evident in the garnet pyroxenites. They are
interpreted as accumulates or recrystallized accumulates from basaltic
magmas at shallower depths ( 20 kilometres approximately). Inclusions
of olivine gabbro, gabbro, and anorthosite (approximately Anso) are
interpreted as accumulates from shallow magma chambers ( 10 kilometres).
Ultimately the detailed study of xenolithic inclusions and their host
magmas, together with knowledge of the crystallization sequence in various
basalt magma types, should provide important evidence on the natural
processes of crystallization and fractionation of basaltic magmas at various
depths.

<

<

(c) High-temperature peridotite intrusions
There are some peridotite
intrusions, usually of dome or plug-like form and emplaced in metamorphic terrains, which have high temperature, dynamothermal, metamorphic aureoles. The peridotites themselves provide evidence of initial
crystallization at high pressure and high temperature (to olivine + aluininous pyroxene + spinel) and subsequent movement as high temperature
crystalline diapirs to emplacement in the crust at lower pressures. The
Inineralogy of these peridotites is olivine enstatite >clinopyroxene >spinel
(high pressure assemblage). The major element composition and mineralogy is such that these rocks could potentially yield some proportion of
basaltic magma by partial melting but detailed geocheinical studies such
as that of Frey (1969) show evidence for more complex history and selective
depletion in some elements by an earlier melting or volatile-extraction
process. Inhomogeneity within the peridotites due to lenses or bands of
dunite or pyroxenite and modal variation within the peridotite again pose
difficulty in selecting a valid mean composition for these mantle-derived
peridotites.

>

To summarize, at least three geological processes sample materials which,
because of their high pressure Inineralogy, demonstrably crystallized under
upper mantle conditions. All three processes indicate the importance of
peridotitic composition with major olivine, enstatite as the second most
abundant phase, essential clinopyroxene and a minor but essential aluminarich phase which may be plagioclase, spinel or garnet depending on the
final P, T conditions of equilibration. In all three processes, there is a
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problem of representative sampling and inhomogeneity.
residual or depleted character of many samples, relative
basalt source composition, has already been demonstrated.
illustrate the difficulty of natural mantle-sampling processes
the mean upper mantle composition.

3I

The partially
to a potential
These factors
in determining

3. THE PYROLITE MODEL FOR THE UPPER MANTLE

If basaltic magmas are liquids derived from the upper mantle as
products of partial melting !then it would be possible to estimate the
source-rock composition if the compositions of liquid and residue and their
relative proportions were known. This is the rationale of the 'pyrolite'
-model for the mean upper mantle composition and it is emphasized that
this approach is a general one (Ringwood r962). Green and Ringwood
(r963) calculated a specific pyrolite composition by combining an average
basalt composition (Nockolds r954) and very refractory dunite in the
proportions I : 3. The proportion I : 3 was chosen to yield AhOJ and CaO
contents similar to those of the natural mantle-derived peridotites of the
previous section and also similar to an estimated upper mantle composition
based on the chondritic earth model. Later experimental work on basaltic
compositions permitted more restrictive limitations on the nature of liquids
and residues in basalt genesis. Ringwood (r966a) calculated a second
pyrolite composition using Hawaiian olivine tholeiite as the liquid and
harzburgite (olivine 80%, enstatite r9%, chromite I%) as the residue.
These were combined in ,the I : 3 ratio to give the composition, shown in
column 9 of table I, which has orthopyroxene : olivine and pyroxene :
AhOJ ratios much closer to those of the mantle-derived peridotites. With
the models of liquid compositions, nature of residues, and proportions of
liquid : residue (which are developed later in this lecture) one could
calculate many such 'pyrolite' compositions, and if the concept of a mean
upper mantle composition (acting as the source for a variety of magma
types) has any validity then these calculated compositions should be very
similar. Also as more extensive studies of mantle-derived peridotites
become available, these may provide closer constraints by indicating
trends of increasingly residual character from 'pyrolite'. At the present
time the pyrolite composition of Ringwood (r966a) appears adequate in
deriving internally-consistent models of mantle composition and basalt
genesis, at least to the level of precision currently possible.
The stability relations of various mineral assemblages for the pyrolite
composition have been experimentally determined (fig. I) (Green and
Ringwood r967a, r969; Green and Hibberson r970). The boundary for
the disappearance of spinel at high temperature to yield the olivine +
aluminous pyroxenes assemblage and the boundary for appearance of
garnet from the latter assemblage are sensitive to bulk composition,
particularly the pyroxene : R:OJ proportions. In the pyrolite composition
of Green and Ringwood (r963), spinel persists to the solidus and there is
no distinct inflexion in the boundary for the appearance of garnet from the
olivine + aluminous pyroxenes + spinel assemblage. In considering partial
melting of the pyrolite composition (Ringwood r966a) under dry conditions, the first liquids will be in equilibrium with olivine + pyroxenes +
plagioclase at low pressures, olivine + aluminous pyroxenes at intermediate
pressures and olivine + aluminous pyroxenes + garnet at high pressures.
With increasing degree of melting, the minerals in equilibrium with the
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different mineral assemblages in pyrolite composition under anhydrous conditions.
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melt disappear in the order: plagioclase followed by clinopyroxene,
clinopyroxene; and garnet followed by clinopyroxene (up to 36 kb) in the
difference phase fields. Enstatite and major olivine remain as the residual
minerals for quite high degrees of melting at pressures above 5 kb.
If the solidus of the pyrolite is lowered by the presence of water,
then the characteristic mineralogy at the solidus and the nature of liquids
developed in equilibrium with the near-solidus mineralogy will both differ.
The presence of water causes crystallization of amphibole in the subsolidus
mineralogy, but amphibole stability is limited at high pressure and this
mineral breaks down to olivine + pyroxenes + garnet + water. Experimental studies indicate that for the pyrolite composition containing 0.1 0.2 % ThO, amphibole breaks down at pressures above 28 - 29 kb at
1,000° c yielding a subsolidus assemblage of olivine+ pyroxenes+ garnet
+ rare phlogopite (Green and Ringwood 1969). The solidus for pyrolite
containing 0.1 -0.2% water will have the form shown in figure 2 (Green
1970). Within the amphibole stability field, the subsolidus assemblage
will contain 10- 15% amphibole, and the P H.2O for this mineral assemblage
will determine the solidus at some value below the solidus for P

820

=0.

At higher pressure, the solidus for the particular P H.2O value will intersect the amphibole breakdown curve for the same P H

2O

value. The solidus
.

will then migrate through a series of such intersections to the intersection
of the amphibole breakdown and solidus curves for P II:~= P total If
another fluid phase such as COz is present in the upper mantle such that
P
is some value P2 P fluid = P solid then the solidus will only be de-

<

820

pressed to the intersection of amphibole breakdown and solidus curves
for PHO= P2.
2

If we consider a load pressure of 25 kb it is apparent from figs

1, 2

that partial melting of anhydrous pyrolite would require temperatures of
around 1,450°c and initial liquids would be in equilibrium with
olivine + aluminous enstatite + aluminous clinopyroxene. At these temperatures the extent of mutual pyroxene solid solution is large so that
the clinopyroxene in equilibrium with the liquid would be su bcalcic
(~II% CaO). In contrast, in the presence of 0.1 -0.2% water in the
source pyrolite, melting would begin at around 1,100° c and initial
liquids would be in equilibrium with olivine, enstatite (~3% AhOJ, fig. 1),
clinopyroxene, and garnet The amount of garnet present in the pyrolite
composition would be ~7%. The pyroxenes at the solidus would show a
very much lower degree of mutual solid solution so that the clinopyroxene
in equilibrium with early liquids would be calcium rich ( 20% CaO).
An estimated geothermal gradient (Clark and Ringwood 1964, Ringwood 1966b) is illustrated in fig. 2. This does not intersect the anhydrous
solidus for pyrolite but does intersect the solidus for pyrolite containing
a small amount of water. Because the degree of melting at temperatures
above the solidus is strongly controlled by the limited initial water
content of the source rock (fig. 3), the amount of liquid present will
remain small for a rather large temperature interval above the solidus.
The effect of small quantities of water in the upper mantle is thus to cause
a region beginning at depths of 80 - 100 kilometres in which there is

>
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normally present a small (< 5%) melt fraction. It is considered that this
region corresponds to the seismic low velocity zone, the small melt fraction
producing low seismic velocity and high seismic attenuation. The lower
boundary of the low-velocity zone may be caused either by decreasing
water content or by entry of water into higher pressure silicate phases.
The discussion in this section has illustrated the very sensitive
controls exerted by P, T and PH in determining the mineralogy and
2.O

solidus temperature of the model pyrolite composition. Attention in the
following section is directed at the liquidus phases of basaltic magmas at
high pressures since if these magmas are derived from the pyrolite
composition by partial melting then the liquidus phases of the basalt
and the residual phases in pyrolite at a given P, T and % ·melting must
match one another. The study of the liquidus and near-liquidus phases
of basalts at high pressure also shows the possible fractionation trends
which a ,basalt magma, separated from its source peridotite, may follow
at various depths in the upper mantle and crust.
4. CRYSTALLIZATION OF BASALTIC MAGMAS
AT HIGH PRESSURE

(a) Basalt nomenclature used In studies of basalts where the chemical
composition of a magma is the principal concern, it is convenient to adopt
a normative (i.e. indirect chemical) classification rather than a modal
(mineralogical) classification. The nomenclature used is as follows:
Tholeiite: basalt with normative hypersthene
Quartz tlwleiite: basalt with normative hypersthene and quartz
Olivine tholeiite: basalt with normative hypersthene and olivine,
hypersthene 3 %
Olivine basalt: with normative olivine and with o - 3 % normative
hypersthene; no normative nepheline
Alkali olivine basalt: with normative olivine and nepheline; nepheline

>

<s%
Fm. 2 (Green 1970). Diagram illustrating the amphibole stability limit at high
pressure and the solidus for pyrolite composition containing approximately 0.1 %
H 20. Also shown (dotted lines) are the solidus for anhydrous pyrolite and the
boundary for appearance of garnet (from Green and Ringwood 1967a). The
numbered dashed curves show the % liquid present above the solidus and the
petrochemical character of these liquids is indicated. The geothermal gradient
shown is the oceanic geotherm illustrated by Ringwood (1966b).
The positions of the curves on this diagram, other than the anhydrous
boundaries, are estimated from reconnaissance experiments on the solidus and
amphibole stability in pyrolite with 0.1 - 0.2 % water and by experiments
establishing the degree of depression of the liquidus temperatures of various
basalts by addition of known amounts of water.
Ordinate -Temperature within the earth.
Abscissa - P
= Load Pressure or Solid Pressure.
tota1
P
=
equilibrium water pressure.
H,O
P • = water pressure along solidus for pyrolite with 0.1% HzO.
I

P

varies along the solidus to P'
I

and an arrow indicates the intersection
I

of the solidus with a subsolidus breakdown curve for amphibole at P
also (amphibole

-r

pyroxenes

+ garnet + olivine + water).

H,O
•

= P'I
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Basanite: basalt with normative olivine, nepheline and albite and with
nepheline 5 %, albite 2 %
Olivine nephelinite: basalt-like composition with major normative
olivine and nepheline; albite 2%; normative orthoclase and/or
leucite, but no normative larnite
Olivine melilite nephelinite: basalt-like composition with normative
olivine, nepheline, leucite and larnite.
The· principal variation between the above magma types is the degree
of silica saturation. Most workers recognize continuity and transition in
chemical composition between the various basalts. Silica content decreases
from 47-49% in the olivine tholeiites to 38% in olivine melilite
nephelinite; alkalis (Na:-0 + 1<20) increase and CaO also increases, paricularly in the nephelinitic compositions. A further variation in basalt
compositions is apparent in the recognition of distinctive high-alumina
basalts (Tilley 1950; Kuno 1960). These are aphyric basalts with
normative olivine and either normative hypersthene or low normative
nepheline contents but with A1O3 contents distinctly higher (at 16-20%
AhOJ) .than 'normal' olivine tholeiites or alkali olivine basalts of similar
SiO2 and Na~o + K2O contents (Kuno 1960).

>

>

<

<

(b) Selection of relevant basaltic magmas The detailed studies of the
active Hawaiian volcanoes convincingly demonstrate the importance of low
pressure, near-surface crystal fractionation in determining the composition
of the magma finally extruded at the surface. In selecting basalts for
study under simulated upper mantle compositions, it is clearly necessary
to seek those liquids which have been derived from the upper mantle
without opportunity for crystal fractionation at shallow levels. One group
of basalts obeying this restriction is the suite from alkali olivine basalts,
through basanites, olivine nephelinites, olivine melilite nephelinites to
olivine melilitites, which contain high density (p,-,3.3) xenoliths and
xenocrysts of high pressure mineralogy. These magmas clearly cannot have
undergone any crystal fractionation at p_ressures less than those at which
the xenoliths were picked up. As a group, these magmas are Mg-rich,
rather high in normative olivine, and with SiO2 contents ranging from
,-, 49% SiO2 (some olivine trachybasalts) ,to ,-, 36% (olivine melilitites).
There is of course no reason to suppose that this whole spectrum is
related by crystal fractionation or by different degrees of partial melting
at any one pressure (depth) but there clearly must be processes operative in
the upper mantle capable of yielding each magma type by partial melting
of pyrolite or by crystal fractionation of a higher temperature magma at
some depth within ,the upper mantle. The experimental petrologist can
directly evaluate the possible inter-relationships for these magmas.
In selecting an olivine tholeiite magma for experimental study at
high pressures one cannot use .the high-pressure inclusion criterion since
this class of basalts does not contain such inclusions. However, the
detailed studies of the 1959 - 60 Kilauea Iki eruption of Hawaii have
provided evidence for the relatively rapid movement of a magma batch
from depths of approximately 60 kilometres to ,the earth's surface, and
eruption of that magma batch in episodic extrusions which ranged from
very olivine-rich picrite to olivine-poor tholeiite. These episodic eruptions
could be monitored for volume and magma composition, allowing an
estimate of the mean composition of the lava lake in which the extrusions
accumulated. The mean composition was estimated as an olivine-rich
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(Bultitude & Green, 1968, 1970)
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tholeiite containing ,-,18% normative olivine (Macdonald and Katsura
1961) or 17% normative olivine (Murata and Richter 1966). Green and
Ringwood (1967b) used an olivine tholeiite composition modelled closely
on Macdonald and Katsura's estimate as a reasonable inferred composition
for an olivine tholeiite magma derived from ,the upper mantle with little
or no low pressure fractionation.
(c) Crystal fractionation - olivine. tholeiite to alkali olivine basalt The
compositions and CIPW norms of some of the basalt types which have
been studied experimentally are listed in Table 1. The experimental
results for olivine ,tholeiite (fig. 4) show olivine as the liquidus phase at
low pressure, orthopyroxene at intermediate pressure, clinopyroxene at
about 20 kb, and garnet at 27 kb. Electron probe analyses of the nearliquidus crystals and estimation of the percentage crystallization allow
calculation of the derivative liquid compositions. In this way it has been
shown that, at atmospheric pressure, parental olivine tholeiite will yield
derivative quartz tholeiite .liquids, at about 9 kb derivative liquids will
be characteristically high-alumina olivine tholeiites, and at 13 - 18 kb
derivative liquids will move rapidly into the nepheline-normative field.
The validity of ,the major role of orthopyroxene in defining the trend from
parental olivine tholeiite to derivative alkali olivine basalt was confirmed
by experiments on an olivine basalt, an alkali olivine basalt, and on a
picrite composition, the latter being saturated in olivine to higher pressures
than the other three compositions but having orthopyroxene as the
second phase to crystallize at 13 - 18 kb. It is emphasised that the
calculation of crystal fractionation trends must be carried out on all
oxide components of the basalt - plots of oxide trends, or projections into
'simple component planes' can be extremely misleading and should be
used only for illustrative and not deductive purposes. In fig. 5, the
molecular norms of the experimental compositions and of their calculated
derivatives (Green and Ringwood 1967b) have been plotted as they would
appear on a plane approximately parallel to the base of the 'basalt
tetrahedron' (Qz - 01- Cpx - Ne) of Yoder and Tilley (1962). The
calculated fractionation trends are shown as solid lines - these show the
possible fractionation behaviour of a magma batch of the chosen composition if cooled at the pressures indicated. Thus at 13.5 kb the olivine
tholeiite (OT1) crystallizes orthopyroxene alone near the liquidus and
fractionation produces the trend illustrated. At the same pressure, a
second olivine tholeiite (OT2), prepared by adding 5% more olivine (F0io)
to the initial olivine tholeiite, crystallizes olivine alone (see fig. 4). However,
at 13.5 kb it obviously cannot fractionate by olivine separation through
the point OT1. Thus before the liquid crystallizes 5% olivine, orthopyroxene appears and dominates the further crystal extract giving the
trend shown as a dashed curve for 13.5 kb. A similar relationship
is apparent between the picrite (PB) and olivine basalt (OB) at 13 - 18 kb.
These compositions and their crystallization paths illustrate clearly that
although olivine must appear (at appropriate P, T) with orthopyroxene as
a liquidus phase for any liquid derived by partial melting of a pyrolite
source rock, the olivine is a minor phase in the crystal accumulate formed
if the magma separates and begins to crystallize at depths equivalent to
12 - 18 kb. The type of crystal accumulate formed would be an olivine
orthopyroxenite. When clinopyroxene joins the precipitating phases, any
olivine not removed from contact. with the liquid may react with liquid. A
reaction (olivine + liquid1 --+ clinopyroxene + liqui<l2) has been observed
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FIG. 4 (Green 1969b). Experimental crystallization of olivine tholeiite (Table I)
at various pressures. Data (dotted symbols) for an olivine-enriched tholeiite was
prepared by addition of 5% olivine (Fo.io) to the olivine tholeiite of Table x.
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Ab
+An

Ol
5 Plot of experimental compositions of Table I and calculated fractionation
trends, on the surface Gadeite + Ca-Tschermak's silicate)-Olivine-Quartz.
Co-ordinates calculated from the Ab, An, Ne, Hy, 01 components of the molecular
norm as follows:
Jd + Ts = Ab + An + Ne
Qz = Ab + An - Ne + Hy
FIG.

2

01

= 01 +

Hy
2

OT1 = Olivine tholeilte
OT2 = Olivine tholeiite (OT1) + 5% olivine F~
OB = Olivine basalt
AOB = Alkali olivine basalt
PB= Picrite
PBa = Picritic basanite
B = Olivine-rich basonite
ON = Olivine nephelinite
PN = Picritic nephelinite
P = Pyrolite
P 1 = Pyrolite - 40% Olivine
Solid lines: calculated fractionation trends (Green and Ringwood 1967b) at
various pressures (9kb, 13 - 18 kb).
Dotted lines: estimated trends for liquids in equilibrium with olivine and
orthopyroxene at various pressures (numbers indicate the pressures).
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in some undersaturated compositions at pressures up to 31.5 kb (Bultitude
and Green 1970). Accumulates lacking primary olivine and consisting only
of aluminous orthopyroxene + aluminous clinopyroxene may thus be
formed, and at lower temperatures the disappearence of orthopyroxene and
later appearance of spine! or garnet may yield clinopyroxenite, spine!
clinopyroxenite or garnet clinopyroxenite accumulates.
(d) Crystal fractionation - basanite to olivine nephelinite The compositions of some highly undersaturated basaltic magmas which have been
studied experimentally are given in Table I and plotted on Fig. 5. The
compositions were selected from amongst basalts containing high pressure
lherzolite xenoliths, and thus should closely approach the compositions of
magmas existing in the upper mantle. All are olivine-rich and, under dry
conditions, olivine is the liquidus phase up to 20 kb or to 32 kb depending
on the specific composition. Clinopyroxene is the second phase to
crystallize over a large pressure range and becomes ,the liquidus phase
over a small pressure interval in the olivine nephelinite and olivine-rich
basanite compositions. At higher pressure, clinopyroxene is either joined
by garnet on the liquidus or garnet becomes the liquidus phase, joined by
clinopyroxene slightly below the liquidus. Details of the experimental
studies, with analytical data on the near-liquidus phases are given by
Bultitude and Green (1970). In the picritic basanite composition, orthopyroxene appears in the crystallization sequence at 18 kb over a very small
temperature interval after the crystallization of 5 - 8 % olivine and prior to
appearance of clinopyroxene. In the picritic nephelinite composition at 22. 5
kb, orthopyroxene again makes a very brief appearance in the crystallization
interval, after the precipitation of some olivine and clinopyroxene.
Orthopyroxene does not appear in the crystallization sequences for the
olivine nephelinite or olivine-rich basanite at any pressure under dry
conditions.
The fractionation trends at various pressures have been calculated
from the analytical data on the liquidus phases. Low-pressure fractionation
is dominated by olivine and yields derivative liquids of higher silica
content and rapid iron enrichment. At pressures of 18 -27 kb, fractionation
of these particular liquids is dominated by clinopyroxene with minor
olivine or garnet. Derivative liquids become more undersaturated but
there is marked calcium depletion accompanying the silica depletion. At
pressures greater than 27 kb crystal fractionation is controlled by garnet
+ clinopyroxene separation. Evaluation of fractionation controlled by
these phases is particularly important since O'Hara (1968) considers that
eclogite (i.e. garnet + clinopyroxene) fractionation is the process by which
magmas such as alkali olivine basalts, basanites, nephelinites, etc. become
highly enriched in 'incompatible elements' (such as K, P, Ti, Rb, Sr, U,
Th, etc.) relative to olivine tholeiites. O'Hara (1968 pp. n7 - n8) suggests
50% ecologite fractionation will be important in trace element enrichment
but will have little effect on the major element composition of the basalts.
O'Hara and Yoder (1967, p. no) similarly invoke eclogite fractionation
to account for enrichment in trace elements, but also invoke eclogite
fractionation from parental tholeiitic picrite to produce residual liquids
with abundant olivine, nepheline, larnite, leucite and kalsilite in the CIPW
norm. The quantitative evaluation of fractionation by garnet + clinopyroxene separation at pressures of 27 - 36 kb from the picritic basanite and
nephelinite compositions by Bultitude and Green (1970) shows that large
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degrees of crystallization are required to produce small changes in silica
content and in degree of undersaturation. Such fractionation is accompanied by depletion in calcium and enrichment in iron relative to
magnesium. These effects are inconsistent with characteristics on natural
magmas of mantle derivation which show increasing Ca-contents with
increasing degree of undersaturation and demonstrate similar or higher
Mg:ie++ values for the very undersaturated magma ,types, relative
to olivine tholeiites. Separation of garnet and clinopyroxene under upper
mantle conditions undoubtedly occurs in specific cases (xenoliths of garnet
clinopyroxenite in the Delegate or Salt Lake Crater ruffs are in part
probably examples of such accumulates) but it is concluded that it is not
the process responsible for the natural magma series from olivine-rich
tholeiite to olivine nephelinite and olivine melilitite.
Experiments on the effect of water on the liquidus phases of the
basanite and nephelinite compositions of table I (Bultitude and Green
~968, Green r969a, b) show that whereas olivine and clinopyroxene or
clinopyroxene alone may be the liquidus phases under dry conditions
(liquidus r,400 - r,450° c, 20- 30 kb), if the liquidus is depressed to r,200
- 1,300° c by the addition of 2 - 5% water, then olivine and orthopyroxene,
or olivine, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene may occur at or near the
liquidus. This effect has been substantiated for the olivine-rich basanite
composition and an alkali olivine basalt composition with experiments
using sealed capsules and known quantities of water (Green r969a, b,
Green and Hibberson 1969). It should be noted that the near-liquidus
clinopyroxene under dry conditions at r,400- r,450° c is rather subcalcic, and with the rapid widening of the pyroxene miscibility gap at
lower temperature, such a composition would be represented by orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. Thus depression of the liquidus by the
addition of water may bring in orthopyroxene as a liquidus phase, not as
a consequence of any major compositional shift of the cotectic between
olivine and orthopyroxene (cf. Kushiro r969), but as a direct consequence
of the sensitive itemperature dependence of the pyroxene solid solutions.
The important near-liquidus role of orthopyroxene in water-bearing
basanitic and nephelinitic magmas at high pressure may permit fractionation of magmas through olivine-rich basanites to olivine nephelinites at
20 - 2 5 kb and through picritic basanites and picritic nephelinites to
olivine melilite nephelinites at ,..., 27 kb.

5. APPLICATION OF BASALT CRYSTALLIZATION
STUDIES TO PARTIAL MELTING
If we consider an olivine tholeiite magma then the experimental studies
(Green and Ringwood r967b) have shown that by separation of approximately r5% crystals at r3 - r8 kb we may produce an olivine basalt magma
type. The crystal extract would be dominantly orthopyroxene with very
minor olivine. Further crystallization (,-,r5%) of orthopyroxene, now
joined by sub-calcic clinopyroxene and possibly still accompanied by very
minor olivine, will produce a liquid of alkali olivine basalt type. If
crystals have remained in contact with the liquid, ,then we have a chemical
system in which an alkali olivine basalt liquid is in equilibrium with minor
olivine, minor sub-calcic clinopyroxene and major orthopyroxene. The
proportion of crystals ,to liquid is approximately 30: 70 but it will not
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affect the composition of either liquid or crystals nor the equilibrium
between them if we grossly change the proportions of the crystals adding
a very large amount of olivine, a little more orthopyroxene but no more
clinopyroxene so that the proportion of crystals to liquid becomes approximately 80: 20. We are now considering a total composition which is
peridotitic, and have a model of partial melting or batch melting of that
total composition. By increasing the temperature on the peridotitic bulk
composition we can envisage all the clinopyroxene, major orthopyroxene
and minor olivine entering the melt and changing the melt composition
back through olivine basalt to reach olivine tholeiite at a stage of about
30% melting.
This discussion illustrates the way in which the experimental studies
on basalt crystallization can be applied to a model of panial melting. This
reasoning can only be applied if the observed liquidus phases of the series
of basaltic liquids are the same as the observed phases in the postulated
source composition at the same P and T. This panicularly applies to
M MgF

g+

e

ratio - a basalt with olivine of Foao as the liquidus phase

could not be in equilibrium with a peridotite having olivine Fem under any
conditions. In this example a prediction that a basalt with similar normative
mineralogy but suitably higher

M:-1:Fe ratio w~uld have olivine of Fem

as liquidus phase at the same pressure, is probably valid. The situation
is more complex with ,the pyroxenes, however, for the extent of mutual
solid solution of calcium-rich and calcium-poor pyroxenes is very dependent
on both temperature and
a clinopyroxene of

M::

Fe ratio. Thus if a particular basalt had

~o MJ

g+

e

= 80 as the liquid us phase at a panicular

pressure it is difficult to predict whether a more magnesian basalt of the
same normative mineralogy will have orthopyroxene or clinopyroxene or
even olivine as the liquidus phase at the same pressure, since the pyroxene
solid solution limits will be considerably different (less extensive) for the
more magnesian pyroxenes. This discussion illustrates the caution that is
necessary when attempting to extrapolate from simple iron-free systems
to natural basalts, and emphasizes the limitations of projections in which
Mg and Fe are equated and on which basalts, peridotites, and mineral
compositions of very different

M MgF

g+

e

ratio are plotted with attempts

to derive generalized liquidus phase fields and cotectics (e.g. O'Hara 1968).
Such techniques may have illustrative value if applied to closely coherent
groups of compositions, but remain qualitative and invalid for deductive
purposes unless augmented by treatment of the total chemical composition.
(a) Pyrolite as a source rock for the experimentally studied basalts In the
discussion of basalt crystallization and fractionation it was suggested that
by about 30% crystallization of olivine tholeiite at 13 - 18 kb, derivative
alkali olivine basalt magmas could be obtained. The accumulate would be
dominated by aluminous orthopyroxene, with minor sub-calcic clinopyroxene and minor olivine. Referring to the detail of the analyzed basalts
(Green and Ringwood 1967b), the olivine tholeiite and olivine basalt
compositions (table I) had liquidus olivine and orthopyroxene with
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loo Mg ,-, 90, whereas the more ll'on-n
.
ch alkali olivme
.
basal t h ad
M g+ F e
100Mg
liquidus olivine (9 kb) and orthopyroxene (13.5 kb) with
Mg+Fe
= 83. In general .terms, liquids which could be in equilibrium with the
pyrolite (· 100 Mg = 89) or residual assemblages from the pyrolite
Mg+Fe
0

must be relatively magnesian basalts i.e.

~oo, ,-, 68 - 73. In this

g+

e

respect the alkali olivine basalt composition of Table 1 is unsuitable for
direct derivation from a pyrolite source, but a more magnesian composition
of similar normative mineralogy is predicted to show similar crystallization
behaviour with a slightly higher liquidus temperature and possibly slightly
enhanced role of orthopyroxene crystallization at> 13 kb.
Referring to fig. 1, it is apparent that the phases which were invoked
in the postulated crystal fractionation of olivine ,tholeiite to alkali olivine
basalt are the same as the phases at the anhydrous pyrolite solidus within
the pressure range 10- 13 kb. This applies to a more detailed comparison of
M MgF

g+

e

ratios and of alumina contents of the pyroxenes (Green and
.

Ringwood 1969). Furthermore, the limited partial melting data on the
pyrolite (Green and Ringwood, 1967a) shows that clinopyroxene rapidly
enters the liquid and disappears from the residue leaving olivine and
enstatite only. The studies on basalt crystallization and mineralogy of
pyrolite at high pressure may be integrated to suggest a model of partial
melting at depths of 13 - 18 kb. At these depths, if the pyrolite source rock
is anhydrous, ,then the first liquid at the solidus will be in equilibrium with
olivine, aluminous orthopyroxene, and aluminous clinopyroxene - a liquid
saturated with these phases will be nepheline-normative, i.e. an alkali
olivine basalt or, at low degrees of melting at about 18 kb, an olivine-rich
basanite (Bultitude and Green 1970). Up to 15- 20% melting, clinopyroxene will remain among the residual phases and the liquids will remain
nepheline-normative, though decreasingly so with increasing temperature.
Since all the phases existing in the source rock are Fe-Mg solid solutions,
it is considered that melting with increasing temperature will be nearer to a
linear process (as illustrated in fig. 3) than a eutectic and 'stepped' process
(O'Hara 1968) although different 'gradients' of the various solid-solution
cotectics may produce some non-linearity in the % melting vs. temperature
curve. For degrees of melting greater than 15 -20%, clinopyroxene will
be absent from the residual phases and the liquid, saturated only with
olivine and aluminous enstatite, will become increasingly hypersthene
normative changing through olivine basalt to olivine-rich tholeiite (~ 22%
olivine, 15% hypersthene, at 13 kb; ,-, 27% olivine, 13% hypersthene at
18 kb).
At lower pressures (~ 9 kb) the experimental studies permit a similar
deduction that liquids developed at 15-20% melting will be in equilibrium
with olivine, enstatite (lower AhOJ content), and minor clinopyroxene and
such liquids will be high-alumina olivine ,tholeiites (10-15% normative
olivine). With higher degrees of melting, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and
minor olivine enter the melt changing it to olivine tholeiite of low ALOJ type
with high normative olivine and hypersthene contents. At higher pressures,
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,..., 22 kb, initial melts may be olivine-rich or picritic basanite, and change
through alkali picrites to tholeiitic picrites with increasing melting.
The preceding discussion has considered partial melting in a source
pyrolite composition which is anhydrous. However, it has been inferred in
previous sections .that some mantle derived magmas, such as olivine
nephelinite or olivine melilitite, are hydrous magmas at their depth of
origin implying that the mantle source region is itself water bearing.
The effects on -the near-solidus mineralogy and solidus temperature of
water contents of 0.1 - 0.2 % have been discussed in earlier sections, and
now must be integrated with the basalt melting data under both wet and
dry conditions.
(b) Partial melting of a hydrous pyrolite mantle: andesitic or neplzelinitic
magmas? Turning .to the nature of liquids derived by partial melting of
a hydrous peridotite source, there are two hypotheses in the current
literature which could hardly be more diametrically opposed or mutually
exclusive. Each is based on experimental data which are probably correct.
Kushiro et. al. (1968) and Kushiro (1969) have studied melting relations
in ,the systems enstatite + water, and forsterite + diopside + silica +
water, and inferred that enstatite melts incongruently to forsterite + quartz
normative liquid under high water pressures (up to 30 kb water pressure).
A similar incongruent melting relationship for enstatite is inferred for
water undersaturated conditions i.e. PH
P
These results are
tota1
2O
extrapolated to the melting of more complex olivine + enstatite + clinopyroxene-bearing assemblages in the presence of a minor water-rich fluid
phase in the upper mantle, and lead to the hypothesis that liquids
developed from such a source will be silica-oversaturated, specifically,
quartz tholeiites or andesites. Such silica-rich magmas (SiO2 50%) might
also form from parental olivine tholeiite by crystal fractionation at high
water pressures (Kushiro et. al. 1968).
In contrast, Bultitude and Green (1968) had experimented on the role
of water in depressing the liquidus of very undersaturated natural magmas
(olivine nephelinites, Table 1), and reported a major role for orthopyroxene
as a near-liquid us phase at 20 - 30 kb, PH
P al , temperature I 50 tot
2O
250° c below the anhydrous solidus. From these studies it was inferred
that highly undersaturated olivine melilite nephelinite, olivine nephelinite,
and olivine-rich basanite magmas could form by partial melting of a pyrolite
source (i.e. be in equilibrium with residual olivine, orthopyroxene, ±
clinopyroxene, ± garnet) at pressures of 20 - 30 kb. It was inferred that
·parental olivine tholeiite could fractionate to these silica-poor magmas
(SiO2,..., 42%) by crystal fractionation in the presence of small but
essential water contents.
Kushiro (1969) considered that Bultitude and Green's data were in error
due to the experiments being carried out in crimped (rather than welded) Pt
capsules with the result that the sample composition had altered during the
run. Precautions against this had been taken by Bultitude and Green,
and the use of the microprobe to analyze charges after runs effectively
restricted any such sample leaching or contamination to very selective
migration of alkali elements. Confirmation of the effect, using sealed
platinum capsules and known quantities of water, was obtained for olivinerich basanite composition (Table 1, column 5, reported in Green 1969a
(footnote) and 1969b). In anhydrous runs on this composition, clinopyr-
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oxene is the liquidus phase at 1,470° c and 27 kb, joined by garnet at lower
temperature. With 2% !LO, the liquidus is depressed to ,..,1,340° c,
and olivine (minor) joined by orthopyroxene and then by clinopyroxene is
the crystallization sequence. An analogy with Kushiro's data is suggested
by the appearance of olivine at higher pressure in the hydrous runs but the
important role of orthopyroxene is confirmed and is considered to be
largely an effect of lowering the liquidus temperature and widening the
pyroxene miscibility gap. Thus a magma, which at the high temperature
of the anhydrous liquidus will crystallize a clinopyroxene with moderate
CaO content, cannot precipitate ,this same phase as a single pyroxene at
lower temperatures -because of the wider pyroxene miscibility gap. Instead
-the magma may precipitate two pyroxenes, either of which may be the
liquidus phase depending on bulk composition. The implication of these
experiments to mantle melting is considered in a later section.
Kushiro et. al's. (1968) experiments on the systems enstatite + water
were in part repeated, and similar results were obtained on the roles of
olivine + enstatite in the subsolidus and persistence of olivine in the
melting interval. Unambiguous interpretation of the data is difficult owing
to solubility of silica in ,the vapour phase and indeterminacy of liquid and
vapour compositions. It is clear however that the total fluid phase
(liquid + vapour) is silica-oversaturated and Kushiro et. al's. experiments
with low water contents provide evidence that in the vapour-absent region
the liquid phase may also be silica-oversaturated. To test the applicability
of the extrapolation from the simple system to natural basalt, experiments
have been carried out in a quartz tholeiite composition (Green and
Ringwood, 1967, Table 1, column 2) in the presence of 15% and 30%
water at a load pressure of 22.5 kb. The quartz tholeiite contains 21 %
normative hypersthene and 2.5% normative quartz but olivine is the
liquid us phase at atmospheric pressure - it is a typical basalt showing
reaction between early-formed olivine and silica-oversaturated liquid. At
22.5 kb, with 15% water, ,the liquid is undersaturated with water (i.e.
no vapour phase) and the liquidus is at 1,070 ± 15° c. The liquidus
phase is clinopyroxene and garnet joins the clinopyroxene at about 1,050° c.
With 30% water, the liquid is saturated with water (i.e. vapour phase
coexists with liquid) and the liquidus lies between 1,000° c and 1,050° c.
Clinopyroxene is the liquidus phase and garnet joins the clinopyroxene
between 1,000° c and 970° c. Olivine does not appear in either the
water-saturated or water-undersaturated runs, and ithe identification and
presence of phases has been carefully checked with the electron microprobe.
To further eliminate the possibility that absence of olivine was not due to
nucleation difficulties, the quartz tholeiite was seeded with 6.4 % olivine.
This is sufficient to make the bulk composition exactly saturated i.e. with
26% normative hypersthene and no normative quartz or olivine. For this
composition, ,the seed olivines entirely disappeared and clinopyroxene was
the liquidus phase at 1,080° c (15% H2O) and clinopyroxene and garnet
appeared together in a near-liquidus run at 1,000° c (30% H2O). The
experiments show that olivine does not occur as a liquidus or near-liquidus
phase in either a silica-oversaturated or exactly silica-saturated -tholeiite at
22.5 kb either under water-saturated (30% H2O) or water-deficient
(15% !LO) conditions. This pressure is within the range (up to 30 kb
water pressure) in which Kushiro et. al. {1968) report incongruent melting
of enstatite to forsterite + silica-oversaturated liquid. Thus, at least at
this pressure, the inference from the simple system study cannot be
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extrapolated and applied ,to a typical basalt. It is considered most
improbable that a quartz-normative tholeiitic or andesitic liquid can
coexist with olivine (i.e. have olivine as its liquidus phase) under upper
mantle conditions (P ) 1o kb) even at high water pressures.
Thus the hypothesis ,that quartz tlioleiitic or andesitic liquids may be
derived by direct partial melting of a source peridotite composition in the
presence of wa~er in the upper mantle is rejected, and the contrasted
hypothesis that such wet melting produces extremely undersaturated
magmas from the pyrolite source is pursued in the following section.
(c) Nephelinitic magmas from partial melting of hydrous pyrolite
Experiments referred to in previous sections have shown .that very
undersaturated basanite and olivine nephelinites may form in equilibrium
with residual magnesian olivine, orthopyroxene and calcic clinopyroxene
at pressures of 18 -35 kb, provided temperatures of melting are depressed
100 - 250° c below the anhydrous solidus by the presence of water. Olivine
nephelinite magmas may form at 18 - 22 kb in equilibrium with residual
olivine, enstatite, and clinopyroxene. The presence of garnet in the residual
phases with olivine, enstatite, and clinopyroxene at pressures of ,..., 27 kb
will produce early liquids of low alumina and high calcium content (i.e.
olivine melilite nephelinite and olivine melilitite). It may be noted that
the ,temperature-pressure regime under discussion (i.e. T ,-, 1,200° c,
P) 18 kb) is largely outside the stability field of amphibole, so that this
phase does not occur at the solidus, particularly at pressure ) 25kb. For
conditions ,-, 18 kb amphibole will appear at the solidus at sufficiently
high water pressure - - liquids in equilibrium with amphibole at low
degrees of partial melting (P = 10 - 18 kb) are probably potassium-rich
and range from basanites near 18 kb to olivine ·trachybasalts near 9 kb.
6. SUMMARY OF PARTIAL MELTING RELATIONSHIPS
Figures 2, 3 and 6 present, in diagrammatic form, an integrated
model for derivation of basalt types ranging from olivine trachybasalt and
hawaiite to olivine melilitite and to tholeiitic picrite. It is emphasized that
the magma types shown are restricted to magmas of direct mantle derivation. Processes of crystal fractionation at crustal levels or at deeper levels
may modify these magma types producing other magmas not represented
in these figures. Also it is not suggested that all rocks classifiable as
'hawaiite', quartz tholeiite or alkali olivine basalt etc. are derived as partial
melts from pyrolite in the manner indicated. Rather the figures illustrate
the petrochemical characteristic of the particular liquid formed if partial
melting of pyrolite occurs at the designated conditions. In general terms,
liquids formed in equilibrium with pyrolite source rock must be very
.
100Mg
magnes1an ( Mg+Fe++
68 - 73), whereas if any liquid segregates from
FIG. 6 (Green 1970). A petrogenetic grid for mantle-derived basaltic magmas.
Various basalt magma types are assigned to a % Melt, Pressure grid (implying
also specific % H 2O and temperature of melting, see figs. 2 and 3) in which they
are regarded as partial melting products of a pyrolite composition containing
0.1 % Hze. The numbers placed with each basal! type refer to the normative
olivine content of this liquid at its depth of origin - because of the expansion
of the olivine crystallization field at low pressure most basalts will precipitate
olivine before other phases if fractionation occurs at lower pressures. The dashed
boundaries marked with a mineral name show that this mineral will occur among
the residual phases remaining after extraction of magma types to the left of the
boundary. Olivine is present in equilibrium, i.e. is a residual phase in the pyrolite
composition for all the magma types, cf. fig. 3.
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the source rock and begins to cool and crystallize, then separation of
olivine, pyroxenes, garnet, or amphibole will all produce iron-enrichment
· the denv
· ed liqw"ds . The rauo
· Mg+Fe++
IOO Mg ,or
r a basal t 1s
• thus a sens1uve
··
m
indicator of the prehistory of a particular magma, but there is a practical
difficulty in that any oxidation of iron in the magma or rock will produce
falsely high Ioo Mg ratios.
Mg+Fe++
In figs. 2, 3 and 6, tholeiitic magmas are produced with high degrees
of partial melting, with olivine and enstatite remaining as residual phases.
The water contents of ,these magmas, if they have developed from a source
rock with 0.1 % ILO, would be only 0.3 to 0.4 % !LO. This water content
would depress the tholeiite liquid us to only 30 - 50 • c below the anhydrous
liquidus. Tholeiitic magmas would form from a pyrolite source with about
0.1 % H.-0 at ,temperatures only 30 - 50 • c below the temperature at which
similar melts would form from anhydrous pyrolite and little difference in
chemical composition would be expected between the two tholeiites. This
is very different from the situation when very low degrees of partial
melting are considered (fig. 3) for ,then the relatively water-rich magmas
form at very much lower temperatures than anhydrous melts and the
liquid-residue equilibria may be significantly different.
The conclusions on basalt petrogenesis outlined in figs. 2, 3 and 6
will undoubtedly require refinement and modification as further detailed
studies proceed. However, ,these figures are intended to give a framework
in which the increasingly detailed studies of natural basalt provinces can
be viewed with greater insight as to possible magma source conditions and
magma inter-relationships. Finally the acceptance or rejection of petrogenetic models such as figs. 2, 3 and 6 will be based on ,the natural
basalts themselves, and there is a great deal of information still to be
obtained. A specific example of how the P, T history of a particular magma
(an olivine basalt from Auckland Is.) can be deduced is presented by
Green and Hibberson (1969), and the same techniques can be applied to
a very large range of natural, 'xenocryst'-bearing magma compositions.
In the example quoted, it was shown that olivine, orthopyroxene, and
clinopyroxene closely matching the compositions of 'xenocrysts' in the
olivine basalt, were liquidus and near-liquidus phases for the host magma
composition at 14 - 16 kb and 1,200 ± 20° c. For the basalt liquidus
to occur at that P, T, then the basalt must have contained 2% water.
;;o ~g = 86 - 87, the
g+ e
liquid could not have been a direct partial melt from pyrolite with
100Mg
.
M
F
= 89, but had probably already fracttonated
some way
g+ e
along the path .towards alkali olivine basalt by separation of the observed
orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and minor olivine at depths of about
50- 55 kilometres.
Furthermore, since the liquidus phases had
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7. TRACE ELEMENTS IN BASALTS-WALL-ROCK REACTION
AND SOURCE INHOMOGENEITY
In ,the preceding discussion, the emphasis has been on the major
element composition of basaltic magmas, since this determines the mineralogy and forms ithe basis of classification of basaltic rocks. In attempting
to relate olivine tholeiitic and alkali olivine basalt magmas by crystal
fractionation or different degrees of melting of a pyrolite source, Green
and Ringwood (1967b) noted that there was a group of elements including
K, Ti, P, Ba, Sr, Rb, Zr, Hf, U, Th, Pb, and the lighter rare earth
elements, which show enrichment factors in Hawaiian alkali olivine basalts
which a.re greater than would be produced by 30% crystallization of
a parental olivine tholeiite or the difference between 20% melting (alkali
olivine basalt) and 30% melting of the pyrolite source rock. These highly
enriched elements ("incompatible elements") are those which do not
substitute readily in the major minerals of the upper mantle, but probably
form rare accessory phases. These elements are expected to be strongly
partitioned into any melt fraction, so that for partial melting in excess of
about 5% their concentration should closely reflect the %-melting and
source composition only, and be essentially independent of the relative
proportions of olivine, enstatite and clinopyroxene remaining in the residue.
Green and Ringwood (1967b) suggested an additional mechanism of
concentrating incompatible elements in a fractionating magma by a process
called 'wall-rock reaction'. In ithis process, it was envisaged ,that a body
of magma could, under some conditions, cool by reaction with, and solution
of, the lowest melting fraction of any wall-rock material with which it was
in contact This process was considered to be an important one for bodies
of magma in a region of little temperature contrast between magma and
wall-rock (i.e. a magma body near its depth of segregation from source
pyrolite or for a large magma body with a relatively long residence time
in the crust and undergoing crystal fractionation at low pressures). The
latter aspect of wall-rock reaction was applied particularly to the fractionated and 'incompatible element enriched' quartz tholeiites of Tasmania
and Antarctica.
With the recognition that the genesis of the undersaturated basanites,
nephelinites, etc. (the magma with ithe highest enrichment factors for the
incompatible elements) requires the presence of water, a further factor
in selective element enrichment was suggested (Green 1969a, b). If
hydrous accessory minerals such as phlogopite, amphibole, apatite, etc.
are stable in the upper mantle then there exist conditions with
( p wap-rock
( p .
A body of magma moving
P wall-rock
H 2O
flwd
solid
through such an environment may be very undersaturated in water
and P
may be less than P II!g-rock • Hydrous phases in the wall
rock may break down under the influence of the neighbouring magma
and water may Inigrate into the magma.. The concept of wall rock reaction
was modified to include the movement of a fluid phase containing incompatible element concentrations or diffusion of incompatible elements through
a fluid phase from wall-rock to magma.
In an important paper, Gast (1968) discussed the trace-element
enrichment in basalt magmas derived by partial melting, and showed that
the strongly enriched 'incompatible element' contents of alkali olivine
basalts, basanites, etc. would result if these magmas were produced by

=

H:6
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very low degrees of melting (3 - 7%) of their source peridotite. Olivine
tholeiites from the mid-oceanic ridge environments, with very low
potassium and other incompatible element contents, were regarded as
derived by 20 - 30% melting of a source rock which had previously
suffered partial melting. Hawaiian olivine tholeiites, enriched in incompatible elements when compared with many oceanic ridge olivine tholeiites,
were grouped with the alkali olivine basalts as products of smaller degrees
of partial melting. This suggested relationship is inconsistent with figs.
4 and 6. Fig. 6 could reasonably account for the differences between
Hawaiian magma types on the basis of different degrees of partial melting
(provided alkali olivine basalts are in general formed by up to 20%
melting, and commonly much less than this) of a pyrolite source rock,
but the same source rock could not also yield the oceanic tholeiites (highalumina olivine tholeiites) with their characteristically depleted incompatible
element contents, by 15 - 20 % melting in a single-stage process.
Consideration of incompatible element variations between rocks
which are essentially similar in major element content, leads to the concept
of inhomogeneity in incompatible element contents in the source region.
Gast's (1968) suggestion of 2-stage melting, the first extracted melt
being of small volume but highly enriched in incompatible elements, may
be important. An additional suggestion has been made that the upper
mantle source region may be vertically zoned in incompatible element
concentrations (Green 1970) due to upward migration within the low
velocity zone of a fluid phase. This fluid phase is envisaged as water-rich
and possibly COrrich, or possibly, a very small, water-rich, silicate
melt fraction. The presence of a free fluid phase within the low velocity
zone may permit the upward migration of incompatible elements, which
do not readily substitute in olivine, pyroxenes, or garnet, until they are
'fixed' by entering a small silicate melt fraction in the upper part of the
low velocity zone. In dtls way, source regions with 'depleted' and 'enriched'
patterns of incompatible element abundance could be developed in the
lower or upper part respectively of the low velocity zone. The particular
tectonic or dynamic mechanism of partial melting (i.e. mantle diapirism,
'fault' tapping of the low velocity zone etc.) would determine which source
region was involved in magma production.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The understanding of basalt magma genesis and of upper mantle
composition are mutually dependent problems and both require a close
integration of studies of geochemical and geophysical aspects of natural
basalts, and experimental studies under simulated (P, T, P H ) upper
20

mantle conditions. I have, in this lecture, developed a model of basalt
genesis in which the source composition (pyrolite) is regarded as essentially
homogeneous in major elements but inhomogeneous or chemically zoned in
content of incompatible elements and accessory minerals. The low velocity
zone of the upper mantle is interpreted as a region in which, due to the
instability of amphibole in pyrolite containing 0.1 - 0.2 % H2O at depths
in excess of 80- 100 kilometres, there is a very small (<5%) degree of
partial melting. The nature of this liquid fraction is highly undersaturated
olivine nephelinite or olivine melilitite. Ascent and extrusion of basaltic
magmas may occur when the low velocity zone is tapped rather directly
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by major rift or fault systems. More voluminous magmas, which are also
usually products of much greater degrees of partial melting, form when
there is diapiric upwelling of material from the low velocity zone to higher
levels in the mantle or lower crust (Green and Ringwood r967; Green
r970).
Magma types ranging from tholeiitic picrite to olivine melilitite and
olivine trachybasalt are assigned to a petrogenetic grid in which the depth
(pressure) of magma segregation, the degree of partial melting of the
source rock, the water content, and approximate temperature of the
magma, are specified. While this model can account for variations in
major element abundances and normative mineralogy among basalts,
there are variations in abundances of K, Rb, Ba, the rare-earths, etc.
(incompatible elements), which are inconsistent with a model involving
a constant source composition for all mantle derived basalts. Abundances
of incompatible elements in the magmas are partly determined by the
source composition at magma segregation but may be further enriched
by wall-rock reaction processes in the upper mantle or in the continental
crust. Source inhomogeneity appears to be required to account for
variations in incompatible element abundances and such inhomogeneity
may be a characteristic feature within the low velocity zone, the upper
part of which is considered to have 'enriched' and the lower part a
'depleted' pattern of incompatible element contents.
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* The Bennett Lectures
THE SALT PLUGS OF THE PERSIAN
GULF REGION
Preface by P. C. Sylvester-Bradley
One of the most exciting geological discoveries of the last ten years - and
the one most pregnant with economic possibilities for every citizen of this
country-has been ,the discovery of the rich oil and gas fields in the North
Sea. Dr. Kent, as Chief Geologist of BP, has been closely involved with
both discovery and exploitation. It soon became clear that one of the
structural features which distinguished the area, and which was responsible
for its economic importance, was a feature which had previously been
known in ,the North German and Dutch oil and gas fields: the whole
area was underlain by a thick deposit of salt and other evaporites.
Salt is one of the important constituents of the sedimentary cover;
it was deposited from solution - by drying up of salt water - in even
layers in such areas as the North Sea, Louisiana and the Middle East It
has two characteristics; it has a low specific gravity, and it behaves
plastically when deeply buried; the result is a tendency to bulge upwards
and flow towards surface in the form of "salt domes", often important in
relation to the occurrence of oil and gas.
The Middle East is almost unique in that not only have large
numbers of salt domes pierced through in overlying sediments to reach
surface, but the desert climate, with its consequent lack of rainfall, has
preserved them in all their complexity for geological investigation. ·
There are many controversial problems involved: the age of the
original salt bed at depth; the mechanism of piercement through a massive
rock overburden; their relation to associated igneous rocks; the features
of mineralization associated with them; the mechanism of formation of
the salt glaciers which slide downhill from the flanks of the larger domes.
Much new information bearing on these and other matters is given in the
following pages.
Dr. Kent has for the last three years honoured the University of
Leicester by accepting appointment as one of our first "Adrian Visiting
Fellows". He has previously spoken to us in a public lecture on the
Geology of the North Sea Basin. We are pleased and proud that he has
agreed to mark the close of his period of appointment with this stimulating
Bennett Lecture based on his research in the Middle East extending over

many years.

* Delivered

in the Department of Geology in the University of Leicester on
9th January 1970.
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THE SALT PLUGS OF THE
PERSIAN GULF REGION
by

P. E. KENT, D.Sc., F.R.S.
SUMMARY
Emergent salt plugs occur over a broad area of southern Iran and the Persian Gulf;
they are found also in smaller inland basins of Iran, in Oman and (one case) in
Iraq. Well over 200 are now known. As a result of the desert climate and very
limited solution effects their structural features can be studied at outcrop in a
unique way.
Discovery of much larger sequences of bedded rocks than were formerly
available now indicates that the extrusive rocks, the Hormuz formation, belong to a
cyclic series, characterised by a repetition of salt, gypsum, coloured shales and dark
dolomite, characteristically reduced to a chaotic breccia by the process of translation
from great depth. The age of this formation based on palaeontological and other
information ranges from the Middle Cambrian back into Infra-Cambrian.* The
discovery and wide distribution of Stromatoporoids in the Hormuz rocks is
recorded for the first time.
·
Problems associated with the Gulf and Zagros salt plugs include the piercement
mechanism, by which they penetrated many thousands of feet of massive limestone
overburden; the absence of displaced material equivalent to the vent volume; the
translation from great depth of bedded masses of sediment up to a mile or more
across; the relation to igneous rocks with which they are especially associated in
the Gulf and coastal region; their age of movement with evidence of pulsatory
extrusion; their distribution in relation to the late Tertiary orogenic phase; the
development of salt glaciers and the physical problems of salt flowage.
New information from the Zagros cases and analysis of the structural
relationships of the island salt plugs of Abu Dhabi south of the fold belt contribute
to solution of these problems.
The account concludes with a brief description of the emergent Tertiary salt
plugs of the Semnan area in Central Iran, which contrast in many respects with the
plugs of the Hormuz series.
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* This term is restricted in inland Iran to late Pre-Cambrian sediments conformably
underlying the fossiliferous Lower Cambrian.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The desert of Southeastem Iran and the adjoining parts of the
Persian Gulf are characterised by large numbers of emergent diapiric
salt plugs-intrusions 2 - 10 kilometres across, reaching surface through
Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks. These have penetrated a particularly
massive overburden in which limestones predominate to emerge at surface,
those on land appearing as dome-like salt mountains standing in the case
of the most active as much as 1,200 metres above the general plains level,
in other cases as broad chaotic masses of salt with included rocks, or finally
as debris-littered empty craters where movement has long ceased and the
salt has been entirely leached (Fig. 1). The island salt plugs of the Gulf,
located in a more humid atmosphere, are topographically low with small
isolated hills and rare salt exposures.
A few of the larger Zagros plugs, such as Kuh-i-Namak near Busbeyr,
are shining masses of exposed salt, but for the most part they are cloaked
or even buried with a residual mantle of dissolved out detritus. This
detritus is entrained throughout the salt body as silt, as boulders or as
included masses hundreds of metres long; very little pure salt occurs.
The nature of the detritus provides the main clues on the date and mode
of emplacement of the salt and it bas been extensively studied; it forms
an essentially distinctive but far from homogenous assemblage of rocks
to which the name Hormuz was applied by Blanford (1872) after Hormuz
(Hurmuz) Island in the eastern Gulf. Drab-coloured silt, red and purple
shales, and marls, stinking laminated dolomite and basic igneous rocks are
normally characteristic in the Zagros range, derived from a series predating
the exposed Tertiary and Mesozoic rocks.
For completeness it should be added that a single extrusive piercement
plug of Miocene salt is known in the Zagros area at Kuh-i-Ambal near
Lall (de Bockh et. al. 1929; O'Brien 1957). This lacks ,the distinctive suite
of rocks described above and is related to the Mio-Pliocene orogenic
movements.
The inland salt basins of Iran (Semnan and others), much smaller in
total area, show diapiric salt of mainly Tertiary date; they are less chaotic,
more lightly loaded with debris and are characterised by an extreme
development of plastic flow structure, in part related to salt movement
from two separate horizons (Eocene and Miocene) in individual plugs.
Plastic flow is well developed also in the surrounding saliferous country
rocks (Gansser 1960).
This paper is concerned mainly with the Hormuz plugs of the Zagros
and the Gulf region.
2. THE INTRUSIVE ROCK SUITE OF THE HORMUZ PLUGS
(a) Halite
The salt itself is believed to have occurred originally as a continuous
and fairly regular sheet beneath the long conformable sequence of rocks in
the Mesopotamian-Zagros basin (Harrison 1930) possibly in the
Cambrian, possibly at deeper levels (see below). Its presence has long
been regarded as responsible for the absc1zerung which facilitated the Juratype folding which characterises the Zagros mountains (Falcon 1967,
1969). Estimates of volume of the plugs as they now exist indicate an
average original salt thickness of the order of 500- 1,000 feet (Harrison
1931, O'Brien 1957), but it is difficult to allow for the volumes which have
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been removed by solution and erosion, not only in Recent times but also
in past geological periods, and these figures are likely to be seriously
underestimated. Allowing for loss by extrusion and for non-emergent
salt filling cores of anticlinal folds (which is implicit in the abscherung
hypothesis) the figure could well be ten times as large. There is, however,
a possibility (as shown below) that multiple halite beds may produce a thick
series of mixed sediments sufficiently mobile to serve this function, and this
could limit the bulk requirement for halite -to a total of, say, 1,000 metres.
A notable and universal feature of the region is the very large amount
of detritus entrained in the salt. As .the salt is extruded this has formed
detrital spreads in surrounding contemporary sediments; in modern times
it cloaks the plugs and is spread as extensive sub-aerial fans. The visible
carapace of elastics of all sizes is, of course, essentially a residual
accumulation, developed to thicknesses of tens to hundreds of metres
except on the very active plugs which carry too steep a dome for stability
of a cap. But extensive outcrops of unweathered salt are seen to contain
large amounts of gritty material in situ as well as scattered blocks; and
finely disseminated sediment is commonly present in quantity sufficient to
colour the salt. Relatively clean salt is exceptional and where seen is usually
associated with modern recrystallisation. The salt plug islands of the
Persian Gulf, Oman and Jebel Sanam in Iraq follow the Zagros type in the
high degree of contamination of the salt with entrained detritus, although
in the more humid climate large exposures of salt are rare.
Thus in the Persian Gulf region dirty salt is the normal development,
a circumstance which contrasts strongly with the salt domes of, say,
Louisiana or Germany, where the great mass of the plugs is formed of
convoluted but nevertheless fairly pure salt, but showing similarities to,
say, the salt intrusions of the Salzkammergut in Austria, and some of the
plugs in Spain. The Zagros and Gulf plugs contrast also with those of
Central Iran, in which the contamination is much less and is predominantly
of basalt.
The writer has suggested that .the degree of salt contamination reflects
an original stratigraphical arrangement (1968). The particularly heavy
entrainment of debris in the Zagros salt plugs, with the common inclusion
of very large blocks, appears best explained by extensive original interbedding of salt strata with normal sediments, so .that the whole stratigraphic
sequence became relatively mobile. On rather similar lines Wyllie (1931)
has explained the vast quantities of diabase debris in particular plugs
as possibly due to its emplacement within the salt- a relationship
actually seen in the case of flow sheets interbedded with Palaeogene salt
in Central Iran (Stocklin 1968). The Louisiana plugs, on the other hand,
may originate from a single thick bed of halite, which has flowed
independently of the contiguous sediments. This interbedded arrangement
seems to be implied by the extrusion in the Middle East of very large rafts
of nearly undeformed sediments, as at Chah Benu and other places (Fig. 2),
which must have been impelled through an existing neck (already made by
a higher salt) by a lower and underlying salt mass; it is also compatible
with the indications of a cyclic development of the salt bearing series
described below.
(b) Sedimentary Sequence in the Hormuz Rocks
The determination of .the original rock sequence in the Hormuz
group has always been a major objective, even though hindered by
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solution collapse, by turbulent flow and by brecciation of the highly
incompetent rock assemblage. The additional complication, occasionally
suggested, that the rocks are in part highly altered members of the
post-Cambrian sequence is not considered valid by the writer; the
dolomites of which this has been suggested are distinctive, often very
finely laminated rocks showing sedimentary structures (probably of
algal mat origin) which are most unlikely to result from any alteration
of the predominantly massive limestones or sugary dolomites of the known
column.
One of the best early measurements of ,the Hormuz succession was
made by F. D. S. Richardson and F. K. Long at the Hamairan plug
opposite Qeshm (de Bockh et. al. 1929); this showed in downward
sequence brown shaly limestone and marls (200 feet), green micaceous
sandstones, limestones and marls with ripple marks (600 feet), purple
and green saliferous marls with gypsum (250 feet), with salt exposed
beneath. This amounts to around a thousand feet of beds, which nevertheless does not include the highly characteristic foetid dolomite.
On the Al Buza plug NE of Lingeh the sequence has been reported
by G. M. Lees in general terms (de Bockh loc. cit.); the uppermost beds
there are sandy dark dolomitic limestone and shales in which he found
Middle Cambrian trilobates and annelid traces; these apparently rest on pink
and violet sandstones with green shale intercalations, totalling "several
hundred feet in thickness" with gypsum beneath. None of the many
other published descriptions of salt plugs describes any significant
sequence of beds.
Dr. H. D. Hedberg and the author were able in 1968 to locate long
sequences of bedded rocks at Chah Benu (Siah Taq) salt plug 70 kilometres
east of Lar in Fars province (55° oo' E, 27° 30' N). This is a large,
relatively old plug, characterised by very large rafts of bedded rocks in the
extrusive series. During the time available for reconnaissance three
contrasting sedimentary groups were noted.
The most widespread stratigraphical unit, characterising the majority
of the buttes and mesas of the southeastem part of the plug, showed a
massive tor-forming dark dolomite overlying two contrasting successions of
soft beds in a number of different (and sometimes closely adjacent)
localities. The relationships could be summarised thus:
Dark brown or yellowish dolomite
Prominent black foetid dolomite
Bedded white gypsum
Purple, red, grey and lilac shales
Pale quartzose sandstone 150
metres ( + ?)
Irregularly bedded conglomerate of sedimentary rocks in
quartz sand matrix
(no igneous debris) c. 300
metres

up to 130 metres
5- 15 metres
10 - 15 metres
60 metres

Well-bedded pinkish and
yellow claystone
c. 60 metres.
Dull, purple-red claystone
and marl, partly showing
authigenic clasts, strongly
haematitic I 50 metres+
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Fig. 3 Chah Benu; field sketch of "Twin Tars" with bedded sedimentary sequence.
Thei cliff is about 1½ km. long; it shows the dolomite capped succession in
the left pan of the table.

Stromatoporoids were collected from fallen blocks of _the dolomites.
The impression given was that in this area a single dolomite-capped group
transgresses across a faulted earlier sequence-possibly related to salt
,tectonics around .the time of deposition. An alternative possibility is that
identical partial sequences of beds recurred in cyclic successions and that we
are dealing with two different cyclothems; this is difficult to reconcile with
the grouping of adjacent dolomite tors of similar heights reasonably
interpreted as a single sheet segmented by modern erosion and by
a moderate degree of subsidence.
In contrast to this sequence, the same area showed a wedge ("Pie
Slice") of gently dipping turbidite type purple and green micaceous
siltstones and fine sandstones with minor amounts of green shale, ripple
marked and with loadcast features, measuring about I 50 metres in
thickness; this is strongly reminiscent of the Hamairan beds found by
Richardson. All contacts were faulted.
A third distinctive group of sediments occupies much of the northern
sector of the plug, where at least four stromatoporoid bearing 5 - 15 metre
dolomite beds alternate with reddish, magenta and lilac fine shale units of
30 - 50 metres. This sequence totals at least 300 metres in thickness.
We thus recognise three distinct sedimentary groups at Chah Benu,
two of which include stromatoporoidal dolomites, representing at least
1,000 metres of non-evaporite beds. As noted above, it is not possible
to conceive that these units thousands of feet across were emplaced
intact unless driven through a pre-existing vent by underlying salt. The
deduction is that thick salt sequences both underlay and overlay these
sediments; and that .there were at least two, and possibly several, major salt
units interbedded with the elastic and dolomite rocks of the InfraCambrian/Cambrian succession in southern Iran.
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(c) Basement Rocks
Occurrences of Basement rocks - metamorphic or plutonic boulders
-are recorded from time to time. J. V. Harrison (1930, 1931) referred
to rare occurrence of metamorphic rocks, limestone with granular garnet,
and one case of a mylonite with hornblende porphyroblasts. Gansser
(1960) found tonalites, gabbros and "a great mass of migmatitic granite"
(as he described it in a recent lecture) at Hengam Island, which would
presumably have come from much deeper horizons than that from
which the salt is supposed to have risen. In 1950 the writer collected
a single piece of schistose rock at Kamarij, and R. A. Player has recorded
other cases including granodiorite (unpublished thesis). Since the plugs
in Iran tend to have a markedly linear distribution independent of surface
structure (Fig. 4) it has long been suspected that their distribution is
related to Basement faulting, and the occasional case of pre-evaporite
rock is understandable - not necessarily "tom from the floor of the salt
bed" as Harrison suggested, but perhaps detached from loose rock of fault
scarp faces. Alternatively they could be derived from a deep-seated
olistostrome, as suggested by Gansser (1960) to explain the remarkable
range of lithologies.
The rarity of such cases must be emphasised; among many tens of
thousands of fragments showing the characteristic lithologies are a few
scores of abnormal rocks; very rarely among these latter is found a
possible Basement type.

(cl) Igneous Rocks
Igneous rock debris often occurs in quantity in the Zagros and Persian
Gulf salt plugs, and basalt is the predominant erratic rock in the plugs of
the Semnan area in Central Iran. It has led to discussion about a possible
relationship of igneous intrusion to inception of plug movement (Wyllie
1931, O'Brien 1957, Humphrey 1958, Kent 1958) and presents a series
of special problems.
The petrology of the igneous rocks is a matter for future research;
the material is almost invariably chemically altered, sometimes to a point
where the original composition is most difficult to determine, and it is not
yet possible to add significantly to the descriptions published in the past,
notably by J. V. Harrison (1930).
In the Zagros plugs the dominant igneous rock is "diabase" or
"greenstone"-doleritic rock of fairly normal intrusive type. This is usually ·
found in discrete blocks and occasional large masses; it has from time to
time been found in dyke form intruded into Hormuz sediments. Earlier
authors recorded that intrusions of this rock cut Hormuz salt at Hormuz
island, and conglomerate overlying - but apparently continuous with the Hormuz group at Al Buza; a dyke cutting black dolomite was found on
Kalat by H. R. Warman and a porphyry injected into Hormuz sediments
has been recorded at Yas Island by Harris and Halse (unpublished
report). In -the isolated Dariyan plug, 47 kilometres east of Shiraz, greenstone is interleaved with a dolomite series and tongues of the igneous rock
penetrate the sedimentary roof, proving intrusive relationship. On the
other hand no igneous rock has been recorded as intrusive into postHormuz sediments even where - as for example at Galam and Surmeh
- extensive deep exposures extend down to the Silurian and Ordovician
close to salt plugs heavily loaded with igneous debris.

PLATE I

(a) CHAHAL SALT PLUG - A high dome on an anticlinal culmination (left centre
skyline) between bounding scarps of Lower Tertiary limestones. Source of copper
ore in prehistoric times

(b) YEZD-E KAsHT SALT PLUG - A low dome (right of picture) on a faulted structure,
unconstricted on the outer side. Anticlinal Tertiary rocks form the higher mountain
to the left

PLATE II
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(a) HoRMUZ ISLAND - salt plug landscape with hills formed by acid volcanic masses
(white summits). Dark material is mainly debris of laminated black dolomite
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(b) QARNAIN ISLAND - a salt plug island reduced to a few eroded hills. The distant
smoke is over Das Island, the next plug to the west
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There has never been any good case for considering any part of the
intrusive igneous rocks as postdating, say, Cambrian, and they may be
earlier that that.
New evidence of the relationships was obtained by Dr. Hedberg and
the writer during the 1968 visit to Chah Benu salt plug. At least five
masses of diabase of the order of hundreds of metres across were seen in
the northern and western sectors of the plug; one of these in a branch of
Tang-e-Dari showed both upper and lower contacts with the sediments.
The surviving part of the diabase mass here forms a half dome about 30
metres thick. At the base it is intruded into interbedded dolomite and
gypsum; the dolomite is locally partly absorbed into the igneous mass.
It is overlain by a purple and red shale series, bedded parallel to the domal
upper surface. The shales are not obviously altered at the contact but
lenses and patches of shale occur within the diabase.
The igneous rock here could be taken to be a normal intrusion
indefinitely younger than the sediments, injected at the junction of the
dolomite and red shale series, except for the circumstance that an
apparently identical greenstone rock occurs as boulders within the red shale
series some 20 - 30 metres higher, suggesting a surface subject to erosion.
A little higher still, veins and pods of green igneous rock again occur in the
red shales. We ,thus have intimate association of the sediments and igneous
material; intrusion has to be regarded as more or less contemporaneous
with sedimentation and hence - in this case - around the beginning of
the Cambrian.
In contrast to this the dominant igneous rocks of the Gulf islands are
of extrusive type. Tuffs and tuffaceous sandstone are widespread, from
Hormuz Island to the coast of the Arabian peninsula (Jebel Dhanna).
They appear to be mainly of acid composition; rhyolites are widespread;
they are frequently associated with amygdaloidal lavas, of which 140 metres
have been recorded on Zirka (Zarqa) Island. Dr. Walls recorded an
excellently preserved ignimbrite in our collections from Das Island.
Dolerites and other intrusive rocks also occur but are in general subordinate
to the extrusives. Spilitic rocks were recorded by Harrison (1930) and
have been found extensively developed on the islands, as Walls has found
in our recent collections from Zirka, Quarnain and Das. Pillow-lava
structure was observed at Kalat on the coast of Iran 100 kilometres west of
Lingeh by H. R. Warman. Some of the flows were thus evidently
submarine, others subaerial; the range of types indicates a major and
complex igneous episode.
To the extent that stratigraphic sequences can be worked out in the
highly disturbed beds it is agreed by the various field observers in the
Gulf area that the extrusives belong to the Hormuz series and are in
continuity with them, possibly post-dating at least part of the evaporites.
It is notable that some of the tuffs, as well as intrusive rocks, which
have been submitted to radioactive dating by the Iranian Oil Exploration
and Producing Company have yielded Lower Cretaceous ages; these must
be false and may reflect the inception of plug movement rather than
age of the rocks themselves; for no comparable rocks are in fact known in
the Phanerozoic sedimentary column of the Persian Gulf even where (as
in the deep exposures of inland Iran or in the borings at Bahrain) exposures
have reached the older Palaeozoic. It appears that this extensive extrusive
province marks at latest a Cambrian/Infra-Cambrian episcxle.
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The circumstance that although igneous rocks are widespread they do
not continue over the whole salt plug province and that a major part is in
fact of extrusive rather than intrusive type, directly controverts the
suggestion that by injection they triggered off salt movement in the region,
as Wyllie and O'Brien urged. There is no reason to suppose that the
Middle East plugs differ from those of say Louisiana or the North Sea
in their fundamental mechanism.
The account of the igneous rocks may be supplemented by mention of
one definite and two possible discoveries of carbonatite by Dr. Walls in
specimens collected by the author. This was identified at Zirka (Zarqa)
and less definitely also at Chah Benu and at Qamain Island, in each case
from an isolated block. The Zirka rock is rusty brown, with a roughweathered surface from which many small crystals of magnetite and a few
large rhombs of carbonate protrude. Broken faces show many small
crystals of apatite. It may be supposed that they are more likely to be
related to the igneous/volcanic suite than to ,the Basement rocks.
Among the unusual types also recently collected at Qarnain was a
block of black tourmaline-diaspore rock, one of its surfaces strongly
fluted by wind erosion or ablation, of a type without known parallel
elsewhere. Tourmaline is in fact not uncommon as an authigenic mineral
in the Hormuz rocks, mainly in arenites and carbonates, but in this case the
matted crystal structure, unique composition and surface features suggest
the alternative possibility of meteorite origin, a matter still unresolved.
(e) Mineralisation
A wide range of secondary minerals is a characteristic of the Hormuz
suite. The most abundant and ubiquitous is haematite, usually in specular
form, which occurs in massive layers as well as replacive in all lithologies
including dolomite, limestone, marl and igneous rock. Authigenic dolomite
crystals also occur; Gansser (1960) has recorded large masses of apatite;
hydrothermal minerals are associated with the volcanics and copper
mineralisation is locally developed to a degree sufficient for support of a
prehistoric smelting industry, as at Kuh-e-Chahab, 40 kilometres ESE of
Lar. Sulphur sometimes occurs in quantity sufficient for small scale
mining, as at the Bustaneh plug 5 kilometres east of Bandar Lengeh, but
it is not known in the Zagros on the scale seen in the salt-bearing region
of Semnan (Kurian etc.). A full study of this subject might well be
valuable; the reactions involved in the generation of the mineral suite
could throw much light on the physical conditions in the depths of the
plugs and hence on their fundamental mechanism.

(f) Fossiliferous Rocks and tlze Age of the Hormuz Suite
Belief that the Hormuz Salt was essentially Cambrian was founded
on the dissimilarity of the clasts in the breccias to younger sediments, on
the occurrence of Middle Cambrian trilobites in several salt plugs near the
coast, on the recognition of salt pseudomorphs in the Cambrian at outcrop,
and on correlation with the rocks of the Salt Range of northern India
(de Bockh et. al. 1929).
G. M. Lees made the first discovery of fossils in the Hormuz rocks,
finding trilobites in the dark ,dolomites of the Al Buza plug. He was
subsequently responsible for further discoveries of Middle Cambrian
trilobites, for example on Hormuz Island; the fauna was described by
W. B. R. King (1930).
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Specimens named by King were derived from three salt plugs - from
Al Buza, Ras Bustaneh and Kuh-i-Namak (Dashti). Atrematous brachiopods
as well as trilobites were recovered.
The trilobites were mainly species of Anomocare; it is not completely
clear how many of those listed were from the plugs, but the following are
thus localised:
Kuh-i-Namak
Anomocare latelimbatum (Daines)
A. mbquadratum (Daines)
A. persicum W. B. R. King
Chuangia nais
jl Coosia asiatica
Ras Bustaneh
Anomocare mbquadratum (Daines)
Al Buza
Ptychoparia sp.
An occurrence of trilobites in coloured shales was later located in
the Kalat plug 100 kilometres WNW of Lingeh by A. S. McGugan and an
abundant fauna collected by him, H. R. Warman and the writer. The
specimens are not well preserved but have been provisionally identified
by Dr. C. J. Stubblefield again as a Middle Cambrian assemblage.
More recently doubts have arisen over the ascription of a Cambrian
date to the Hormuz formation, Gansser arguing that the breccias
possibly included olistostrome material, and Stocklin (1968) postulating
a greater age. A large part of the Hormuz lithological range has, in fact,
never been precisely matched in the visible Cambrian of the Zagros.
Perhaps the most notable case is provided by Kuh-e-Dina in the inner
Zagros, 200 kilometres south of Isfahan, where a major overthrust exposes
the whole unbroken stratigraphic column from the Cretaceous to deep
in the Lower Cambrian, but where a normal salt plug, and a broad outcrop
of "Hormuz" on the Sisakht Pass provide extensive exposures of typical
salt plug rocks which, as D. C. Ion long ago recognised, cannot be equated
with the adjacent Cambrian outcrops. The implication is that the Hormuz
here comes from still deeper horizons, Eo-Cambrian (late Pre-Cambrian),
which presumably underlie the visible Cambrian and which may be
developed (on the evidence of the Hormuz outcrops) to great thickness.
Additional information is now provided by discoveries of rock-forming
algae (stromotoporoids) at a number of salt plugs. Discussion of these
discoveries led to the information that algae had previously been collected
in the Gulf area. The first were found in the islands Arzanah, Dalma and
Das in Abu Dhabi waters by Harris and Halse of Iraq Petroleum Company
(unpublished report); these were identified as of Collenia type.
In November 1967 Dr. H. D. Hedberg and the writer diverged
from ,the remainder of an Exploration Advisory Group party to visit Kuhe-Gach, 20 kilometres SE of Lar, to investigate what appeared to be bedded
rocks on the western face of the salt plug. The bedding proved to be
illusory - due to detritus bands in the salt - but I. 5 metre thick loose
blocks of Conophyton colonies were found; apparently the first recorded
discovery of identifiable stromatoporoids within the breccias of the Hormuz
series in Iran. The following year we found an opportunity to examine
the Chah Benu salt plug, 70 kilometres east of Lar, and the plugs at
Aliabad, Kuh-e-Kurdeh and Yezd-e-Khasht in the same district were
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visited in passing during the journey. A mixture of forms was obtained
from four localities in the large Chah Benu salt plug; Conophyton was
obtained in quantity and very large domal algae masses observed at
Aliabad; Cryptozoon and possible Solenopora were obtained at Kuh-eKurdeh, and uncertain organic remains at Yezd-e-Khasht. More recently
still, ill-preserved Conophyton? has been found by the writer in the
Kamarij plug near Kazerun, and small algal forms found far inland at the
Dariyan plug 50 kilometres east at Shiraz.
Preservation was not good but Dr. W. J. Clarke of Sunbury has made
the following provisional identification:

Conophyton sp.

Cryptozoon sp. ?

Kuh-e-Gach (near Lar) - blocks up to 2 metres across
Aliabad - abundant; blocks as above
Chah Benu? (northern sector)
Kamarij (subject to confirmation)
Aliabad (heads 60-80 centimetres across)
Chah Benu
Kuh-e-Kurdeh

Dariyan
Solenopora sp. ?
Pelmatozoan

Kuh-e-Kurdeh

debris?

Yezd-e-Khasht

Except for the possible Pelmatozoa the mainland assemblage, and that
of the Gulf islands, could date from late Pre-Cambrian or Cambrian.
Stromatoporoids and Middle Cambrian fossils have not been found at the
same localities, nor is the Middle Cambrian material so widespread, and a
pre-Middle Cambrian date is compatible with the palaeontological evidence
for most of the area.
This ascription has to be considered against the background of
information from what is believed to be the equivalent of the Hormuz
series in inland Iran, northeast of the Zagros thrust line (Stocklin 1968 a,
b.). There the basal Cambrian Lalun Series overlies dolomites and
evaporites containing stromatolites including a form closely similar to
Conophyton (on exhibition in the I.G.S. Museum in Tehran). These beds
are mainly conformable with the Cambrian, but occur elsewhere as
diapiric salt plugs, they are alternatively grouped by Stocklin as Infra
Cambrian or as "doubtful Lower Cambrian more probably Proterozoic".
Such a date for the Hormuz series would be directly compatible with the
position (for example) of the algal rocks at Chah Benu and the Hormuz of
Kuh-e-Dina, in a sequence differing from that of the known Iranian
Cambrian.
An outcropping sequence of Lower Cambrian or Infra-Cambrian
outcropping in Oman, could well be the southerly equivalent. The
sequence there includes a large-scale repetition of dolomite/elastic alternations (Morton 1959), sedimentary cycles which could be the shelf facies
correlating with the evaporite bearing cyclic sequence of the main Hormuz
basin. This concept is supported by the occurrence of Hormuz-type salt
plugs in an adjoining downdropped quadrant of the shield (see below).
Until further and more specific data become available, it thus
appears that the Hormuz sequence probably spans the boundary between
Pre-Cambrian and Cambrian, and may extend up to the middle Cambrian,
with the greater part of the material perhaps classifiable as Infra-Cambrian.
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Hence the concept which emerges from relative proportions of the Salt Plug
rocks and the general absence of the post-Cambrian element, is that a long
(say 3,000 metres) series of salt beds interbedded with mixed normal
sediments and igneous rocks, for the most part Infra-Cambrian but perhaps
extending with no major fades change a short distance into the Cambrian
itself, became mobilised, displaced the overburden (see below) and gave
rise to the great bulk of the Hormuz plugs with their many cubic miles
of detrital spreads.

3. TYPES OF SALT PLUG AND THEIR INJECTION
The range of types of salt structure in the Persian Gulf region is
similar to that elsewhere, the notable difference being the well-known
predominance of piercement plugs with the circumstance that so many of
these have reached surface and passed into the extrusive phase.
In the offshore area, particularly in Abu Dhabi waters, there are,
however, numerous circular or subcircular domes defined in detail in the
course of oilfield development, which are best explained as due to salt
pillows or non-piercing domes (Elder and Grieves 1965; Dominguez 1965).
Kish, Lavan, Zakum, Mossadej, Umm Shaif, Id e1 Shargi, Maydar
Mahzam, and other structures are in this category (Fig. 5). Several have
been drilled down to Jurassic horizons without any indication of structural
complexity or serious stratigraphical anomalies, and the injection of salt
appears ,to have been deep seated; they represent a true pillow form.
The best documented case-history of salt pillow development is that
of Umm Shaif, analysed in detail from the first 26 wells by Elder and
Grieves (1965). This nearly-circular structure (Fig. 6) shows steady growth
from early Lower Cretaceous through the Tertiary and into post-Miocene
times. Over the dome as a whole the relative rise- strictly the more
limited subsidence of the structure - was at a fairly constant rate
throughout this period. Deposition was continuous except for minor
interruptions between Turonian and Senonian and between Eocene and
younger Tertiaries, but was consistently less over the domal high than on
the flanks. The domal axis remained vertical and the stratigraphic effects
show a circular symmetry like that of the modern structure. Zakum is a
parallel case (details unpublished), but insufficient well data are so far
available for analysis of the other domes of the area.
On the Iranian mainland non-piercement intrusions are indicated by
comparable circular domes emplaced in the Zagros belt of strikingly-linear
folds. One of these is in the south, Girdan Kuh, 65 kilometres SW of
Firuzabad, arching Miocene beds in a low dome 10 kilometres across.
Another, in interior Fars, is suggested by ,the circular dome of Kuh-eKharman, 70 kilometres west of Neyriz, expressed as a 10,800-foot-high,
12-kilometre-diameter carapace of Eocene limestone. A third may be
indicated by the 15-kilometre-diameter circular culmination of Kuh-eGavbust, near the coast 60 kilometres SW of Lar; this is a high periclinal
dome exposing Jurassic rocks on no-kilometre-long Miocene and Eocene
whale back; with the extrusive Janna plug some 30 kilometres along
strike to the east of the pericline to prove the local development of salt at
depth and to demonstrate the contrasting structural expression (absence of
doming) where diapiric breakthrough occurred. Such un-pierced structures
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are rare on land; they may occur only where salt flowage occurred later
than the main orogenic movement.*
* The salt dome origin of Girdan Kuh has been questioned by Gansser
(1960). There is no direct (borehole) evidence of a salt core in this or the
other cases; they are indicated as abnormal from ,their shape, contrasting
strongly with the normal Zagros pattern.
·
Diapiric salt walls in the German sense do not seem to be developed,
although there are linear extrusive plugs associated with major fault lines
on the mainland, for example on the Zagros thrust and at Kuh-e-Wandeh
in the Kazerun fault zone.
The extrusive salt plugs are commonly 2 - 10 kilometres across. Their
size may be exaggerated by the mushrooming effect at surface, but
pre-Mesozoic exotic rock masses up to an extreme of 4 kilometres across
show that the deep vents are of the same order of diameter as the visible
plugs. Since they are located in a province in which massive and bedded
limestones are the dominant rocks from the Permian to the Lower Miocene
the mechanism by which they are able to punch holes has always been a
puzzle. The problem is slightly mitigated in the cases where movement is
known to have originated relatively early (Kent 1958) as the overburden
would then have been thinner, but no cases are on record of movements
earlier than the Lower Cretaceous and these are exceptional. On present
thickness evidence the massive Permian dolomite (700 metres), Trias (300
metres), Jurassic/Cretaceous Khami limestone and dolomite (c. 1,000
metres) appear to have been penetrated by nearly all the major salt plugs
of the region.
A further significant factor is the infrequency of relics of the country
rock representing the vent space. The volume of even ,the smaller necks is
of the order of five cubic kilometres, but no corresponding mass of Mesozoic
and Tertiary debris is known, even in the most recent and fully active
plugs. Rising of the salt masses by a process of stoping is one possibility,
although it is not clear why, say, Jurassic limestone should sink through a
Hormuz mass while large rafts of pre-Cambrian dolomite or dense igneous
rock were floated upwards.
Gansser (1960) has made two suggestions on the mechanism-firstly
that a majority of the plugs began their penetration very early, thus
piercing accumulated overburden in thin increments, and secondly that
there may have been major stratigraphic thinning over salt bulges before
penetration. There would additionally be dissipation of the neck rock
following early piercement. Surface evidence is on the whole scanty
since exposures are not normally sufficiently deep close to the plugs, but
it is straining credibility to suggest that nearly every plug originally
surfaced in, say, the Jurassic. The evidence as far as it goes seems contrary
to this (Kent, loc. cit.), but if the plugs were moving slowly at the earlier
periods, with minor extrusive activity, the stratigraphical effect would be
limited to too narrow a peripheral zone to be easily found in modern
exposures (Fig. 7).
.
The minimal amount of seismic data available close to plugs does not
so far indicate any major thinning of the stratigraphic column below the
Cretaceous.
Stratigraphical studies of the later sediments .through which the plugs
penetrate show that the extrusion bas in some cases been pulsatory. Most
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plugs show an enormous burst of activity in the Pliocene/early Pleistocene,
which may be related to the Zagros orogeny- the analogy is of sudden
squeezing of a toothpaste tube. But ,the Kalat plug (near Bandar Lengeh)
for example shows that fans of Hormuz detritus spread widely two or
three times in the pre-orogenic period; the Khormuj plug inland of
Busheyr shows a comparable abnormally wide spread of debris during
the Eocene, and other plugs show detritus incorporated in Miocene
(Mishun or Middle Fars) sediments. Other examples could be cited.
The pulsations could be due to intermittent relief of accumulating stresses
at depth; it would be interesting to analyse the degree of harmony in the
movements of different plugs, if the critical data could be obtained.
In the few cases where the plugs penetrate a thick series of soft MioPliocene elastic rocks (as, for example, on Qeshm and some of the other
Gulf islands) peripheral upturning of the country rock is developed just
as it is in Louisiana. This, however, is exceptional; the greater number
of plugs in the Zagros and in the Persian Gulf are set in massive limestones
and show no drag effect on the flanks.
Peripheral sinks are in general not well marked, although cases have
recently been demonstrated by R. A. Player, but there is a tendency
to collapse of anticlinal arches by faulting in the vicinity of plugs which
is probably due to subsidence associated with salt removal (either deep
drainage or late solution near surface). Abnormal peripheral thickening
of beds due to contemporary ring-syncline development has recently
been found by Player; it appears to be rare but requires particularly
good exposures and detailed investigation for detection in the disturbed
beds near a plug vent.
4. STRUCTURAL SETTING OF THE ZAGROS PLUGS
Previous discussion of the setting of the Salt Plugs of the region
have been based on the strongly-folded Zagros area. With knowledge from
detailed seismic surveys and deep drilling we can now appraise also the
structures beneath the waters of the southern Gulf, outside the orogenic
zone, where the relationships are seen without the complication of late
Tertiary mountain building movements.
The structure of the southerly offshore area has been worked out in
great detail in the course of oilfield exploration, and the relationships
of the halokinetic features are now accurately known. The most striking
feature is that the ten emergent plugs in Abu Dhabi and Qatar waters
are without exception located in synclines, and are mostly on or near
synclinal axes. The intervening culminations are either circular domes such
as Umm Shaif and Zakum, which as noted above have been recognised
as beyond reasonable doubt non-piercement salt swells, or are long gentle
ridges with domal culminations such as El Bunduq which are likely to be
salt cored.
The nearest analogy to this is among German salt plugs, where some
of the oldest diapirs rise from structural lows developed as a result of the
drainage of salt to the plug, surrounded by "interdomal highs" which in
part reflect thickening of beds at an earlier stage of drainage, but which
may themselves show attenuation of the latest beds as the high developed
with a second phase of salt movement. Thinning over the circular swells
in the Abu Dhabi offshore is in fact known from ,the Lower Cretaceous
onwards (see above).
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Although in the simple cross section (Fig. 8) the similarity to the
German mechanism is quite notable, severe problems arise in applying
this concept from the relative rarity of the extrusion points in ,the southerly
Persian Gulf. It is difficult to believe that the long synclines owe their
origin to drainage through such a small number of vents, and although
,there could be additional old extrusive plugs concealed by later rocks these
have not in fact been detected by seismic or other means. Nevertheless no
alternative explanation is yet available.
The implication of the comparison is, however, that the piercement
salt plugs are likely to be as old or older than ,the intact domal structures,
and that since the latter had originated by early Cretaceous the emergent
plugs may date back to Jurassic or even earlier times. There is the
further implication that the structural features of offshore Abu Dhabi,
with a relief of 1,000 - 2,000 feet, are due to the effects of deep salt
drainage followed by later pillow formation.
It is a matter for consideration as to how far this simple model applied
to the Zagros province before the Mio-Pliocene orogeny.
The haphazard distribution of salt domes in relation to modern
structure has long been recognised; as many cases of domes occur on
anticlinal flanks or noses as on structural culminations. Alignment of plug
trends has been considered significant by some, and as symptomatic of
control by Basement faulting on lines cutting across the late Zagros folding,
but is regarded as entirely accidental by others.
Emergent plugs low in synclines are not common, but are less rare
than has been generally considered. Two known to the writer - Kalat
Bala (25 kilometres NW of Bandar Abbas) and Tarum or Gararu
(100 kilometres from Bandar Abbas along the Sirjan road) are isolated
remnants in broad synclinal plains; others such as ,that 20 kilometres ESE
of Juyum and indifferently exposed additional cases 25 kilometres WNW
of Lar, break through the Pliocene Bakhtiari, and there are still other such
as Khemishk 80 kilometres SW of Lar which are located on minor
anticlines in broad synclines.
The Kalat Bala plug which is one of the most "ruinous" consists of a
group of low hills recognisably of Hormuz detritus - large masses of acid
volcanics, shattered black dolomite masses, pale tuffs apparently conformable with the dolomite, and a little surviving evaporitic material - located
in the centre of a plain surrounded by characteristic Zagros whaleback
anticlinal mountains. On physiographic evidence it would be regarded as
one of the older extrusions, with no recrudescence related to the Zagros
folding, analogous to such salt plug islands as Das or Qarnain. The plugs
cutting Bakhtiari must, however, be late, or due to later reactivation, and
in this connection it could be supposed that others may exist still buried
beneath the Pliocene fill of structurally low areas.
Analysis of 41 plug locations in the well-mapped rectangle from
54 ° oo' E to 55° 30' E and from 28 ° 30' N southwards to the coast gives
the following approximate figures:
On Culminations
13
On Anticlinal plunges
14
On Flanks
9
In Synclines
2
Unclassified
3
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This list has to be qualified by the comment that a structural culmination which is the locus of a major extrusion may be modified by late
subsidence (e.g. the Kalat salt plug on the coast between the Charak and
Ch.iru noses) so that the proportion of cases on plunges is no doubt unduly
weighted. The spread provoked .the comment of Gansser (1960) that the
arrangement is entirely fortuitous in relation to the Zagros folds, and is
controlled by factors still unknown.
Analysis of dates of movement of different plugs, however, led the
present writer (1958) to the conclusion that older plugs occurred away
from culminations, and that in general the high active plugs on anticlinal
crests tended to be later features related to the Mio-Pliocene foldingessentially extrusions from salt cores of Jura-type folds which are believed
to have arisen by abscherung on a salt substratum (Fig. 7). This hypothesis receives some additional support from the Abu Dhabi model.
Superimposition of strong abscherung type compressional cross-folding
on a gently-folded area broadly comparable to Abu Dhabi would, in fact,
produce folds selectively better developed where the salt stratum was still
thickly developed; some of the synclines would coincide with old synclines,
but there would be many cases where folds developing towards salt-starved
old synclines (with their pre-existing plugs) would lose amplitude and
would pitch down. Many cases of old plugs on noses and flanks would thus
automatically arise, but the big culminations would arise from crossing
Zakum-type swells, where salt was still present in quantity enough to
produce such magnificent features as the great salt dome of Kuh-e-Namak
in Dashti.
This relationship is further discussed in the next section.

5. REGIONAL TECTONICS IN THE
ZAGROS SALT DOME PROVINCE
The Zagros salt domes occur in four separate areas. The major
occurrence is the classic area of Southeastern Fars, extending from
longitude 53 ° 50' E to the Zindan range east of Bandar Abbas, and from the
coast inland to the Zagros thrust, with a subsidiary group continuing in
faulted belts towards Neyriz. The second group lies in Dashti province
east of Busheyr, extending from Kuh-e-Namak northeastwards past
Firuzabad towards Shiraz, with outlying plugs on the Kazerun fault-zone
west of the main belt. The third group outcrops in the Thrust Zone of the
inner Zagros, from Kuh-e-Dina northwestwards nearly to Dorud on the
Abadan to Tehran railway. In line with the latter, but in a different
tectonic setting, the plugs of the Kermanshah district pierce surface in the
radiolarite zone. With the possible exception of ,the last mentioned all
these plugs belong to the Cambrian/late Pre-Cambrian Hormuz series.
Their localisation is a matter for comment. As noted above, it is
clear beyond reasonable doubt that the Zagros folds are of Jura type,
developed on a plane of abscherung, and it is generally agreed that this zone
of slippage is likely to be the sub-Palaeozoic salt series (Falcon 1969).
Yet the regions with salt penetration to surface total only a quarter of the
area of the Zagros belt in Iran; the remainder, despite the strong folds
presumed to be salt-cored, show not a trace of emergent Hormuz away
from the Thrust Zone. Individual post-Miocene anticlinal folds continue
indeed with no significant change of habit from the barren areas into the
regions spotted with salt plugs.
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A decided irregularity in the distribution and trends of folds develops,
however, in the salt dome areas, as is seen by contrasting the linear folds
of Lurestan (in ,the northwest) with Southeastern Fars, or by comparing the
long regular folds of Central Fars extending inland from Tabiri and Asalu
to Jabrum, with the shorter branching folds of the salt dome areas of
Firuzabad immediately adjacent on the west side, and those of Southeastem
Fars on the east.
The Central Fars area supplies a clue ,to the reasons for this contrast.
The long regular unbranched folds are developed across the "Fars
Platform", an area over which many of the Mesozoic formations are
relatively thin and are in shelf facies. There is strong suspicion that some
of the folds are controlled by Basement faulting, as indicated by the boxsections and irregular alternation of steep flanks on NE or SW sides of
the long anticlines near the coast. Both features imply shallower Basement
than in the salt dome provinces, and the regional contrast seems likely
to be between on the one band areas with thin salt remaining undisturbed
until the Miocene, despite the major static load of rigid rocks, and only
mobilised as a passive element by the Zagros folding, and on the other band
those areas with salt thick enough for instability and hence for diapirism to
develop.
Similar deductions have been made before, but the concept can be
taken further. Since at least a proportion of the Fars province plugs is
known to be pre-Zagros in the time of emergence (the early history in
most of the others being uncontrolled), it is not unreasonable to postulate
that the great majority of the plugs bad reached the higher levels of the
sedimentary column - if not actually emergent - by the time of the
Zagros folding, and that they themselves mark salt-starved areas relatively
resistant to folding, while the interdomal areas, with thick salt remaining,
formed zones of weakness in which folds developed freely. The distribution of plugs would thus exert a major influence on fold pattern, and
account for development of the irregular brachydomes in which this region
contrasts so strongly with the greater part of the Zagros belt.
Post-Zagros subsidence will have bad an effect - in some cases a
major effect as R. A. Player bas shown in an unpublished thesis - but the
regularly rounded noses of the majority of the short folds show that they
originated in this form, and that the majority are not fragmented parts of
long linear anticlines of typical Zagros pattern.

6. SALT GLACIERS
One of the characteristics of the larger emergent plugs of Iran is
the existence of salt glaciers - due to gravity flow of salt downhill from the
central neck of intrusive salt in broad belts of ½ to I kilometre width and
1 to 3 kilometres length. These were originally described by G. M. Lees
(1927 and in de Bockh et. al. 1929) and his sketch of Kuh-i-Anguru has
become classic. Numerous other cases are known.
In general the salt flows from the unrestricted flank of an active salt
plug - commonly on one side where the bounding scarps are low, but
exceptionally (as in the text book case of Kuh-e-Namak near Busheyr)
down both flanks of the containing anticline. The upper parts of such
a glacier are dissected by the minimal rainfall into a menacing maze of
salt pinnacles and crevasses; the pinnacles often protected by perched
erratic blocks, in the case of Kuh-e-Namak standing 20 to 100 metres above

PLATE

III

NORTHERN GLACIER OF KUH-E NAMAK (Dashti province). The emergent
dome is top left; the glacier has the form of an ice-fall flowing over Teniary
limestone scarps. Tip of a nearby submerged cuesta is seen right centre
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the ravine floor level. Down the flank of the mountain the dissection
becomes less severe; the salt is blanketed by insoluble debris seen in ravine
sections .to be up to thirty metres thick and continuous dirt bands develop
within it; surface water drains down swallow holes and the area is highly
cavernous. Towards the tails of the glaciers ,the surface blanket and the
internal dirt bands converge; the salt layers thin down to a few feet and
finally pinch out. ·
Ravines in the glaciers are usually floored with white re-crystallised
salt; beautiful stalagmites and stalactites form at small waterfalls as
saturated brine evaporates after the rare rainstorms in the region.
When the salt outflows are as well exposed as in the above description
they are clearly closely analogous to ice glaciers in their physical features,
and no doubt reflect a comparable mechanism of solid flow. More
commonly the insoluble element predominates, and at the other extreme
the visible outflow from the plug appears at surface only as a spreading
mud-flow of chaotic Hormuz blocks in a salty ground-mass of gypsum and
silt. The common occurrence of large sink holes nevertheless demonstrates
the existence even in these cases of a considerable proportion of soluble
material in and beneath the insoluble detritus; the amount of this is
conjectural but there is probably a progressive outward gradation from
mainly detritus-blanketed salt to a pure mud-flow.
The reality of salt glaciers has occasionally been questioned by authors
unfamiliar with the area, and linear extrusion from fractures has been
suggested as an alternative, but as J. V. Harrison has observed (1956)
the evidence is incontrovertible; the exposures are too good for error,
and contemporary downhill flow of salt under gravity is clearly established.
The interest of salt glaciers lies not only in ,the detailed analogy to the
behaviour of ice; it reflects on the physics of salt movement. Lees (1931)
calculated that the load responsible for causing ,the ice flowage in the
glaciers was the equivalent of 3,000 feet of sediments - much less than
had been generally deduced for the inception of diapirism, but a figure
closely similar to that recently demonstrated by the early mobilisation
of Zechstein salt in the North Sea (Brunstrom and Walmsley 1969),
which has likewise caused some surprise.
Theories of salt movement involving raised temperatures for salt
flowage (Gussow 1966) appear to be invalid, for there is no doubt that
the glaciers are moving, maintaining their integrity despite their slow
dwindling down flank by solution from the meagre rainfall, at the ambient
temperatures of southern Iran today.
7. SOUTHERN OMAN (Fig. 10)
Six emergent salt plugs are known in Southern Oman. These are
situated in the angle of a downdropped quadrant flanked in the northeast
by the NW - SE Maradi trend (major flexure) and on the southeast by a
buried basin edge indicated by gravity measurements. Outcrops of
Palaeozoic and older rocks described by Morton (19 59), quoted also by
Beydoun (1964), occur on the high side of the gravity feature, between
Haushi and the Indian Ocean coast. The Maradi flexure is partly late
Tertiary but probably has a long history whilst the date of development
of the gravity feature is not known.
The three central plugs form good topographical features, typically
domed in form. Of the others the eastern-most, Jebel Majaiyiz, is a long
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jagged mountain, and the northernmost, Qarat al Milh, is low and located
within a wadi; its protected position may explain the circumstance that it
is the only one with obvious salt outcrops. Qarat al Kibrit has extensive
outcrops of native sulphur (as its names implies) which are mined. The
southernmost plug, Qurn Sahama, is nearly buried in the desert sand, and
it is possible that other plugs exist beneath the surface deposits or at
shallow depth. Dolomite and igneous blocks are reported to occur.
No published account of these features exists, and I am indebted
to Mr. J. McGinty of BP for the data quoted above. They appear (on
meagre evidence) to belong to the Cambrian/late Pre-Cambrian group, as
in Abu Dhabi and the Zagros; as noted previously they have a special
interest from their proximity to the normal bedded Cambrian or InfraCambrian sequence of southeastern Oman.
The succession exposed measures some 3,000 metres in thickness;
it consists of three major dolomite groups separated by elastic sediments.
Stromatoporoids including Collenia occur in the dolomite beds, and the
sequence has been dated as Lower Cambrian or older. Evaporites were
not present and collapse associated with their solution is not reported,
so that the bedded rocks may have been deposited on a shelf which was
marginal to a salt basin located in the downwarped area in which the
emergent plugs subsequently developed.
Somewhat further west still the Fahud l well drilled into salt beneath
Palaeozoic rocks and dolomite at n,870 feet depth (Tschopp 1967). This
salt could be the top of the series which generated the plugs, but whether
in the Fahud well it was in the correct stratigraphic position or was an
intrusive tongue from a rather lower level is not known.
·
8. IRAQ-JEBEL SANAM (Fig. n)
A single salt plug is known in the northerly part of the Gulf, at Jebel
Sanam on the Iraq/Kuwait border. Recent attempts to obtain permission
to visit this small mountain have been unsuccessful, and the existing
records (largely unpublished) are not as full as one would wish. The
Jebel, a little more than a mile across and rising to 503 feet, is a gentlysloping oval cone largely consisting of dark dolomites, indurated clays,
reddish fine sandstone, and coloured marls. (Different observers give
different descriptions, according to the sector visited.) Igneous rocks are
present; H. G. Busk recorded loose blocks of andesitic tufI; H. T. Mayo
mentioned a chlorite-bearing epidote diorite and Owen and Nasr (1958)
recorded exposure of an altered dolerite dyke. Gypsum occurs in quantity,
but halite has not been seen at surface; the plug appears completely
inactive, and the Jebel is essentially a residuum of less soluble material.
According to Owen and Nasr there is an outer rim of tilted' Mio-Pliocene
sediments.
Early explorers were baffled by this isolated occurrence, and produced
a range of theories to explain it. H. T. Mayo in 1917 was the first to
recognise the feature as a deep-seated salt plug; this view was endorsed
by Lees (de Bockh, Lees and Richardson 1929) and more recently by
R. M. al Naquib (1963). The occurrence of dark dolomite is a link with the
ubiquitous Persian Gulf plugs, the nearest of which is 240 miles away,
and the presence of tuff provides virtual certainty that the material is preJurassic (pyroclastics being absent in deep borings at Rumalia to the
north and at Burgan ito the south) despite the opinion quoted by Owen
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Fig.II Jebel Sanam, southern Iraq. Field sketch of denuded salt plug (length

about

2

km.)

and Nasr (lac. cit.), and confirms that it in fact belongs to the Hormuz
series - i.e. that this is an intrusion with a Ounbrian/Infra-C.ambrian
source.
The great anticlines of the Arabian oilfields and the Burgan dome
of Kuwait are all thought to be cored with salt, as salt pillows, even though
the deepest borings on the Arabian mainland are still in normal sediments,
and the concept of a broad salt basin at great depth is well established.
It is not known why the solitary break-through should have occurred at
Jebel Sanam, in an area showing no more apparent structural disturbance
than many other parts of this non-tectonised shield area. It is however
notable that on stratigraphic evidence the rise of the Burgan dome is
known from Middle Cretaceous times (Owen and Nasr 1958), and that
comparable movement from the Lower Cretaceous onwards is well
documented in Qatar (Sugden 1962).
Thus major salt movement on the landward Arabian shield, as in the
Abu Dhabi offshore area and as in the folded Zagros, can be traced back
to Early/Middle Cretaceous, with an absence-up to the present timefrom seismic or other evidence of earlier Mesozoic salt flowage. It is still
an open question as to what mechanism triggered this movement in stable
areas long before the folding of the main Zagros belt; perhaps it was minor
changes in stress related to inception of distant orogenic movement in
what is now the crush zone, on the edge of the C.Cntral Iranian plateau and
Oman.
9. CENTRAL mAN -TIIE SEMNAN AREA
Gansser (1960 p. 28) has listed ten areas of the Iranian plateau with
salt domes; without exception these are ascribed to the movement of
Tertiary salt deposits. More than 90 extrusive plugs are known to date.
Most of them involve Eocene, Oligocene and Miocene sediments, commonly
but not in all cases with associated igneous rock, developing from two
main evaporite groups in the Eocene and early Miocene respectively.
The area includes one of the world's classic salt dome occurrences
- the closely spaced emergent diapirs of northern Dasht-e-Kavir, near
Semnan, which have been described and illustrated by Gansser.
In 1964 the writer was guided over the Semnan area by Dr. H. Huber
and A. Arzapeh of the National Iranian Oil Company, visiting the plugs
of the northern Dasht-e-Kavir and other diapir areas west of Garmsar
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(Eivanekeh) and near Angilab (Chah Shirin). The Dasht-e-Kavir group is
described below for its outstanding interest and as an example of the central
Iran type of development.
The South Semnan area shows a remarkable group of some thirty
salt plugs in an area 20 miles north-south and about 50 miles east-west,
located 100 kilometres SSE of Semnan railroad station. Eighteen of them
are crowded into a block 20 by 15 miles, so close as to be in many cases
almost contiguous. They measure from one to five miles across; a few are
topographic domes but most are planed off just above plain level and show
a highly contorted flow pattern internally. Modern activity is limited but
none of them is deeply eroded.
The cores are partly Miocene ("Upper Red") salt with much interbedded contorted sediments, and partly an older salt which is ascribed to
the Eocene. They usually show a thin (5- 10 metres) outer gypsum
envelope. There are no old exotics of Hormuz types or metamorphics.
Although they are thus bedded Miocene diapirs injected into very mobilo
and strongly-folded Miocene, they are discrete clearly outlined subcircular
bodies which cut across the bedding of the country rock and show no
sign of mixing at the contacts.
The larger part of the diapiric masses (50 - So per cent in individual
cases) is of white salt interbedded with Neogene type of marls and thin
limestones; the remainder is less pure and contains common exotics of
volcanic rock similar to the widespread Eocene extrusives of the district.
The former group is confidently dated as basal Miocene (some 300 metres
of Miocene salt was penetrated in •the Sokheh well, 10 miles to the
northwest) while the latter more heavily contaminated salt is thought to
be Eocene, being tentatively correlated with salt-bearing beds at the
Eocene/Oligocene boundary.
In addition to the normal cylindrical plugs there are three linear
masses of sub-diapiric Fars flanking the north-western and northern sides
of the plug basin: Kuh-i-Gugird in the west, the South Delasian anticline
and the Kalareshim anticline in the north. These are belts of salt
interbedded with abundant amounts of elastic rocks 1 - 2 miles wide
and 10 - 12 miles long, which show strong flow structure but which
nevertheless follow a constant stratigraphic horizon immediately below a
Paper Shale marker bed. They appear to be due to bedding plane flowage,
with little or no cross cutting, and presumably represent the outcrop of the
Miocene salt sheet as a stratigraphic unit. In the Gugird anticline this
mobile group overlies the Qum limestone, and hence forms the basal part
of the "Upper Red" (Miocene). It comes to surface again (less well
exposed) on ,the southern side of the salt plug syncline at the Chah
Shirin end and evidently approaches surface on the edge of the Dasht-eKavir proper. The diapirs lie within these limits, and thus rise in a
remarkably narrow basin defined by the salt group outcrops. The marginal
plugs are only 4 miles from the outcrop of the Miocene element of their
immediate caprock.
A series of problems arises in relation to these features. Firstly, it is
noticeable that the flow pattern of the country rock - the matrix in which
the diapirs are embedded - is closely similar to that within the plugs
themselves (Fig. 12), and similar to the plan of flow structures known
within deep salt plugs in other countries (Harrison 1930, Fig. 19). The
matrix structures can in fact also be ascribed to essentially vertical flow
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of a plastic series, a vertical flow due to lateral displacement consequent
on the injection of the closely spaced plugs from below, taking place in a
rapidly deposited salty marl series perhaps antecedant to full lithification.
Secondly, although .the main diapiric injection is of Miocene salt
into incompetent later Miocene elastic sediments, the margins of the plugs
are more sharply defined than might be expected if injection were a
simple gravity overturn within the Miocene beds. It is possible that the
location of the circular plugs was controlled at depth by Eocene diapirs
which initiated, localised and assisted upwards the Miocene salt, finally
themselves penetrating the head of the advancing mass. The process
would be more understandable if the active Eocene salt originated not at
the Eocene-Oligocene boundary but much deeper, below at least part of the
Eocene volcanic series.
10.
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LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND
CRYPTOGAMIC NOTES, I
by
F. A. SOWTER and D. L. HAWKSWORTH
This is the first of a series of notes the object of which is to keep our
knowledge of the bryophytes and lichens in Leicestershire and Rutland
(V.C. 55) up-to-date. They will incorporate the results of recent field work,
document new county and district records, and include revisionary studies
which become necessary as a result of new research and techniques.
Abbreviations for herbaria follow Lanjouw and Stafleu (1964) and
Hawksworth (1969), and those adopted for collectors cited in this paper
are given below:
A.B.
Rev. A. Bloxam (1801 - 1878)
A.E.W.
Mr. A. E. Wade
A.J.E.S.
Dr. A. J. E. Smith
A.RH.
Mr. A. R. Horwood (1879 - 1937)
B.L.S.
British Lichen Society
C.D.B.
Professor C. D. Bird
D.L.H.
Dr. D. L. Hawksworth
F.A.S.
Mr. F. A. Sowter
F.T.M.
Mr. F. T. Mott (1825 - 1908)
H.G.
Mrs. H. Gawadi
I.M.E.
Mr. I. M. Evans
J.H.C.
Mr. J. H. Chandler
M.G.S.
Mrs. M. G. Sowter
M.R.D.S. Mr. M. R. D. Seaward
M.W.
Mr. M. Walpole
Taxa which are new records for V.C. 55 are prefixed by an asterisk (*).
BRYOPHYTES
The list that follows these notes contains some plants new to the counties
together with many additions to the district records. The studies of
Jovet-Ast (1965, 1966) and Paton (1967) have made the revision of Riccia
crystallina L. necessary. It has been found that this hepatic is not present
in Leicestershire and Rutland and it must be deleted from the list. All the
material examined proves to be Riccia cavernosa Hoffm. emend. Raddi
which is the commoner species of the two in Britain.
Another new station outside •the Charnwood Forest has been found for
Sphagnum. This is in the abandoned gravel pits at Caves Inn, Shawell
(Dist. 10) where two species of Sphagnum have been recorded together with
other interesting bryophytes.
Polysety has been observed in Leptobryum pyriforme growing in flower
pots in a greenhouse.
Further collections of the Plagiothecitlm denticulatum - P. sylvaticum
group have been made and The Brand, Woodhouse Eaves, yielded
P. succulentum which is new to the county.
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The new European species, Dicranella staphylina, discovered and described
by Dr. H. L. K. Whitehouse (1969), was searched for and found in arable
ground on Stoughton Lodge Fann. It is probably present elsewhere in
suitable habitats in V.C. 55 and should be sought. The locality of
Stoughton Lodge Farm has interesting botanical connections for it is the
home of Mr. Mervyn Phillips who is the grandson of the late William
Phillips, the famous amateur cryptogamist of Shrewsbury. His many
activities were described in an obituary by W. G. D. F. (initials known only)
and T. P. Blunt (1906). The lichens and fungi were the most important
subjects of his studies and he communicated with the Leicestershire
botanist, Reverend A. Bloxam of Twycross on cryptogamic matters. He
was one of the earliest botanists to write a paper on the study of lichens
(1880) and his book on the British Discomycetes is well known (1893).
HEPATICAE

Conocephalum conicum (L.) Underw.
Add Dist. 2: Barkby Holt, 1969, H.G. Add Dist. 12: wet ground in
railway cutting, at the old Tilton station, nr. Halstead, 1969, F.A.S.

Mar:chantia polymorpha L.
Add Dist. 10: marshy ground, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.

Riccia crystallina L.

*

Delete from Leicestershire and Rutland list. All material proves to
be the following species.
R. cavernosa Hoffm.
Dist. 4: margin of Knipton Reservoir, 1959, A.J.E.S. Dist. 5:
exposed mud banks, Thornton Reservoir, 1894, F.T.M. (MANCH);
Cropston Reservoir, (undated), T. A. Preston (LSR); Cropston
Reservoir, 1905, A.RH. (Herb. J.B. Duncan). Dist. 12 and Rutland,
A: margin of Eye Brook Reservoir, 1953, F.A.S. (FAS).
Riccardia pinguis (L.) Gray
Add Rutland, B: bank of River Gwash, Normanton Park, 1969,
F.A.S.
Pellia epiphylla (L.) Corda
Add Dist. 2: Barkby Holt, 1969, H.G.
Cephalozia bicuspidata (L.) Oum.
Add Dist. 1 : on rotten trunk, The Dams, Stoughton, c.per., 1969,
F.A.S.
Radula complanata (L.) Oum.
Rutland, C: limestone wall, under trees, nr. Newell Wood, 1969,
J.H.C.
Porella platyphylla (L.) Lindb.
Rutland, A: wall, Glaston, 1964, J.H.C. Add Rutland, B: wall,
North Luffenham, 1960, J.H.C.; wall, Tinwell, 1966, J.H.C. Add
Rutland, C: drystone wall under trees, Pickworth, 1969, J.H.C.

SPHAGNACEAE

Sphagnum squarrosum Pers.ex Crome
Add Dist. 10: marsh, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.

S. fimbriatum Wils.
Add Dist. 10: marsh, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.
MUSCI

*

Fissidens minutulus var. tenuifolius (Boul.) Norkett (F. minutulus
auct.eur.)
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Dist. 1 : by a pond between Braunstone Hall and Leicester, 1 March
18-, A.B. (LSR). Dist. 12: on shady calcareous rocks, railway
cutting, old Tilton station, nr. Halstead, c.fr., 1969, F.A.S. (FAS).
Upon re-examination, the plant from Sauvey Castle, nr. Withcote,
1941, F.A.S. (FAS) (Sowter, 1945) was also found to be this
variety.
F. exilis Hedw.
Dist. 1 : on the ground in Polton Hill Spinney, Stoughton, c.fr.,
1970, F.A.S. & M.G.S. This moss was first found in Orton Wood
(Dist. 8) Leics. in 1844 by A.B. and was described by Wilson (1845)
as a new species F. bloxami, ,thus it antedates Coleman's record of
1863 in White's Gazetter.
Pleuridium accuminatum Lindb.
Add Dist. 10: bank, Caves Inn, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.
P. subulatum (Hedw.) Lindb.
Add Dist. 6: Osgathorpe, C. Babbington (Bloxam, MS)
Ditrichum cylindricum (Hedw.) Grout
Add Dist I I : arable fi,eld, Goadby, 1969, F.A.S. Rutland, C: side
of ditch, nr. Bloody Oaks, 1969, F.A.S.
Pseudephemerum nitidum (Hedw.) Reim.
Add Dist. 12: wet ground in railway cutting, old Tilton station, nr.
Halstead, 1969, F.A.S.
Dicranella schreberana (Hedw.) Dix.
Add Dist. 4: arable field, nr. Barkestone, c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.
Dist. 12: bare ground on bank (base rich), old Tilton station, nr.
Halstead, c.gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.
D. varia (Hedw.) Schimp.
Add Dist. 4: fallow field, Barkestone, c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.
D. staphylina H. L. K. Whitehouse
Dist. 1 : stubble field after wheat, Stoughton Lodge, 1969, F.A.S.
& M.G.S. (in association with Pottia truncata, Dicranella schreberana,
Bryum rubens, B. klinggraeffii, Ceratadon purpureus, Barbula
unguiculata, Eplzemerum serratum var. minutissimum and Plzascum
cuspidatum).
Dicranoweisia cirrata (Hedw.) Lindb.
Add Rutland, A: Fraxinus, Tixover, 1969, F.A.S.
Encalypta vulgaris Hedw.
Add Dist. 12: bank, old Tilton station, nr. Halstead, 1969, F.A.S.
Pottia davalliana (Sm.) C.Jens.
Add Dist. 4: bare ground in ride, Barkestone Wood, c.fr., 1969,
F.A.S.
Phascum cuspidatum Hedw.
Add Rutland, B: on the ground, nr. New Wood, 1969, F.A.S.
Barbula convoluta Hedw.
Dist. 1 : North Drive, Stoughton, c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S. & M.G.S.
Add Dist. II : pea field, nr. Nosely, c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.; arable
field, between Goadby and Glooston, c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.
Rutland, B: on the ground, Ketton, c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.
B. unguiculata var. cuspidata (Schultz) Brid.
Dist. 1: on paving stones, garden, Stoughton, 1969, F.A.S.
B. rigidula (Hedw.) Milde
Add Rutland, B: wall, Ketton, 1969, F.A.S.
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B. tophacea (Brid.) Mitt.
Add Dist. 5: between oolite slabs, Woodhouse Eaves, 1969, F.A.S.
B. cylindrica (Tayl.) Schimp.
Add Dist. 12: wet ground, old Tilton station, or. Halstead, 1969,
F.A.S.
Physcomitrium pyriforme (Hedw.) Brid.
Add Rutland, B: Tinwell Cottage, 1961, J.H.C. & M.R.D.S.
Ephemerum serratum var. minutissimum (Lindb.) Grout
Add Dist. 1 : fallow field after wheat, Stoughton Lodge Farm, c.fr.,
1969, F.A.S.
Tetraphis pellucida Hedw.
Add Rutland, A: or. Tixover, 1969, F.A.S. Rutland, C: Bloody
Oaks, 1969, F.A.S.
Orthodontium lineare Schwaegr.
Add Dist. 1 : on rotten stump, The Dams, Stoughton, 1969, F.A.S.
& M.G.S. Dist. 5: Alnus, Botcheston, 1969, F.A.S. Add Rutland,
C: on tree roots, Bloody Oaks, 1969, F.A.S.; Newell Wood, 1969,
M.R.D.S.
Leptobryum pyriforme (Hedw.) Wits.
A collection of this moss from a greenhouse in Stoughton Road,
Leicester, made in 1941 was re-examined and tubers were found to
be present. A further collection was made from this greenhouse in
1969 and again tubers were found. There were also plants showing
polysety; some plants had 2 setae and there were a few with 3 setae.
This moss was not included in the list of polysetous bryophytes
by Longton (1962). F.A.S.
Po1zlia wahlenbergii (Web. & Mohr) Andr. (P. albicans (Wahlenb.)
Lindb.)
Add Dist. 12: wet calcareous ground, railway cutting at the old
Tilton station, or. Halstead, 1969, F.A.S.
P. delicatula (Hedw.) Grout
Add Dist. 4: ditch side, Barkestone Wood, 1969, F.A.S.
Bryum pseudotriquetrum (Hedw.) Schwaegr.
Add Dist. 10: marshy ground, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.
B. caespiticium Hedw.
Add Dist. 10: wet rocks, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E. Rutland, A: wall,
Glaston, 1969, F.A.S.
B. bicolor Dicks.
Add Dist. 12: bank, old Tilton station, or. Halstead, c. gemmis,
1969, F.A.S.
B. rubens Mitt.
Add Dist. 4: bare ground, King Lud's lntrenchments, c. gemmis,
1969, F.A.S.; arable field, Barkestone, c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.
Dist. II : arable field, between Goadby and Glooston, c. gemmis,
1969, F.A.S.
B. klinggraeffii Schimp.
Add Dist. 4: bare ground, King Lud's Intrenchments, c. gemmis,
1969, F.A.S. Dist. 5: Out Wood, 1967, M.R.D.S.; Ulverscroft,
1967, M.R.D.S. Dist. II: pea field, or. Noseley, 1969, F.A.S.
B. bornholmense Winklm. & Ruthe
Add Dist 12: bare ground, old Tilton station, or. Halstead,
c. gemmis, 1969, F.A.S.
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Mnium affine Bland.
Add Rutland, B: Normanton Park Wood, 1969, F.A.S.
Climacium dendroides (Hedw.) Web. & Mohr
Add Dist. 10: marshy ground, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.
Cratoneuron commutatum (Hedw.) Roth ex commutatum
Add Rutland, C: Fort Henry, 1960, M.R.D.S.
Campylium polygamum (B., S. & G.) J. Lange & C. Jens.
Add Dist. I I : marsh, borrow pit, Gt. Bowden, 1969, I.M.E.
Drepanocladus aduncus (Hedw.) Warnst.
Add Dist. II : marsh, borrow pit, Gt. Bowden, 1969, I.M.E.
D. exannulatus (B., S. & G.) Warnst.
Add Dist. 12: bog in railway cutting, old Tilton station, nr.
Halstead, 1969, F.A.S.
Acrocladium giganteum (Schimp.) Rich. & Wall.
Botcheston Bog (Dist. 5). This relic bog has been considerably
drained. Some of the rarer phanerogams still persist in the wetter
parts of the bog but I have not been able to refind this moss, 1969,
F.A.S.
Brachythecium salebrosum (Web. & Mohr) B., S. & G.
Add Dist. I : on roots of Fagus, c.fr., Stoughton, 1970, F.A.S. &
M.G.S.
B. populeum (Hedw.) B., S. & G.
Add Dist. 4: sandy ground, nr. Barkestone Wood, 1969, F.A.S.
Eurhynchium speciosum (Brid.) Milde
Add Dist. 6: Coppice Wood, Donington Park, 1970, I.M.E.
Isopterygium elegans (Hook.) Lindb.
Add Dist. 5: on rocks in wood, The Brand, Woodhouse Eaves,
1969, F.A.S.
Plagiothecium denticulatum (Hedw.) B., S. & G. ex denticulatum
Dist. I : tree stump, Polton Hill Spinney, Stoughton, 1970, F.A.S.
Dist. 2: Billesdon Coplow, 1962, J.H.C.: spinney nr. Barrowcliffe
Farm, Queniborough, 1970, H.G. Dist. 5: The Brand, Woodhouse
Eaves, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. 6: tree stump, Diminsdale, nr. Donington
Park, 1970, I.M.E.; Coppice Wood, Donington Park, 1970, I.M.E.
Dist. II: Tilton Wood, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. I2: Gt. Merrible
Wood, 1969, H.G. Rutland, A: The Freewards, Essendine, 1966,
J.H.C. Rutland, B: -tree roots, New Wood, 1969, F.A.S. Rutland,
C: Bloody Oaks, 1969, F.A.S.
P. curvifolium Schlieph. ex Limpr.
Add Dist. 4: on tree roots, Barkestone Wood, 1969, F.A.S. Rutland,
C: on Crataegus at ground level, Newell Wood, 1969, J.H.C. &
M.R.D.S.
P. succulentum (Wits.) Lindb.
Dist. 5: wet rocky bank of stream, The Brand, Woodhouse Eaves,
1969, F.A.S.
P. sylvaticum (Brid.) B., S. & G.
Dist. 2: on rock in wood, Ashby Pastures, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. 5:
under hedgerow, Botcheston, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. II : Tilton Wood,
1969, F.A.S. Rutland, B: tree roots, Normanton Park, 1969, F.A.S.
Hypnum cupressiforme var. resupinatum (Wils.) Schimp.
Add Rutland, C: base of wall, Pickworth, 1969, J.H.C.
Ctenidium molluscum (Hedw.) Mitt.
Add Rutland, C: Clipsham Quarry, 1952, F.A.S.
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Great Merrible Wood Nature Reserve. (Dist. 12). The following bryopbytes
have so far been recorded from this wood: Lophocolea bidentata,
L. cuspidata, Plagiochila asplenioides, Fissidens taxifolius, Tetraphis
pellucida, Orthodontium lineare, Mnium hornum, M. affine, M.
undulatum, M. punctatum, Thamnium alopecurum, Amblystegium
serpens, Brachythecium rutabulum, B. velutinum, B. populem,
Cirriphyllum piliferum, Eurhynchium praelongum, Plagiothecium
denticulatum, Hypnum cupressiforme.
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LICHENS
A study of the recent records of species in Leicestershire and Rutland
demonstrates the scarcity of most corticolous species known in the counties.
Although 154 corticolous lichens have been reliably reported from the
counties, only 58 have been seen since 1960. This reduction in the
corticolous lichen flora may be illustrated by the example of Gopsall Park
(Dist. 8). This Park was studied intensively by Rev. A. Bloxam during the
mid- and later decades of last century. Although he drew up no flora of
the Park as such, a compilation of his manuscript, herbarium, and
literature records, show that, excluding records known to be errors, he
found at least 106 corticolous species; only 12 were found in this Park by
D.L.H. in 1968 and 1969. A list of these species is given in Table I in
which those prefixed by a plus ( +) sign are the only ones found corticolous
since 1968. The flora of this Park was very similar in Bloxam's time to that
of ancient parklands in Sussex, Westmorland, and north-east Herefordshire
today. This catastrophic reduction in its lichen flora has clearly been due
to a combination of two factors: the felling of huge oak trees which are
known to have covered much of the Park in Bloxam's time (stools of some
of these still remain to testify to their former magnificence), and increased
air pollution.
Alectoria fuscescens
Evemia pnmastri
Parmeliopsis aleurites
Anaptychia ciliaris
Graphis elegans
P. ambigua
Arthonia cinnabarina
G. scripta
Peltigera polydactyla
A. dispersa
Gyalecta truncigena
Pertusaria albescens
A. impolita
Hypogymnia physodes
P. amara
A. radiata
Lecanactis premnea
P. hemisphaerica
P. hymenea
A. spadicea
Lecania cyrtella
P. leioplaca
Arthopyrenia alba
Lecanora chlarona
P. pertusa
A. biformis
L. chlarotera
Phaeographis cf. inusta
Bacidia endoleuca
+L. conizaeoides
Phylctis argena
B. friesiana
+L. expallens
Physcia adscendens
B. incompta
L. pallida
P. aipolia
B. rubella
L. varia
P. orbicularis
Buellia alboatra
+ Lecidea granulosa
P. tenella
+B. canescens
L. limitata
Physconia grisea
+B. punctata
L. pulveracea
P. pulverulenta
Calicium abietinum
L. scalaris
Platismatia glauca
Caloplaca citrina
+L. uliginosa
Porina chlorotica var.
C. holocarpa
L. vemalis subsp. minor
C. luteoalba
+Lepraria incana
carpinea
Candelariella vitellina
Leptogium lichenoides
Pseudevemia
Catillaria denigrata
L. tenuissimum
fur/ uracear
C. graniformis
Opegrapha herbarum
Pyrenula nitida
C. griffithii
O. niveoatra
Ramalina evernioides
C. lightfootii
O. prosodea
+R. farinacea 2
Cetraria chlorophylla
O. rimalis
R. fraxinea
Chaenotheca ferruginea
0. rufescens
Rinodina exigua
+Cladonia fimbriata
O. vermicelli/era
Thelotrema lepadinum
C. furcata subsp. furcata
O. vulgata
Thrombium epigaeum
+c. macilenta
Pachyphial cornea
Tonina caradocensis
Collema fiaccidum
Parmelia perlata
Usnea cf. ceratina
Coniocybe f urfuracea
+P. saxatilis
U. cf. florida
Cyphelium inquinans
+P. subaurifera
U. subfloridana
C. sessile
P. subrudecta
Xanthoria candelaria
Dimerella diluta
P. sulcata
X. parietina
Enterographa crassa
P. tiliacea
X. polycarpa
Table 1: CORTICOLOUS LICHENS RECORDED FROM GOPSALL
PARK (INCLUDING UNLOCALISED 'TWYCROSS' RECORDS)
+ =post-1968 record r=var. furfuracea z=var. hypoprotocetrarica.
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More recent changes in the corticolous lichen flora cannot, however, be
attributed to the felling of trees, although Edlin (1958) found that
Leicestershire is now one of the least wooded counties in England with only
2.3 per cent of its area woodland. Parmelia caperata, for example, which
was reported as 'Abundant in Newell Wood, Rutland, 1943' by F.A.S.
(Sowter, 1950, p. 14) has not been found there, or in other parts of the
county, recently, and has probably become extinct in V.C. 55 just as it has
become extinct in adjacent Derbyshire (Hawksworth, 1969, p. 154). Many
apparently suitable habitats for this species are still present and it is
clear that its loss must be attributed to increased levels of sulphur dioxide
air pollution.
The richest habitats for corticolous species in V.C. SS today are
isolated ancient trees in long-established relatively undisturbed parklands,
particularly where these trees are protected by the topography from some
of the air pollution (cf. Hawksworth and Rose, 1970), as in the case of the
ancient trees in the lowest parts of Bradgate Park (see species in Hawksworth
& Walpole, 1966; Hawksworth & Sowter, 1969) and Croxton Park (see
species included below).
A more recent threat to the cryptogamic flora of V.C. 55 is the
proposed construction of a 3,100 acre reservoir near Empingham, Rutland:
one of the better remaining areas of the counties both bryologically and
lichenologically.
The British Lichen Society held its autumn field meeting in Leicestershire between 31st October and 2nd November 1969 visiting The
Brand, Woodhouse Eaves, Timberwood Hill, and various localities in Districts 10 and n. All the new county and district records made on this
meeting are included below but a fuller report of this meeting will be
published elsewhere.

Acarospora fuscata (Nyl.) Arnold
Add Dist. n: Theddingworth Church, 1969, B.L.S.
Bacidia sabuletorum (Schreb.) Lett.
Add Dist. 4: Old Dalby, 1967, M.R.D.S.

Buellia aetlzalea (Ach.) Th.Fr.
Add Dist. 4: erratic granite boulder in old camp, nr. King Lud's
Intrenchments, 1969, F.A.S. (FAS).
B. alboatra (Hoffm.) Deichm. Br. & Rostr.
Add Rutland, B: wall, Ketton, 1969, F.A.S.
Calicium viride Pers.
Add Dist. 4: Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
Caloplaca citrina (Hoffm.) Th.Fr. f. citrina
Add Dist. 4: wall, Belvoir Castle, 1969, D.L.H.
C. heppiana (Miill.Arg.) Zahlbr.
Add Dist. 4 : wall, Belvoir Castle, 1969, D .L.H. Dist. 1 o : Misterton
Church, 1969, B.L.S.
C. holocarpa (Hoffm.) Wade
Add Dist. n: concrete, nr. Langton Hall, 1969, A.E.W.
C. murorum (Ach.) Th.Fr.
Add Dist. n: Theddingworth Church, 1969, B.L.S.
C. teicholyta (Ach.) Steiner
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. II: Theddingworth Church, 1969, B.L.S. Rutland, A: Bisbrooke, 1963, A.E.W.;
Ayston, 1963, A.E.W.; Seaton, 1963, A.E.W.; Empingham, 1963,
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A.E.W. Sterile. Probably more frequent in the south and east of
the county than the present records imply.
Candelariella aurella (Hoffm.) Zahlbr.
Add Dist. 4: wall, Belvoir Castle, 1969, D.L.H. Dist.
mortar,
Timberwood Hill, 1969, B.L.S.; wall, Buddon Wood, 1969, D.L.H.
C. medians (Nyl.) A.L.Sm.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
C. vitellina (Hoffm.) Miill.Arg.
Add Dist. 4: concrete, or. Saltby, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. 10: Misterton
Church, 1969, B.L.S.
C. xanthostigma (Ach.) Lett.
Dist. 1: Fraxinus, 1 mile east of Newton Harcourt, 1969, D.L.H.
Cetraria chlorophylla (Willd.) Vain.
Add Dist. 4: Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
Cladonia coniocraea (Florke) Spreng.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.; gravel pits, Shawell,
1969, B.L.S.
C. fimbriata (L.) Fr.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.; gravel pits, Shawell,
1969, I.M.E.
C. pyxidata (L.) Hoffm.
Add Dist. 6: Holly Wood, Donington Park, 1970, I.M.E. Dist. 10:
bridge abunnent, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.
Collema cristatum (L.) Web.
Add Rutland, B: wall or. weir, River Gwash, or. Normanton, 1969,
F.A.S.
Diploschistes scruposus var. bryophilus (Ach.) Milll.Arg.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. II: Church
Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
Haematomma coccineum var. porphyrium (Pers.) Th.Fr.
Add Dist. 10: wall, Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
Lecania erysibe (Ach.) Mudd
Add Dist. 10: gravel pits, Shawell, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. II : Church
Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
L. erysibe f. sorediata Laundon
Add Dist. S: mortar, Timberwood Hill, 1969, B.L.S.
Lecanora atra (Huds.) Ach.
Add Dist. 4: concrete, or. Saltby, 1969, F.A.S.
L. calcarea (L.) Sommerf.
Add Dist. 4: concrete, or. Saltby, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. 10: Misterton
Church, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. II: Theddingworth, 1969, B.L.S.;
Church Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S. Rutland, B: wall, Ketton,
1969, F.A.S.
L. campestris (Schaer.) Hue
Add Dist. 4: Belvoir Castle, 1969, D.L.H.; concrete, or. Saltby,
1969, F.A.S.
L. dispersa (Pers.) Sommerf.
Add Dist. 4: concrete, or. Saltby, 1969, F.A.S.
L. expallens Ach.
Add Dist. 2: Fraxinus, or. Kirby Bellars, 1969, D.L.H. Dist. 4:
Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.; Belvoir Castle, 1969, D.L.H.
Dist. 11 : lignum, Theddingworth Church, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. 12:
Tugby Wood, 1969, D.L.H. & C.D.B.
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L. muralis (Schreb.) Rabenh.
Add Dist. 4: concrete, nr. Saltby, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. 10: Misterton
Church, 1969, B.L.S.
L. varia (Hoffm.) Ach.
Add Rutland, B: palings, nr. Braunston, 1969, D.L.H. (DLH).
Lecidea crustulata (Ach.) Spreng.
Add Dist. 10: gravel pits, Caves Inn, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E. Dist:
I2: ballast (old slag from Holwell Ironworks), railway cutting, old
Tilton station, nr. Halstead, 1969, F.A.S.
L. fuscoatra var. grisella (Florke ex Schaer.) Nyl.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
L. orosthea (Ach.) Ach.
Dist. 5: vertical shaded rock face, The Brand, Woodhouse Eaves,
1969, B.L.S. Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
L. quernea (Dicks.) Ach.
Add Dist. 4: Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
L. scalaris (Ach.) Ach.
Add Dist. 4: Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H. Dist. II:
sandstone wall, Theddingworth Church, 1969, B.L.S.
L. stigmatea Ach. (L. subsequens Nyl.)
Add Dist. 5: wall, Buddon Wood, 1969, D.L.H. (DLH); mortar,
Timberwood Hill, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969,
B.L.S. Dist. II: Church Langton Church, 1969, D.L.H. Rutland,
A: Old Wood, Empingham, 1969, J.H.C.(IMI).
L. sulphurea (Hoffm.) Wahlenb.
Add Dist. 2: wall, nr. Kirby Bellars, 1969, D.L.H. Dist. 10:
Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
L. tumida Massal. (L. sorediza Nyl.)
Add Dist. 2: wall, nr. Kirby Bellars, 1969, D.L.H. Dist. 10:
Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.; Theddingworth Church, 1969,
B.L.S. Dist. II : Church Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
L. uliginosa (Schrad.) Ach.
Add Dist. 4: lingum, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
Lepraria incana (L.) Ach.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.; Shawell, 1969,
B.L.S. Dist. I I : Theddingworth Church, 1969, B.L.S.; Church
Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S. Rutland, B: Ulmus, Ketton, 1969,
F.A.S.
Oc1irolechia turneri (Sm.) Hasselr.
Add Dist. 2: Fraxinus, Kirby Bellars, 1969, D.L.H. Dist. 4:
Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
Parmelia glabratula subsp. fuliginosa (Fr. ex Duby) Laundon
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
P. incurva (Pers.) Fr. (P. multifida (Dicks.) Fr.)
Dist. S: rocks, High Sharpley, 1969, D.L.H. & M.W. An additional
locality in Dist. 5 for this rare species which in Leicestershire is
confined to the Charnwood Forest area.
P. isidiotyla Nyl. (P. prolixa var. isidiotyla (Nyl.) D.T. & Sarnth.)
Add Dist. 5: a single specimen on pre-Cambrian rock wall top,
The Brand, Woodhouse Eaves, 1969, B.L.S. (BM). Only the
second record of this species from Leicestershire.
Parmeliopsis ambigua (Wulf.) Nyl.
Add Dist. 4: Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
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Peltigera spuria (Ach.) DC.
Add Dist. IO: ground, Caves Inn, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E.

Pertusaria dealbata (Ach.) Cromb. (N.B. P. dealbata Cromb. p.p.=P.
corallina (L.) Arnold)
Dist. 5: rocks, The Brand, Woodhouse Eaves, 1969, B.L.S. (IMI).
The only recent record of the true P. dealbata from the county.
Physica orbicularis (Neck.) Poetsch
Add Dist. 4: concrete, nr. Saltby, 1969, F.A.S.; wall, Belvoir

*

Castle, 1969, D.L.H. Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.;
Shawell, 1969, B.L.S.
P. tenella (Scop.) DC. em. Bitt.
Add Dist. II: Ulmus, Shangton, 1969, F.A.S.
Physconia farrea (Ach.) Poelt (Physcia farrea (Ach.) Vain.)
Dist. 4: Fraxinus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H. Dist. II: trees,
0.5 miles east of Langton Hall, 1969, D.L.H. (DLH). This species
has probably been overlooked in Leicestershire in the past for
poorly developed P. grisea (Lam.) Poelt.
Porina clilorotica (Ach.) Milll. Arg. var. chlorotica
Add Dist. II: Theddingworth Church, 1969, B.L.S.; Church
Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
Protoblastenia rupestris (Scop.) Steiner
Add Dist. 10: rocks, Caves Inn, Shawell, 1969, I.M.E. Dist. II:
Church Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
Pseudevernia furfuracea (L.) Zopf var. furfuracea (atranorin and physodic
acid)
Add Dist. 4: Fraxinus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H. (DLH). The
only recent record of this variety from V.C. 55 (see Hawksworth and
Sowter, 1969, p. 57).
P. furfuracea var. ceratea (Ach.) D.Hawksw. (atranorin and olivetoric acid)
Add Dist. 4: Quercus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H. On a different
tree to that on which var. furfuracea was found.
Psoroticliia scliaereri (Massa!.) Arnold
Add Rutland, B: wall, Ketron, 1969, F.A.S.
Ramalina farinacea (L.) Ach. var. farinacea (protocetraric and usnic acids)
Add Dist. 4: a few minute plants on a fallen, dead, ash tree,
Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
Rinodina subexigua (Nyl.) Oliv.
Add Dist. II: brick, Theddingworth, 1969, D.L.H.; concrete, nr.
Langton Hall, 1969, A.E.W.
Solenopsora candicans (Dicks.) Steiner
Add Dist. 2: wall, Kirby Bellars, 1969, D.L.H.
Stereocaulon pileatum Ach.
Dist. 5: sandstone outcrop in old railway cutting, 1 mile south-west
of Shepshed, 1969, D.L.H. & M.W. (DLH). Only three minute
plants seen. The second record for this genus from Leicestershire
this century.
Thelidium decipiens (Nyl.) Kremp.
Add Rutland, B: oolite wall, Ketton, 1969, F.A.S.
Toninia aromatica (Sm.) Massal.
Add Dist. 10: mortar of wall, Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
Verrucaria muralis Ach.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S.
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V. nigrescens Pers.
Add Dist. 4: concrete, nr. Saltby, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. 10: Misterton
Church, 1969, B.L.S.
V. sphinctrina Ach.
Add Dist. 10: Misterton Church, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. n : Church
Langton Church, 1969, B.L.S.; Theddingworth Church, 1969,
B.L.S.
Xanthoria aureola (Ach.) Erichs.
Add Dist. 4: wall, Stonesby, 1969, F.A.S. Dist. 10: Misterton
Church, 1969, B.L.S. Dist. II: Theddingworth Church, 1969,
B.L.S.
X. candelaria (L.) Th.Fr.
Add Dist. 4: Fraxinus, Croxton Park, 1969, D.L.H.
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INTRODUCTION
The Corixidae, a highly specialised group of water bugs, are represented in
the British Isles by ith.irty-three species, with twenty-eight species in the
subfamily Corixinae. Most if not all .the c.orixinae are basically predators
(Zwart r965, Jansson r969 and Martin in prep.) and not algae or detritus
feeders as believed by most previous authors (Hungerford r9r9, Sutton
r95r, and Benwitz r956). The species of this subfamily are very similar
morphologically, particularly in those parts connected with feeding (Sutton
r95r, Benwitz r956 and Martin in prep.), but each species has a characteristic range of habitats (Southwood and Leston r959 and Macan r965).
These ranges overlap so that a number of species of the Corixinae
frequently occur together in the same habitat, whilst other species are
never found together (Macan r954b). The 'competitive exclusion principle'
(Hardin r960) states that if two interbreeding populations, A and B,
occupy the same ecological niche, the same geographical iterritory and
with population A multiplying faster than population B, then ultimately
A will completely displace B. Mayr (r963, page 68) points out, however,
that 'two species are rarely as similar as genotypes of a single species' and
'to avoid such fatal competition, the two species must utilize the resources
IOI
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of the environment in a somewhat different way'. Therefore, closely
related and closely similar species of the Corixinae in the same habitat
must avoid direct competition.
The spatial distribution of each corixid species found in Leicestershire
and observation on several aspects of their ecology are described. Where
possible these observations are related to mechanisms by which corixid
species may avoid competition with each other.

DISTRIBUTION OF CORIXIDS IN LEICESTERSHIRE
Only ,two species of corixids are recorded for Leicestershire (Butler
1923 and Massee 1955). However, since 1945 much material has been
collected by local naturalists and deposited in the Biology Department at
Leicester Museum. This material was examined and further collections
made. All specimens and records of these collections have been deposited
at Leicester Museum. The species found are shown in Table I. One
species, Sigara (Retrocorixa) semistriata, recorded for the county by Butler
(1923) bas not been found since.
TABLE I

THE CoRIXIDAE FOUND IN LEICESTERSHIRE FROM

1945

TO 1969

Micronectinae

Micronecta poweri (Douglas and Scott)
M. minutissima (Linnaeus)
Cymatiinae

Cymatia bonsdorffi (Sahlberg)
C. coleoptrata (Fabricius)
Corixinae

Corixa panzeri (Fieber)
C. dentipes (Thompson)
C. punctata (Illiger)
Hesperocorixa castanea (Thomson)
H. moesta (Fieber)
H. linnei (Ficher)
H. sahlbergi (Fieber)
Arctocorisa germari (Ficher)
Callicorixa praeusta (Fieber)
Sigara (Sigara) dorsalis (Leach)
S. (Subsigara) falleni (Fieber)
S. (S.) distincta (Ficher)
S. (S.) fossarum (Leach)
S. (Vermicorixa) lateralis (Leach)
S. (V.) nigrolineata (Fieber)
S. (V.) concinna (Ficher)
S. (Rectrocorixa) limitata (Fieber)
The distribution maps in Appendix II show the area of the county
which has been investigated. The relative abundance of each species is
reflected by the number of squares in which it was found.
The freshwater habitats available in the county are described in
Appendix I.

Micronecta poweri (D. and S.) was found in five localities; on the dam
wall of Thornton Reservoir and on silt in streams and rivers. Two of
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these sites were visited more than once. At one, a stream at Kingston-onSoar (grid ref. SK 504272), the insect was numerous, on silt accumulated
on one side of the stream, in June of both 1966 and 1969. The evenness
of the silt deposit and ,the lack of plants must have been maintained
artificially or by natural flooding. The second site is on a tributary of the
river Welland just below a bridge (grid ref. SP 751925), where there is a
large area of shallow water. In 1966 the bottom of .the stream was trampled
and fouled by cattle; M. poweri was abundant. In 1967 the insect was still
numerous though the cattle were absent. In 1968 however the corixid
could not be found. The habitat had changed, the banks were covered with
vegetation and the bottom with Elodea. In this environment, Sigara
dorsalis had replaced M. poweri.
Micronecta minutissima (Linn.) was found only once, in the emergent
vegetation of the Eyebrook Reservoir.
Cymatia bonsdorffi (Sahib.) was found in large numbers in two
localities where both emergent and submerged vegetation were present. In
one of these, a flooded limestone quarry at Kilby Bridge (grid ref.
SP 612970), where eighteen months previously no Cymatia species were
found, three flightless individuals of C. bonsdorffi were found in the spring
of 1967. In the same summer, the species was found over a large area of
the quarry, in association with Chara growing between the reed beds. It
bred successfully -that year and the following year, 1968, when its
distribution was similar. In contrast, C. bonsdorffi has disappeared from a
pond at Market Bosworth (grid ref. SK 4uo29). It was found in 1962 and
1963, but was not found in 1967. In two other habitats, both of which
were sampled frequently, only single flightless specimens were found.
Cymatia coleoptrata (Fab.) was found in habitats with dense submerged
water plants. In one habitat, Wistow lake (grid ref. SP 644953), the species
has been taken many times since it was first found there in 1949. In the
quarry at Kilby Bridge, however, it was first found in the summer of 1967
and it bred there that year and the following year. It was restricted to a
smaller area in the quarry than C. bonsdorffi.
Corixa panzeri (Fieb.) was found in three localities, each characterised
by Chara growing in large shallow areas. The flightless morph occurred in
each locality.
Corixa dentipes (Thomson) was found breeding in deep water in
reservoirs and ponds, but always amongst plants in shallow water.
Examples were also collected from the shallow pond B at Normanton
House Farm (grid ref. SP 485987), an unlikely habitat, during 1967 /8.
They were probably autumnal immigrants.
Corixa punctata (Illig.) is a common species in Leicestershire. It is
present in a few reservoirs and large numbers are often found in ponds.
It occurs in still shallow water, i.e. 15 - 60 centimetres deep, amongst the
vegetation. If Lemna minor covers a pond, C. punctata may be the only
corixid present. In winter, this species is found in the deep water in the
ponds at Normanton House Farm and in Hallaton pond (grid ref.
SP 790968).
Hesperocorixa castanea (Thomson) was found only in association with
the moss, Sphagnum. It occurred in one pond in Bradgate Park (grid ref.
SK 53ou6) and in two ponds on the Charnwood Lodge Nature Reserve
(grid refs. SK 473149 and SK 464158).
Hesperocorixa moesta (Fieb.) was found breeding only once, in an
unfenced field pond near Six Hills (grid ref. s~ 633171).
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Hesperocorixa linnei (Fieb.) was found breeding in only a few habitats;
these had emergent vegetation and accumulations of dead plant material.
Hesperocorixa sahlbergi (Fieb.) occurs in ponds where there are
accumulations of organic matter, but large numbers of insects were only
infrequently found.
Callicorixa praeusta (Fieb.), a common species, was found in reservoirs,
canals, and ponds, occasionally in large numbers, particularly amongst plant
debris and where pollution by animals occurred.
Sigara (Sigara) dorsalis (Leach) was found amongst vegetation in
the shallow waters of rivers, reservoirs, and ponds, and was particularly
common in gravel pits.
Sigara (Subsigara) falleni (Fieb.) was found in sheltered parts of
habitats similar to those described above for S. dorsalis. It is locally
abundant in canals and very common in reservoirs, particularly in one bay
of Swithland Reservoir (grid ref. SK 562141) described in Appendix I. In
the winter, the insects were concentrated in shallow water amongst the
emergent vegetation fringing the bay.
Sigara (S.) distincta (Fieb.) is a widespread, but not numerous species.
It was found breeding in a few ponds which have no obvious features in
common.
Sigara (S.) fossarum (Leach) was usually associated with S. falleni in
canals and ponds where Elodea and emergent vegetation are present.
Sigara (Vermicorixa) lateralis (Leach) was found in shallow pond areas
free from vegetation, and with some organic pollution.
Sigara (V.) nigrolineata (Fieb.) was found in ponds where there are
areas free of plants. This species was also found in small shallow ponds
and breeds in large numbers in cattle troughs.
Sigara (V.) concinna (Fieb.) is widespread but numerous in only a few
ponds, one of which is polluted by cattle.
Sigara (Retrocorixa) limitata (Fieb.) was found breeding only in a few
ponds; one is a round field pond (grid ref. SP 518999) in which S. distincta
was breeding.

ECOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
LIFE CYCLE

The life cycle of the British Corixidae is outlined by Butler (1923).
Detailed information is available for several species as a result of recent
investigations by Crisp (1962a and b) and Young (1965c).
Most corixids overwinter as the imago. In the spring, the ovaries
enlarge and egg laying occurs in the spring and summer. The nymphs are
found throughout the summer and the first adults of the new generation
appear in mid--summer. Some of the new generation adults become
reproductively active, and there is a second partial generation (Young
1965c). The ovaries of those females which produce eggs in the late
summer are inactive in the autumn and winter, but produce more eggs in
the spring.
_
On the other hand, Micronecta overwinters as a nymph, usually a
third instar nymph. In ,the south of England there are usually two complete
generations per year (Walton 1938).
SEX RATIO

In the winter and spring a l : 1 sex ratio was found in all large collections except those from the centre of a large bay in Swithland Reservoir,
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where .the Sigara falleni and S. dorsalis populations departed from this
ratio. In all collections of S. falleni and most collections of the less
numerous S. dorsalis a ratio of 3 cf : 7 ~ was found.
OVARIAN DEVELOPMENT

The condition of the ovaries was noted during the routine examination
of collections of corixids. The development of the ovaries and the egg
rudiments is divided into six arbitrary stages based on the five divisions
used by Young (1965c), whose stage O is equivalent to the stage I used in
this present work. These stages are: 0, teneral stage, the ovaries are very
small; I, 'overwintering' condition, the ovaries are larger with a few egg
rudiments differentiated in each ovule; II, egg rudiments up to mature
egg size with yellow contents; III, egg rudiments of mature egg size but
variable in shape; IV, egg rudiments with mature appearance with both
chorion and pedicel, the chorion usually opaque, within the ovule; V,
mature egg, chorion shining, within the lateral or common oviduct.
Each of the paired ovaries in the female, including those of Cymatia
spp., contain seven ovarioles, cf. Walton (1943) and Southwood and Leston
(1959). The smaller corixid species have fewer developing egg rudiments
per ovariole than the larger species. The eggs of the smaller species are
also smaller than those of the larger corixids but larger in relative terms.
Ovarian development and egg laying was investigated over two years
in females from overwintering populations in ponds, from ponds throughout
Leicestershire in the first year, but only from the ponds at Normanton
House Farm in the second year.
The timing of the ovarian stages in each species of corixid was similar
in the rtwo winters. Most species overwinter with the ovaries at stage I.
Stage II first appears in late February in insects in certain habitats, but is
delayed until late March in those in others. In the 'early' habitats, ovaries
containing mature eggs are found in March and in all habitats most ovaries
contain mature eggs by the end of April. In Corixa punctata and
Hesperocorixa sahlbergi, however, egg production starts much earlier in the
winter than the other species in both 'early' and 'late' habitats.
Corixa punctata has only one generation per year (Young 1965c).
In the late summer and early autumn, the ovaries of the insects are at
stages O and I, but by late November stage II is reached in some individuals.
Development to stages II and IV occurs in all insects during December
and in January most females contain mature eggs and egg laying may
occur; see also Fernando (1959) and Young (1965c).
Hesperocorixa salzlbergi, in contrast to C. punctata, may have a second
partial generation in the summer, but no mature eggs are found in females
in the autumn. In the winter, ovarian stage II is observed in late-December
and Arctocorisa germari copulates in water of 8°c (Crisp 1962b).
Ovarian development is delayed by cold conditions by as long as a
month (Young 1965c). This suggests that the differences between I 'early'
and 'late' habitats may be due to variation of the water temperature in
these habitats. The exact timing of ovarian development is species specific.
Young (1965c) found that Sigara dorsalis tended to start ovarian development earlier than other Sigara species, and that Callicorixa praeusta started
ovarian development slightly later than other corixid species in the same
habitat. These two observations were not repeated in Leicestershire.
Copulation is most frequently observed at the time the first mature
eggs are produced. In contrast to the statement by Poisson (1933), Corixa
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punctata and Hesperocorixa sa11lbergi will copulate in water of 4- 6°c
and Arctocorisa germari copulates in water of 8°c (Crisp 1962b).
Observations made at the Normanton House Farm ponds show the
relationship between egg laying and embryonic development in several
species of corixid living in the same pond. In 1968, only the eggs of Corixa
punctata were found at the end of March. In the middle of April, eggs of
Sigara falleni and S.dorsalis were also present At this time, many of the
eggs of C. punctata had reached the 'eyed' stage and at the end of April,
nymphs of C. punctata were found.
TEMPERATURE AND EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

Between forty and a hundred freshly-laid eggs of five corixid species,
the large Corixa punctata, ,the medium-sized Sigara falleni and S. dorsalis,
the small S. lateralis and S. nigrolineata, were kept at different controlled
temperatures. The time taken for the eggs to hatch at each temperature was
the same for each member of the same size group, but, as can be seen from
the table below, the eggs of ,the smaller species took a shorter time to hatch
than those of the larger species.
Temperature:

25

20
15

0

c

Time in days, for 50 per cent of eggs to hatch
C. punctata
S. falleni
S. nigrolineata

7

7

II

II

S

9

19
53
Assuming that a minimum temperature (K) must be exceeded before
development begins, it is possible to calculate for each species the
threshold value (K) and the number of degree days above this temperature
that are required for complete development, from ,the relationship:
d1 (t1-K) = d2 (t2-K)
where d1 and ru are the time taken for eggs to hatch at temperatures
tt and 12 respectively. The table below shows the difference between the
two extreme size groups of corixids examined.
Threshold temperature (K)
Degree days dn (tn - K)
C. punctata
8
no - 140
S. nigrolineata
9
90 - 120
Similar results were obtained for Arctocorisa garmari by Crisp (1962b).
10

20

19

55

FLIGHT POLYMORPHISM AND TENERAL DEVELOPMENT

The presence of the teneral stages and the flightless morphs of
corixids, which are described by Young (1965a and b), provides positive
evidence that the species has bred within a habitat. The nymphs of some
species can also be identified (C.Obben and Pillot 1960, Young 1965c and
Jansson 1969). Teneral insects are easily recognised by their pliable
cuticle, whereas the flightless morphs are characterised by the small size
of the wing muscles and small wings also in some species, and in all
species by the lack of pigmentation on parts of the mesonotum. The size
of the wing muscles must be examined in most species for a reliable
determination of the morph, because of variation in the mesonotum
pigmentation. A technique for measuring the diameter of the muscle fibres
is described by Young (1963), but, in most cases, it is sufficient to open the
mesonotum. In the normal morph muscles fill .the mesothorax, whereas
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in the flightless morph ,there is a large cavity often filled with a fat body.
Table 2 shows the incidence of flight polymorphism in Leicestershire.
It includes two species with previously undescribed flightless morphs.
Those of H. castanea were found in a pond in Bradgate Park, where a
population of this species has been established for many years, and those
of C. praeusta, probably the early flightless morph as the females contained
mature eggs, were :taken from the lake in Market Bosworth in July 1963.
Both of these newly-found flightless morphs have unpigmented areas on
themesonotum.
TABLE 2

THE INCIDENCE OF FLIGHT POLYMORPHISM IN THE
LEICESTERSHIRE CoRIXIDAE

Wing muscle polymorphism
Corixa dentipes (Thomson)
C. panzeri (Fieber)
Hesperocorixa castanea (Thomson)*
Callicorixa praeusta (Fieber) *
Sigara dorsalis (Leach)
S. falleni (Fieber)
S. distincta (Fieber)
S. concinna (Fieber)
S. fossarum (Leach)
Wing muscle and wing polymorphism
Cymatia bonsdorffi (Sahlberg)
C. coleoptrata (Fabricius)
Micronecta poweri (Douglas and Scott)
* flight polymorphism not previously recorded in these species
MIGRATION

In England, there are two annual migrations, a spring obligatory
migration associated with ovarian development, and a summer/autumn
facultative migration associated with a deterioration in the habitat (Young
1966). Both emigration and immigration were observed during September
1967 under conditions not previously described (Popham 1964 and Young
1966).
Emigration was observed at the Eyebrook Reservoir. The water level
was low, leaving an exposed shore line, with only a few patches of
vegetation around which the corixids were concentrated. The water
temperature at mid-day was 17°c, and rose slightly during the afternoon.
There was a slight southwesterly wind and an air temperature of 20°c.
The corixids Corixa punctata, C. dentipes, Sigara falleni and S. dorsalis,
were taken from the water, but were observed to fly only when the sun
was visible. They all flew down wind away from the sun, although some
of the larger corixids (Corixa sp.) initially attempted to fly towards the sun.
Immigration into two neighbouring ponds was observed between four
and five p.m. (BST) on the same day. The weather was sunny, with only
very light and variable winds. One pond was partly shaded and the corixids,
which appeared to be flying towards the sun, flew into the part of the pond
exposed to the sun. They were probably attracted to the shiny water
surface (Popham 1964). The indigenous species of this pond is Sigara
nigrolineata. Those corixids which were caught flying into the pond were
S. falleni. At the same time, some corixids of the same size were also
leaving the pond and one S. dorsalis was caught.
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Table 3 shows some of those species which immigrated into the newlyconstructed ponds at Normanton House Farm. Pond A was dug in July
1966 and ponds B, C and D in November 1966 (Martin 1969).
TABLE 3

CoRIXIDAE FOUND IN PONDS A, B, C, AND D AT NORMANTON
HOUSE FARM FROM THEIR CONSTRUCTION IN 1966 TO SUMMER
1968

I species introduced into a pond in large numbers in March 1967
B species known ito have bred in a pond during 1967
X species not known to have bred

Species
C. punctata
C. dentipes
H. sahlbergi
H. linnei
H. moesta
S. dorsalis
S. falleni
S. distincta
S. fossarum
S. lateralis
S. nigrolineata
S. concinna
S. limitata
C. praeusta

Pond A

Pond B

B

I,B

B

I, B

PondC
X

PondD
B

B

X

X

X
X

X
X
B
I,X
X

B

B

I,X
X

I,B

B
X

B

X

B

B

B

B

X

X
X
X

X
I, X

EPIPHYTES AND EPIZOITES
Most corixids were found ito have plant and animal growth on them,
prominant growth of algae occasionally being found on certain of the
head bristles and on the pronotum and elytra.
Two types of protozoans were seen on various parts of the insects.
Large colonies of peritrich ciliates were found on parts of the head and
forelimbs and smaller colonies were present at the base of the strong
bristles on most legs examined. Opercularia corisae Faure was the
commonest form found by Lust (1950) and was the only ciliate found on
two species of corixid by Green (1953). The other type, .the suctorian
protozoan Acineta, is found less frequently on Leicestershire c:orixids,
usually against strong bristles on the legs. The species A. notonectae was
found on corixids by Lust (1950).
PARASITES
Table 4 shows the parasites found infectlng corixids in Leicestershire.
The cestode cysts (cysticerc:oids of a cyclophyllid) were found in a female
Sigara falleni from Swithland Reservoir. They have not been previously
recorded in corixids. Nematodes and gregarine protozoans have both
previously been recorded parasitizing corixids (Crisp 1959 and 1962b).
In Leicestershire only Callicorixa praeusta was found parasitised by a
nematode, but four species of corixid, taken from six habitats, were found
infected with cysts of a gregarine protozoan. However, only in two habitats,
two inter-linked ponds in Bradgate Park (grid refs. SK 529n2 and
SK 530II3) was more than one species infected.
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4 THE PARASITES FOUND INFECTING CORIXIDS IN LEICESTERSHIRE
List of Species
Hydracarina Nematoda
Cestoda
Protozoa
Water Mites
Cysticercoids Gregarine
of a
Cysts
Cyclophyllid
C. coleoptrata
X
C. punctata
X
C. praeusta
X
X
X
H. castanea
X
TABLE

£~~~

X

X

nigrolineata
X
X
dorsalis
X
lateralis
X
limitata
X
f ossarum
X
Hydracarina are frequently found as eotoparasites of corixids (Crisp
1959 and Fernando 1959). Eight species of corixid were found infected
in Leicestershire. No distinction was made in most collections between the
two genera of immature mites (Jones 1965), but Hydrachna was frequently
observed on Sigara nigrolineata and S. lateralis, and Eylais was often found
on S. f alleni and S. dorsalis.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

DISCUSSION

The habitats occupied by corixid species in Leicestershire are similar
to those described from other parts of the British Isles (Macan 1954b and
1965, Southwood and Leston 1959). Similar species associations are also
found. The habitat of a particular species of corixid is usually defined in
terms of the size and profile of the water body, the physical and chemical
properties of the water, the nature of the substratum, the plant life and
climatological conditions.
Some corixid species are obviously associated with extreme climatological, physical or chemical conditions. Callicorixa wollastoni and
Arctocorisa carinata, for example, are found at high altitudes and northerly
latitudes (Brown 1945). Corixid species have varying tolerance to salinity
(Claus 1937, Lindberg 1948 and Scudder 1965). Sigara lugubris and
S. stagnalis are British species characteristic of saline waters, though some
Leicestershire species are tolerant of low salinity, for instance Sigara
lateralis and S. dorsalis (Lindberg 1948), S. concinna (Maccan 1954b) and
Corixa panzeri (Walton 1943). Some species, including one rare in
Leicestershire, Hesperocorixa castanea, are only found in habitats with a
low pH (Macao 1938), and other species are associated with base-deficient
waters, for example Sigara distincta (Macao 1954b). These adaptations to
extreme conditions suggest that some species are better able than others to
live in the less-extreme conditions found in Leicestershire ponds.
In both oligotrophic (nutrient poor) and eutrophic (nutrient rich)
lakes and ponds, Macao (1954a) has shown that there is a succession ·of
corixid species associated with the increasing organic content of the
substratum, that is from a sandy or rocky shore to bogs and fens. This
association of species with the organic content of the substratum may
only be coincidental. It is more likely that other environmental factors,
such as exposure to wave action, the presence of plant life, and the nature
of the substratum, i.e. particle size and type of plant litter, are the real
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factors determining the corixid species present. Many of the species
belonging to Macan's succession are found in Leicestershire.
The first species in the succession, Micronecta poweri, is found in
exposed areas of Jakes and in rivers where there is a low percentage of
organic matter in the substratum (Macan 1954a) and in clear water
(Southwood and Leston 1959). These places are characterised by a
substratum of rock or silt and limited plant growth. In one Leicestershire
stream, however, this species was particularly abundant where the
environment was highly organic due to pollution by cattle. Wrobleski
(1958) has also found abundant populations of Micronecta at the watering
places of cattle on lake-shores.
Sigara dorsalis, the second species in Macan's succession, occurs on
relatively exposed shores with a sandy substratum and in open reed beds
where some organic matter accumulates (Macan 1954a). It is also found
in rivers and flowing canals, sandy shallow ponds, usually with little
fouling from animal excreta or dead leaves (Southwood and Leston 1959).
It was found in all these types of situation in Leicestershire and was
particularly common in gravel pits. It was, however, frequently found
in ponds polluted by cattle and with large quantities of dead plant
material. With regard to its presence in exposed situations and in flowing
water, Morris (1969) notes that, in one dyke, when a considerable current
was flowing Sigara dorsalis was mainly taken from the centre of the dyke
and Hesperocorixa sa1zlbergi and H. linnei chiefly from the sides which
were shallower and more vegetated.
One species in the succession to fen pools is Hesperocorixa linnei.
This is found where there is an accumulation of plant material and
emergent vegetation. An offshoot to this succession is Sigara fall en i.
Observations in Leicestershire and a study of other authors' records show
that its habitat is characterised by the presence of both plants and areas of
shallow open water, but it is not so abundant as S. dorsalis in flowing
water or exposed conditions. Walton (1943) found S. falleni mainly in
water with a pH between 8 and 9.
Pond species common in Leicestershire also have similar kinds of
habitat preferences, for example Sigara nigrolineata is found mainly in
shallow plant-free areas and Corixa punctata is associated with deeper water
and often with dense vegetation.
Walton (1943) believed that the link between corixids and the organic
content of the substratum was the algal flora of a habitat. Algae were
thought to be the principal food of corixids. However he was unable to
find any correlation between the few recognisable algae in the corixid's
gut and the algae collected from where the same corixid was caught.
The inter-related factors of exposure to wave action, water flow, plant
life and nature of the substratum, which are used to characterise the
habitat of particular corixid species also affect the other free-swimming
animals and the type and abundance of the animal life in the substratum
and encrusting plants. These animals are now believed to form the major
part of the corixid diet. Cymatia spp. only catch the larger free-swimming
animals but members of the subfamily Corixinae will catch small freeswimming animals, search the substratum for dead or alive animals and
scrape plant stems. Different species appear to spend different amounts
of time in each procedure.
In most Leicestershire ponds, several species of the subfamily
Corixinae occur together and it is noticeable that there is usually a size
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pattern, e.g. Corixa punctata, a large species (r3 millimetres long), at
least one medium-sized species, for example Sigara dorsalis, S. falleni or
Hesperocorixa sahlbergi, and at least one small species, for example Sigara
nigrolineata, S. lateralis or S. fossarum (5- 6 millimetres long).
The nymphs of these species further extend the size range considerably
(Griffith r945 and Sutton r947). This wide size range is of particular
significance in predators with the same type of feeding structure, because
a predator is adapted structurally to feed on a particular size of prey
(Holling r964). If this applies to corixids, then competition is reduced
between different size groups feeding in the same area. The difference in
size between the two Cymatia species, which feed only on swimming
animals, may be why they are able to live in the same habitat, e.g. Kilby
Bridge quarry.
Perhaps even more important in reducing competition between the
species is their tendency to feed in different areas of the pond. Similarly,
closely-related species of warbler (MacArthur r958) and titmice (Betts
r955) have been found to feed mainly in different parts of the same habitat
and on different organisms.
Two of the larger pond species, Corixa punctata and Hesperocorixa
sahlbergi, show adaptations to the impermanence of their habitat, which
also help to reduce competition between them and other species in the
same water body. The embryonic and nymphal development of the larger
species takes longer than for smaller species under the same conditions,
(page ro6 and Delsarte r948), but both C. punctata and H. sahlbergi start
ovarian development and lay eggs much earlier in the winter than other
pond species. This allows more time for development to be completed.
These two species are also able to take full advantage of the fluctuations
of the water temperature above the threshold temperature for embryonic
development, which is slightly lower for the larger than the smaller species.
The adults of both C. punctata and H. sahlbergi are feeding in the winter
when other species are not and the nymphs are active before those of other
species, so competition between these and other species in the same
habitat is reduced.
On the other hand, if a habitat is drying up, the smaller species, with
their higher rate of development, are better able to reach the post-teneral
stage and fly away before conditions become too difficult.
There is a reduction of the alary apparatus in all groups of aquatic
insects, which suggests that it is advantageous, though few species of
corixid are almost entirely flightless, e.g. Cymatia. No difference between
flight-muscle morphs in natural populations has been found in respect of
survival in winter, overall longevity and the onset and rate of ovarian
growth in the spring (Young 1965c). He did find, however, that under
severe laboratory conditions the flightless morph survived longer than the
normal morph when starved and that the females laid a greater number of
eggs, suggesting that the flightless morphs had some physiological
advantage over the normal morph. Flightlessness also has the advantage
of preventing the insects from leaving a suitable habitat in the obligatory
spring migration, though of course it does reduce the chance of a species
finding new habitats. Flightlessness may be seen as an adaptation to
favourable stable habitats and a large percentage of flightless insects in
a population indicates that the conditions are close to the 'preferred'
habitat of ,the species (Young r965c).
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The converse, however, is not true for species whose 'preferred'
habitat tends to be unstable, e.g. Corixa punctata and Hesperocorixa
sahlbergi, or is different for breeding and overwintering, e.g. Arctocorisa
carinata and Callicorixa producta in inland rock pools (Pajunen and
Jansson 1969). Two of the small species, Sigara nigrolineata and S.
lateralis, are often, in temporary habitats, both able to produce eggs before
developing flight muscles and then to grow flight muscles if conditions
deteriorate (Young 1965c). These species are able to respond rapidly to
changing circumstances. The large proportion of corixids able ,to fly in
nearly all species reflects the general instability of the corixid habitat in
Leicestershire {Appendix 1), though the large populations present in many
freshwater bodies shows that the different species are able to take advantage
of favourable conditions.
The flying corixid cannot apparently select a favourable habitat from
the air, but will readily leave an unfavourable one (Page 107). In the later
summer and autumn Arctocorisa carinata and Callicorixa producta frequently
move between rock pools in Finland, concentrating in the deeper pools
which do not freeze solid (Pajunen 1965). In the spring the adults
disperse to shallower pools to breed. Hungerford (1919) believed the same
thing happened in prairie ponds. In England corixids will migrate as late
as October (Richardson 1907 and Walton 1943). New habitats in
Leicestershire are rapidly colonised, (e.g. Normanton House Farm ponds)
and species respond rapidly to changes in older ponds. For example,
the appearance and subsequent increase of population of both species
of Cymatia, a group in which flying morphs are rare, followed the spread
of Clzara in the shallow water of Kilby Bridge quarry. It is not known if
there are different 'preferred' ponds for overwintering and breeding in
Leicestershire, but most waterbodies have a very different appearance in
the spring compared with late summer and early autumn, due mainly to
changes in water level and plant growth (Appendix 1.).
Of the two long-tenn studies on corixid populations, Young (1965c)
makes no comment on the sex ratio, and Crisp (1962b) found that in an
Arctocorisa germari population living in an upland reservoir there was no
change from a 1 : 1 ratio during the winter. In one large population of
Sigara falleni in Leicestershire there were fewer males than females during
the winter in two successive years. Pajunen and Jansson (1969) found
that in rock pool populations of Arctocorisa carinata and Callicorixa
producta in Finland, the males suffer a higher mortality than the females,
the sex ratio changing from a balanced ratio in ,the summer to only 25- 30
per cent males in the spring. They quote Jaczewski, an authority on
corixids, as suggesting this was the usual pattern.
Epizoitic protozoa are _found on most corixids; less frequently algal
growths are also found. It is possible that those species able to live in
the more productive habitats are better able to keep clean and therefore
feed more efficiently .than other species. Corixids keep themselves clean
by physical means (Martin 1969) and possibly also by chemical means
(Pinder and Staddon 1965).
The effects of the several internal and external parasites of corixids
are not exactly known. Infection with gregarine protozoa does not appear
to have any obvious ill effects (Crisp 1962b), but nematodes and
Hydracarina reduce fecundity in the female (Crisp 1959 and Martin 1969).
The corixid species in Swithland Reservoir were infected by both
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Hydrachna and Eylais nymphochrysalids, the less common Sigara dorsalis
having heavier infestations than S. falleni. In the spring the mite prevents
the ovaries from developing beyond stage 1. After its nymph has left the
host, mature eggs can be produced. Because of the differential rates of
infection and the effect on fecundity the competition between the two
species of corixid is affected.

CONCLUSIONS
Only a few species of corixid are usually found in any one water body.
It is suggested that competition between these species for the available
food resources is reduced by differences in prey selection due to the size
of the corixid, preferred feeding areas and differences in searching
behaviour. Possibly there are also differences in ability to utilize concentrations of algae, and other micro-organisms. The actual food or food
preferences of individual species is not known. Corixid species are
differentially affected by some parasites and possibly also by epizoitic
protozoans and algal growths. Corixid species also differ in the time of
egg laying, rate of development and in their ability to migrate from
deteriorating habitats and colonise new areas. At present, however, the
ecological niche of a corixid can only be defined loosely by physical and
chemical features and the types of plants present.
CONSERVATION
Morris (1969) is concerned with providing, on a nature reserve,
freshwater habitats to contain a wide variety of animals. He used the
Corixidae present in a selection of water bodies as an indicator of the range
of habitats present.
In Leicestershire, two areas, Bradgate Park and Charowood Lodge
Nature Reserve, contain acid ponds, a habitat which has almost disappeared
from the county. Many of the Leicestershire freshwater bodies, the canals,
ponds, reservoirs, and gravel workings, are only about 200 years old. The
ponds and canals, when in use, must be managed to maintain open water.
Ponds if neglected become overgrown with pond-weed or trees. They are
then unsuitable for corixids and contain only a limited fauna. Many such
overgrown ponds can be found in Leicestershire and many others are
deliberately filled in as a result of changes from stock to arable farming,
larger fields and piped water supplies. The canals are now being managed
to provide an interesting flora and fauna, but many ponds are in danger
of disappearing. At present insufficient is known to create the different
kinds of ponds that would contain the widest possible range of freshwater
life. It is in any case preferable to conserve a wide variety of those ponds
already existing, and in sufficient numbers to contain a larger reservoir
of life able to recolonise ponds affected by drought or other disasters.
SUMMARY
1. Twenty-one species of corixids are shown to occur in Leicestershire.
There are published records for only two species, one of which, Sigara
semistriata, has not been collected during the last twenty-five years.
2. The distribution of the Leicestershire corixids is related to factors
such as depth of water, the type of substratum, and ,the form of the plants
present, as well as animal pollution, and pH. All these factors affect the
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food of corixids, i.e. free--swimming animals and the animals encrusting
plants and in the detritus.
3. A large population of Sigara falleni with S. dorsalis present in smaller
numbers had, in two successive winters, fewer males than females instead
of the expected I : I sex ratio.
4. Corixa punctata and Hesperocorixa sahlbergi, two of the larger species
inhabiting ponds, start ovarian development and egg-laying in the winter
at least a month earlier than other corixids.
5. The rate of embryonic development is slower in larger species than
smaller species, but the threshold temperature is lowest in large corixids.
6. Observations on emigration and immigration showed that, although
corixids may enter an unfavourable habitat, they will rapidly leave if
temperature conditions are still suitable for emigration.
7. Flight-muscle polymorphism was found in two species, Hesperocorixa
castanea and Callicorixa praeusta, in which <this condition had not
previously been described.
8. The ectoparasitic hydracarine, Eylais, infected overwintering adults
of Sigara dorsalis more severely than S. falleni in the same population.
The mite reduces the fecundity of the female corixid by delaying ovary
development beyond stage I while it is on the host.
9. It is concluded that competition between the species of the subfamily
Corixinae found in the same water body is reduced by:
(a) differences in size of the corixids.
(b) differences in feeding behaviour and a tendency for species to feed in
different areas of the same habitat.
(c) differences in the occurrence and duration of ovarian, embryonic, and
nymphal development.
10. It is suggested that further ponds in Leicestershire be conserved so as
to maintain the greatest possible variety of fresh water life in the county.
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APPENDIX I
The Freshwater Habitat in Leicestershire
Running water was only rarely investigated. Over short lengths, the brooks and
large and small rivers vary greatly in both depth and rate of flow, with corresponding changes in bottom m:iterial and plant life.
The slower streches of the larger rivers produce a habitat very similar to the
canals. The Grand Union Canal is lined by reed swamp on at least one side, the
bottom is generally muddy and aquatic plants such as Elodea, Callitriche and
Nuphar Iurea are locally abundant. Where the canal passes by a wood, there is
usually an accumulation of leaves on the bottom. The corixids have a patchy
distribution in the canals and rivers which seems to be only partly related to the
vegetation and type of bottom m:iterial.
In Leicestershire, all the larger water bodies are artificial, either reservoirs,
ornamental lakes. or flooded quarry workings. The large reservoirs are edged with
reed beds which are exposed during the summer when the water level is low.
Patches of Polygon11rn arnphibi11m are found in the water, and the species often
covers large areas, as, for example, in Saddington Reservoir. One large north-west
facing bay of Swithland Reservoir is ringed by reed beds which consist mainly of
Typha latifolia with patches of Carex sp. and Spargani11m ramosum. To the northeast, trees grow by the shore. The bottom shelves gradually and is covered by
large areas of Polygonum amphibiurn, some of which is rarely exposed even when
the water level is low.
Flooded quarries, including granite, limestone, and gravel workings, ornamental
lakes and the surviving moats are variable in depth, topography, and vegetation.
The commonest type of standing water body in Leicestershire is the
rectangular field pond. These ponds, many of which are dug at the time of the
Parliamentary enclosures (Moon, personal communication), vary in size from
three metres wide and four metres long, to five metres wide and eight metres long.
They have steep sides and are often over one metre deep. These ponds may
be completely fenced round or have at least one side open to give cattle and sheep
access to the water The open side usually shelves gently into the water, in some
ponds this shallow area is enlarged and in others a concrete ramp leads down into
the water. The ponds are often overgrown with weed and overshadowed by trees
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and shrubs, and in varying stages of neglect. There are also the circular field
ponds which have shallow margins all round and are situated in shallow depressions
in the ground. Examples are to be found at Wigston (grid ref. SP 616982) and
Thurlaston (grid ref. SP 518999). Their situation suggests they are much older
than the Parliamentary enclosures. There are also village ponds which again have a
different history, e.g. Hallaton (grid ref. SP 790968).
Rectangular field ponds of all types are found on flat low ground and near
the brows of hills. Some are fed by springs, and ditches run into others.
The vegetation of the ponds includes Potamogeton spp., Elodea, Callitriche
spp., Ranunculus spp., Lemna minor, and L. trisulca. Chara and Fontinalis are
occasionally found.
Another common, more-or-less temporary freshwater habitat, is the concrete
or galvanised iron cattle trough.

Changes within Ponds
Access by both cattle nnd sheep to a freshwater habitat can have several
effects. The animals may indirectly effect the macro- and micro-flora and fauna
as a result of their excreta. Oittle directly affect the vegetation in and around
the water by eating and trampling it. In several ponds and by the canal, for
example, the stands of Typha and Sparganimn grow away from the water's edge
out of reach of the cattle. Areas of bare mud often result from the trampling
of cattle. Areas of bare mud are also found where trees and bushes shade the
water, or they may be seasonal, appearing for example in winter and spring where
plants have died down. Some corixids are associated with these plant-free areas.
The different species of water plants have various effects on the physical
nature of the water body. Some plants, for example Ranunculus, die down, and
most species are greatly reduced in the winter, though the stems of Potamogeton
natans remain, however, and species such as Callitriche and Glyceria fiuitans
maintain growth throughout the winter. The plants and plant remains provide
shelter for animals and micro-organisms, and give support to algae which grow
throughout the winter. The growth of algae tlrroughout the autumn, winter, and
spring, is a noticeable feature of Leicestershire freshwater habitats. In association
with this growth, other organisms, for example, protozoans, rotifers, dipterous
larvaeoligochaete worms, and in the sheltered part of ponds, cladocerans and
copepods, flourish throughout the winter.
In summer, the fastest-growing submerged plants are less encrusted with
algae and some plant species form a dense surface layer shading the water below
and preventing the growth of algae. When a thick surface covering occurs of, for
example, Lemna minor, the corixids are faced with the physical problem of
reaching the water surface to renew their air supply.
Changes in water level have already been briefly mentioned. The ponds
and reservoirs are full for most of the winter and show a gradual fall in level
during the summer. The changes in water level recorded in the ponds at
Normanton House Farm are shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5

FLUCTUATIONS OF

nm

WATER LEVEL IN TWO PONDS AT NORMANTON

HousE FARM. (Unit of depth, centimetres. The water level between
January and May 1967 was lower than that recorded for the two months.
The water level dropped slowly after nth July 1968 when the stream
flooded into pond D.)
Pond A
PondD
3rd week,
Janwry 1967
54
90
4th week,
May
54
90
4th week,
June
46
85
2nd week,
September
28
52
2nd week,
October
41
80
xst week,
November
50
90
2nd week,
December
42
73
2nd week,
February 1968
52
79
3rd week,
March
48
76
3rd week,
April
40
67
2nd week,
June
32
56
2nd week,
August
40
70
The timing of the low water levels can vary from year to year. In 1967 the
water level remained high until late May, and the lowest levels were recorded in
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September. In 1968, following a dry spring, the water in the ponds was at its
lowest point in mid-June. Differences in the timing of the changes in water level
affect the duration of areas of shallow water around the edge of the water body,
and in ponds which dry up completely, the length of time they can suppon
freshwater life.

Changes in Running Water Habitats
Most of the features mentioned above in connection with ponds apply equally
well to running water habitats, but there is the additional factor, the variation in
rates of flow, especially the occurrence of flooding. This is panicularly
imponant in habitats where Micronecta poweri is found. Flooding prevents the
establishment of plants and maintains the grading of bottom material.
Temperature Fluctuations within Ponds
It is intended to publish elsewhere the results of an investigation into the
water temperature fluctuations of small ponds in Leicestershire. However, some
of the conclusions are relevant here.
As in the tarn in the English Lake District studied by Macan and Maudsley
(1966), there is an annual cycle of temperature fluctuation corresponding to the
seasons:
1. March to May: period of increasing temperature.
2. June to August: plateau of high temperature.
3. September to November: period of falling temperature.
4. December to February: period of low temperature.
In the winter there is very little variation in the water temperature both
within ponds and between ponds, but in the summer, water temperature is very
variable. The most important external factor affecting water temperature is the
number of hours of sunshine per day, but cloud cover at night is also important.
During long periods of cloudy weather air and water temperatures are very
similar.
On a sunny summer's day, in a pond without plants, water over 50 centimetres
deep becomes stratified and the temperature at the surface reaches between
23 - 27° c. Similarly the temperature in shallow water, up to 5 centimetres deep,
can reach up to 25 - 32 •c. However the amplitude of the daily fluctuations is
reduced by emergent vegetation (Muirhead-Thompson 1951) and by surfacegrowing plants.
APPENDIX II
The distribution maps are based on squares with sides of two kilometres.
They show all the squares in Leicestershire from which corixids have been
recorded since 1945.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF AMPHIBIANS
IN LEICESTERSHIRE
with notes on their ecology and behaviour
by

G.A.C.BELL
INTRODUCTION
The paper presented below is an attempt to summarize all that is known
about amphibians in Leicestershire, and in writing it I have drawn upon
observations made by a great many people who have had the foresight to
deposit a report of what they have seen with the Biology Department
of Leicester Museum. I have used only a very few records which date
to earlier than 1959. The original records, and the card-index to which they
have been transferred, are stored at the Museum.

COMMON FROG, Rana temporaria temporaria L.
Earlier l\7ork
Harley (1855) records the frog as being 'universally distributed' in the
county; he adds that it usually spawns in the middle of or at the end of
March, but that there was a spawn record for 4.3.1846. Montagu Browne
(1907) records it as being 'resident and common'. Preston (1920), writing
of the period 1903 - 1920, says that frogs were then 'very common everywhere, sometimes even to be found on the Belgrave Recreation Ground,
east of the Melton Turn and south of Doncaster Road', an area now built
up. In a pond near Woodhouse Eaves, he caught a frog with 'small bivalves'
(probably Pisidium sp.) clinging •to its toes on 11.3.19n. Squires (1964)
gives a variety of information about frog populations on the Charnwood
Forest, on which I have drawn freely.

Distribution in the county
The frog appears to be generally distributed in Leicestershire, and
is in many places common. There is a suggestion that its numbers have
declined during the past decade, but I have no evidence to prove or to
disprove this.
In the case of animals having a general distribution, it is inevitable
that an account pretending to describe where they can be found is to a
considerable degree merely a list of the areas which have been searched.
Consequently, any map indicates the distribution of observers rather than
of animals and it soon became clear during the present enquiry that, from a
herpetological point of view, the north-east and the west of the county are
scarcely known.
From the north-east there are only two records, one from Frisby-onthe-Wreake (sK6917) and the other from Willoughby-on-the-Wolds
(SK6325).
The east of the county is known much more fully; frogs have been
recorded from ,thirty-five localities, of which twenty-three are spawn-sites.
The countryside is undulating and intensively farmed and conceals a
I22
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surprisingly large number of small ponds, most of them constructed when
this part of the county was almost entirely pasture. The only large bodies
of water are the reservoirs. Most of ,the observations have been made near
the villages of Foxton, King's Norton and Keyham. At Foxton, tadpoles
have been seen in •the Grand Union Canal (SP698899), and in a flooded
ditch a few yards from the canal (sP707897); in the surrounding land, frogs
have been found in four ponds (sP705902, SP704900, SP697888, SP716905),
one of which (sP705902) is certainly a breeding site. In the vicinity of
King's Norton and Burton Overy there are four known spawn sites
(SP685980, SP690973, SK693003, SK695005), and frogs also spawn in
roadside ditches. The stream near King's Norton (SK691001 - SK699007)
harbours large numbers of frogs. Another pond (sP686981) is used as a
hibernaculum and the roads in this area are commonly littered with
crushed frogs in spring (e.g. 22.3.1964). Near Keyham there are four known
spawn sites (sK679068, SK68oo68, SK681068, SK682068) in the stream and
its backwaters, and in the nearby villages of Hungarton and Lowesby there
are spawn-ponds at SK691076 and SK727078 respectively. Other localities
in the east of the county that have yielded frogs are spawn-sites at
Baggrave Hall (sK698088, SK696083), Billesdon (sK722027), Hallaton
(sP786966), Kibworth (SP663951), Kilby (sP623954, SP622954) and
Stoughton (sK649026). Reports of individual frogs have come from
Bushby (sK651038), Cold Newton (sK7106), Cranoe (sP762955), Great
Stretton (sK6500), Great Glen (SP6597, SP6598), Houghton-on-the-Hill
(sK6ooo), Keythorpe Lodge, near Tugby (sP765984), Laughton Hills
(SP6o8o), Little Stretton (sK66oo), Saddington Reservoir (sP658919) and
a possible breeding record from Wistow (sP644958).
Records are far less numerous from the south and south-west of the
county. There is a vague report from Cosby (sP5495/sP5494), two spawn
records from Countesthorpe (sP577947, SP578952), and records of adults
seen at Peatling Parva (sP5889) and at Walton (sP6186). To the west, frogs
have been found in hibernation at Barwell (sK419968) and at Dadlington
(sP410985), and are known to have spawned at Huncote (sP5197) and
Lutterworth (sP5484). Isolated sightings have been made at Market
Bosworth (sP4000) and Enderby (sP5399).
To the north-west of Leicester lies the Charnwood Forest, an expanse
of Triassic marl through which project splintered peaks of Pre-Cambrian
age. More natural history has probably been done on the Forest than in
all of the rest of the county taken together, and ,this is certainly true for
amphibians. Of all the sites on the Forest, none has attracted more
attention than Bradgate Park. There are eleven known spawn-sites in the
Park, six of them are ponds (sK.20103 just outside the park, SK526104,
sK52951155, and three sites at sK53451037), three are pools and backwaters
of the Ulverscroft Brook (sK526100, SK532098, SK533099) and the
remaining two are the flowing ditches at sK533103 and SKS18114. Frogs
have been found at night in many places in the Park, especially among the
ruins of Bradgate House (sK534103). They are also usually to be found
in the stream, particularly during winter (sK525098, sK532098, SK533100),
near the foot of the West Wall (sK524107), on the banks of the stream that
drains the Fish Pond (sK53591045), in the ditch near the Deer Enclosure
(sK540113), and occasionally on the banks of the pond at SK523104,
although there is no record of their having spawned there. Frogs have
been found nearby in the reedswamp at the southern end of Cropston
Reservoir (sK542101) and in the adjacent fields (sK543102).
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Elsewhere in the Charnwood Forest, Beacon Hill, Bardon Hill and the
Charnwood Lodge Nature Reserve have received most visits. At Bardon,
they spawned in the stream at SK455123 until the construction of the M.1,
and are still found on the Hill itself (e.g. SK463122). Nearby they are
known to spawn in the ponds at SK455123, SK474123 and SK457144, and
did so formerly in the quarry, now drained, at SK459133. They occasionally
turn up in the artificial pond at SK459133. At Beacon Hill they spawn at
SK5r831457 and are found from time to time at other sites in the vicinity.
On -the Charnwood Lodge Nature Reserve they are known to spawn in
Colony Reservoir (SK464r52) and in four small ponds (e.g. SK469158); they
are also found in a shallow pond near the Reservoir (SK464152).
There are other spawn-sites on the Forest at Agar Nook (sK45r4),
Benscliffe Cottage (sK5r7125), Cropston (sK55rr), Mountsorrel (sK572153)
and Woodhouse Eaves (sK5oro). Outside the breeding season, there are
reoorts from Anstey (sK534092), Ashby-de-la-Zouch (sK3oro), Broombriggs
Cottage Farm (sK514143), Copt Oak (sK4oro), Grace Dieu (sK437179),
Quorndon (sK4oro), Shepshed (sK4oro), Swithland (sK5412), and Ulverscroft (sK49401325 and SK495132).
In the countryside surrounding the Charnwood Forest, frogs have bred
at Kegworth (sK48252715), Kirby Muxloe (sK524046), Loughborough
(various records), Ravenstone (SK4orr42), Rothley (sK5812), Sileby
(sK593158), Swannington (SK418162), Thurmaston (SK6009) and \Vhitwick
(various records, including SK444160 and SK444151). Individual frogs
have been seen outside the breeding season at Barrow-upon-Soar
(sK564200), Lockington (SK461281), Lount (sK389191), and in a stream
feeding Thornton reservoir (sK4608/sK4708).
The spread of built-up areas undoubtedly causes a reduction in frog
populations, but there remain a number of localities in and around Leicester
where frogs still survive and breed. There are numerous records from
Aylestone, where frogs spawn in the canal (sK566007) and probably in
garden ponds, at Barkby they spawn in large areas of polluted water
(sK621080, SK621075), and at Glen Frith in the hospital grounds
(sK558065). There are also records from Oadby (sK6200), Scraptoft
(sK6405/6505), South Wigston (sP5997) and Wigston Magna (probably
SP6098). In more thickly populated districts frogs have been found at
Braunstone Lane East (sK5602), Sports Road, Glenfield (sK5405),
Gwendolen Road, Evington (sr6103), Hinckley Road (sK5203), Humberstone Road (sK5904), Rawson Street (sK590037) and Victoria Park Road
(sK595026); and they are known to have bred in two ponds at Braunstone
(sK555028, SK555030), in a ditch near the University (sK595026) and in a
settling-pond at St. Margaret's Mills (sK587067), but these last four sites
were all destroyed between 1964 and 1967.
Ecology and belzaviour

Activity normally begins in late February, but there are occasional
records of active frogs seen in the early part of the month, for example
6.2.67 (a garden pond at Loughborough), rr.2.64 (Whitwick), 17.2.64
(Sileby). There are even two records of frogs swimming actively under ice,
at Burton Overy (sr686981) on 24.12.63, and at Saddington Reservoir
(sr713664) on 31.1.65, when the water temperature there was 3°c.
Spawning is normally confined to middle and late March, with only
occasional records for the early part of the month, but frogs using a garden
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pond at Lutterworth consistently spawn in late February (e.g. 1966) or very
early March (e.g. 3.3.67). It may be significant that this pond is the most
southerly known breeding site in the county.
Migration has never been observed in Leicestershire, but roads strewn
with crushed corpses are a familiar indication of the routes taken. Such
observations have been made at Burton Overy and on the road running
alongside Cropston Reservoir. Pickles (1942), working on a moor road in
Yorkshire, estimated that frogs constituted 6.3 per cent of the total animal
casualities throughout the year, with a peak of deaths in September. This
figure would probably be greater if his road had lain across the migration
route to a breeding site, rather than, as seems likely, across the route to a
hibernaculurn. The only observation of a frog on a Leicestershire road in
September is that of an adult found alive near Walton on 29.9.68.
Squires (1964) has made the only detailed series of observations of
breeding events in a particular area in a particular year. In 1964 at
Whitwick, the first-recorded emergence was on IIth February, when the
air, though cold, was above freezing-point, but there was no further activity
until the 21st of the month, when frogs were found in several gardens.
General emergence then proceeded rapidly, with amplexus first noted on
29th February and spawning on 4th March, unusually early. Further
spawning occurred on 7th March at Maplewell Hall, in a partially frozen
pond, and on the 9th in Bardon Brook, but spawning became general only
in the third week of March. By 27th March frog spawn was seen in six
out of ten ponds between 550 ft. and 700 feet o.o. visited in the Beacon
Hill area, although there was no sign of any other amphibian activity. The
females left the water almost immediately after spawning, to be followed
about a week later by the males.
If there is at any time in the pre-spawning period a shortage of females,
then, in the absence of the eliciting stimulus, probably the 'pearly granules'
of the female's flanks (Savage, 1934), males may go into amplexus with
one another, or more than one male may be found in amplexus with a single
female. Two such 'balls', each of two males plus two females, have been
recorded from Burton Overy (27.3.64) and one ball of three males from
Loughborough (5-4-64). Vocalization is rather rarely reported in Leicestershire; the only loud chorus on record wns heard at Stoughton (28.3.65) at
a time when the spawn-pond contained between fifty and sixty pairs of
frogs in amplexus and about thirty clumps of spawn.
Table I shows the types of habitat selected by the frog as spawn-sites
in Leicestershire. In general, frogs prefer to breed in still water. They do
so most frequently in small ponds, but it may be that this is partly because
there are more small ponds than there are lakes or large ditches: Only
very rarely do they breed in obviously unsuitable places. The spawn-sites
that have been discovered in streams have not been associated with concrete,
and in this respect our experience differs from that of Savage (1934). One
pond at Whitwick was used as a spawn-site despite the fact that a film of
petrol covered the surface; this is the only evidence that we have that
might contradict Savage's (1935, 1961) theory that frogs may be given
directional information during their breeding migrations by the odour of the
specific algal flora of their spawn-pond. It is not true that frogs invariably
breed at the same site in a spawn-pond year after year; spawning in the
Bradgate Park Fish Pond (sK53451037) took place in a bay in the reeds on
the north bank of the pond in 1963, in a nearby bay in 1964, and was
scattered in shallow water away from the reeds in 1965.
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Number

of

Type

55

Small pond

8

Large pond

9

'Artificial' pond

Quarries at Bardon Hill (7-4-64),
Mountsorrel (1962 -1964), Sileby
(27.6.65, larvae), and Whitwick
(30.4.64). Also Barkby (flooded
rubbish tip, 3.4.65), Hallaton (concrete pond, 10.5.64, larvae), Foxton
(concrete pond, 9.5.65), St. Margaret's Mills (old gravel workings,
1964-1966) and Benscliffe Cottage
(swimming pool 1963-1968).

2

Flowing ditch

Bradgate Park SK533103 (19551968) and SK538n4 (22.4.68).

6

Stream

Bardon Hill (9.3.64), Barkby
(2.4.64), Burton Overy (19.5.63),
Keyham
(14.4.68),
Leicester
(Braunstone Lane East, 9.4.64)
and Loughborough (5.4.64).

5

Stream backwater

Bradgate Park (14.4.63, 22.3.64),
three
localities
at
Keyham
(14.4.68) and Thunnaston (5.4.64).

l

Stream pool

Ulverscroft Brook in Bradgate Park
(28.4.63 and 8.4.64).

3

Still ditch

Foxton (29.3.64), Burton Overy
(1967) and Leicester University
grounds (26.2.64).

I

Canal

Foxton (31.5.64, larvae).

l

Moat

Kirby Muxloe Castle (1963-1965).

2

Flood water

Coalville (1964) and Aylestone
(March 1967).

Remarks

sites

93

TABLE I.

SPAWN-SITES OF LEICESTERSHIRE FROGS
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Chapman and Chapman (1958) record that in the toad Bufo r. regularis
oviposition normally occurs in the wet season, November -January, but that
exceptional individuals may spawn in August or September. I suspect
that the same irregularity occurs, though to a lesser extent, in Leicestershire
frogs and toads. A pair of frogs in amplexus was seen in the Fish Pond
(sK5341037) at Bradgate Park on 8.8.62. The latest larvae seen in the
neld were in a pond near Lowesby on 28.7.65, apart from a tadpole seen
in the Bradgate Fish Pond on 24.1.65; it seems probable that frogs
occasionally overwinter as tadpoles.
Hibernating frogs are rarely found, probably because of the great
variety of inaccessible crannies that may harbour them; those that are found
are, normally, those spending the winter underwater (Savage, 1961).
Hibernating frogs have been found in ponds at Anstey, (26.1.67), Beacon
Hill (17.1.65), Braunstone (15.12.63) and Thornton (23.2.64). They have
also been found in streams at Barwell (28.11.63), Bradgate (27.1.65,
27.10.64, 7.2.65), Dadlington (2.11.63) and Ulverscroft (22.1.67). A single
adult was found in a flooded hollow at Cold Newton (24.12.63).
Very little indeed is known about the predators of frogs in the wild.
At breeding sites in Bradgate Park and the Charnwood Lodge Nature
Reserve, 'star-slime' (frog oviducts, which predators do not eat) and tom
bodies have been found, but with no indication of the bird or beast
responsible. Frogs found dead on the bottom of breeding-ponds are
commonly females with perforated oviducts (e.g. Stoughton, 16.3.65) or
drowned males (e.g. Benscliffe Cottage, 20.4.65). Of a large spawning in
the Bradgate Fish Pond in 1964, about thirty per cent was thought to have
been killed by the fungus Saprolegnia.
Warwick (1949) records that frogs did not breed in any of more than
forty ponds in bomb craters formed about five years before his survey.
It is difficult to obtain precise information, but it is known that frogs bred
in a pond in an Oadby garden in 1967, eight years after its construction.
There are many records in the literature of frogs being found in
unlikely habitats; the most extreme example that I am aware of from
Leicestershire is that of a large adult male which was found under an oildrum on the petrol-soaked ground of a filling-station in a completely builtup area of the city I
I have no precise information concerning population densities. In the
9½ square miles of Squires' survey (Squires, 1964), there were twentyseven spawn-ponds, an average of rather less than three spawn-ponds per
square mile. Unpublished figures by Finlay (1965) indicate that, in an
area of 25 km2 near Anstey, there has been a decrease of just over II per
cent in the number of ponds during the past decade.
Of a series of 153 frogs collected in Leicestershire, 51 were male, 24
were female and 78 were immature. The fact that males stay in the water
for somewhat longer than the females may go some way towards explaining
this discrepancy; another possible explanation is discussed in connection
with the toad. Table II gives the body size of a short series of mature
individuals.
Finally, four individuals lacking the dark temporal patch so characteristic of Rana temporaria were found on the Charnwood Lodge Nature
Reserve, (28.3.65).
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COMMON TOAD, Bufo bufo bufo (L.)
Earlier work
Harley (1855) reported that the toad was 'widely and plentifully
distributed in the county', whilst Montagu Browne (1907) confined himself
to the observation that it was 'resident and generally distributed'. Preston
(1920) recorded that toads were at that time not uncommon, but were not
nearly as abundant as frogs. Squires (1964) has made a number of interesting observations.

Distribution in tlze county
The toad is not as universally distributed in Leicestershire as is
the frog but there is probably no large area of the county, even in the
centre of Leicester, that is completely devoid of toads.
From the north-east of ,the county there are two records, from
Waltham-on-the-Wolds (sK8024) and Ashby Folville (sK715134).
Predictably, there are many more records from east Leicestershire. A
great many of these come from the vicinity of Foxton, where, although
only one breeding site is known, there have been any number of casual
sightings (sP701901, SP702898, SP6991, SP700902, sr705903, SP705902,
sP704900). This applies, unfortunately, to the majority of records of toads;
in the east of the county, there are only three positively identified spawnsites, the canal at Foxton (sr7090) and Kilby (sr6196), and the lake at
Wistow (sr644958). Sightings of one or more individuals have come from
Burton Overy (sr6090), Bushby (sK651038), Great Glen (SP6597), Keyham
(sK6706/sK6606), Keythorpe Lodge (sr765984 and sr773982), King's
Norton (sr693999), Little Stretton (sK66oo), Saddington (sr6090), and
Wistow (sr6495).
There are no records from the south of the county and in the southwest they have been recorded only from Enderby (sr5399).
Most of the useful records again refer to the Charnwood Forest. On
Bradgate Park there are five known spawn-sites, comprising three silt ponds
on the Ulverscroft Brook and two ponds (sK53451037 and sK52261038).
Elsewhere on the Park, toads have been found at ,the foot of the West Wall
(sK538n4), in the ruins of Bradgate House (sK534102), near Coppice
Plantation (sK541no) and at the foot of the wall at sK54on3; they are
also to be found in the fields bordering Cropston Reservoir (sK543102), in
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which they almost certainly breed. The other known spawn-sites on the
Forest are near Bardon Hill (in the brook at s1455123 and in a flooded
quarry at s1459I33, both now destroyed), in a small pond on Beacon Hill
(sK5u4), in the pool at Benscliffe Cottage (sK517125), in Blackbrook
Reservoir (s14517), in Colony Reservoir on the Charnwood Lodge Nature
Reserve (s1464152), in a quarry at Markfield (s1486103), and in another
at Mountsorrel (sK572153). Isolated sightings have been made at Bardon
Hill (s1463122), Beacon Hill (sK51461479), Cropston (sK5411), Outwoods
(sK517166) and Swithland Wood (sK5613 and SK5312).
Around the Chamwood Forest, there are breeding sites at Loughborough (sK543218), Lount (sK389191), Sileby (sK593158) and Whitwick
(s1444151) and toads have been seen at various sites in Loughborough,
Quorndon (sK5010), Rothley (sK5812) and Whitwick (s1449158 and
s1435173).
Toads have, perhaps surprisingly, survived in small pockets within the
built-up areas of Leicester. There are breeding--sites at King's Lock on
a canalized part of the River Soar at Aylestone (sK567008), on the flooded
rubbish--tip at Barkby (sK621080), in a pond at Braunstone now destroyed
as a spawn-site (sK555030), in the canal at Glen Parva (sP577983), at
Glen Frith (sK558065), and even in an ornamental pond in the Castle
Gardens (sK582042) within a few hundred yards of the city centre. Other,
less definite, reports come from Barkby (sK6210), Glenfield (sK54905),
Oadby (sP6200), South Wigston (sP5997) and Wigston Magna (SP6098).
Ecology and behaviour

It is generally accepted that emergence from hibernation, and subsequent migration, is later in the toad than in the frog. In Leicestershire,
emergence normally occurs in late March and migration in late March or
early April. A 'large-scale' migration of male toads was seen in the
Swithland Wood (sK5613) on 4.4.63, and many toads were later found
squashed on the road leading to Swithland Reservoir. A migration was
reported from Waltham-on-the-Wolds on 8.4.64.
Squires (1964) made a study of breeding behaviour in a Loughborough
pond in spring 1964. Migration across a road lying on the route to the pond
was first noted in heavy rain on the evening of 24th March. That largescale migration had occurred by the 28th was shown by the large numbers
(at least ninety-four) of dead bodies on the road. Very few individuals
could be found in the pond at this time. A visit on 18th April revealed that
pairs of toads in amplexus had been crossing the road about four days
previously. About fifty pairs of toads were present in the pond, and
spawning was in progress. Squires inferred from the state of development
of the spawn that the earliest spawning had occurred about nth April, a
conclusion supported by reports of calling on 9th April. By 2nd May, no
toads remained in the water, and the route of their departure was again
marked by fresh corpses on the road. Squires concluded from his study,
firstly, that the toads had taken longer to assemble (about three weeks)
than they did to disperse (about one week), secondly, that the toads left
by the same route that they used in coming, and thirdly, that losses incurred
in crossing the road were very heavy.
At Benscliffe Cottage, where both species are known to breed, frogs
spawned on 6th April in 1964 and toads on 13th April.
As in frogs, the precise location of the spawn-site may change from
year to year. The toad spawn-site in the Bradgate Park Fish Pond moved
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from the north bank (1963, 1964), where the bank drops very steeply into
four or five feet of water, to the south bank (1965), where spawn was laid
in much shallower water amongst reeds.
Occasional breeding behaviour has been observed long after the close
of the nonnal breeding-season; one pair in amplexus was seen on the surface
of a pool of the Ulverscroft Brook in Bradgate Park (sK526100) on 8.n.64.
Toads do not appear to hibernate underwater; at least, none have
been recorded as doing so in Leicestershire. The only hibernating toad
of which I have a description was an immature individual found in a hole
in a large rock overhung by a gorse bush on an exposed ridge in Swithland
Wood (sK5312) on 12.2.66. About twelve inches of snow bad fallen, and air
temperature was around freezing point. The temperature of ,the snow
was - 1 °c, and that of the soil at a depth of six inches between 2 °c and 3 °c,
whilst the hibernaculum was a relatively cosy 4.5°c. (Creber, 1966).
A few eviscerated toads have been found wherever large numbers of
toads breed (e.g. Bradgate Park Fish Pond, 20.4.64), but the predator
responsible has not been identified. Female toads were eaten by badgers
at Oropston (6.4.64). Tadpoles from Lount (27.6.65) were infested by
fish-lice, Argulus sp.
No precise information concerning population density is available.
Squires found six, or possibly seven, breeding ponds in his survey area,
an average of about 0.25 per square mile, which itends to confirm the general
impression that toads are much more thinly distributed than are frogs.
The also show differences in their choice of spawn-site (see Table III).
Thus the common frog appears to breed in a much wider variety of
situations, and to make a much fuller use of the immense number of small

Number
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Type

Remarks

sites
6
8

Small pond
Large pond
'Artificial' pond

I
I

Canal
Stream

2

Stream pool

5

Quarries at Markfield (4.4.65),
Mountsorrel
(4.4.65),
Bardon
(12.4.64), and Sileby (larvae on
27.6.61). Also a flooded rubbishtip at Barkby (3.4.64), the swimming-pool at Benscliffe Cottage
(13-4-64, etc.), the park pond at
Braunstone (14.5.59), and a
colliery water-tank at Lount
(larvae on 27.6.65).
Bardon Brook (26.4.64).
Ulverscroft Brook in Bradgate
Park (28-4-63, etc.).
Aylestone (18.4.64) and Glen
Parva (19.4.67).
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ponds that our countryside conceals than the -toad, which is perhaps rarer
for this reason.
Of a series of 159 toads collected in the county, 71 were ma.le, 46 were
female, and 42 were immature. The preponderance of males is again
striking.
Frazer (1961) concluded that, in the community of toads that he was
studying, the number of mature males was approximately twice the number
of mature females. Since there is no evidence to suggest that females are
more liable to predation than males, it was concluded that females mature
at a greater age than do males. This conclusion is supported by the work
of Ting and Boring (1939), who found that in Chinese populations of
Bufo bufo maturity is reached by the females in four years and by the
males in three.
·
The dimensions of a short series of mature individuals are recorded
in Table IV.
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NATTERJACK, Bufo calamita Laurenti
Montagu Browne (1907) records the release of specimens from
Southport in the ground of the Museum (sK591037), but they were never
again seen.
SMOOTII NEWT Triturus vulgaris vulgaris (L.)

Earlier work
Harley (1855) found ,the smooth newt to be 'common and pretty
generally distributed', whilst Montagu Browne (1907), in his customarily
terse style, declared the species to be resident and generally distributed.
Preston (1920) says that it was then found 'in most cattle ponds'. Squires
(1964) has a number of habitat records for the Whitwick district. Bell
(1966) has contributed a series of measurements.

Distribution in the county
The smooth newt is generally distributed in the county, and is
known to be common in many areas.
In the north-east of the county there are ,two records from near
Melton Mowbray (sK755173 and SK734184), both of larvae.
There are many records from the east of the county. In contrast to the
toad, which is usually recorded on land and out of the breeding season, and
whose spawn-ponds are in many areas unknown, the smooth newt is an
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inconspicuous creature in the summer months, and almost all of the extant
records are of breeding ponds. In east Leicestershire the newt is known
to breed at Baggrave Hall (SK698088), Beeby (sK6707), Burton Overy
(SP685980), Bushby (SK651038 and SK669048), Cranoe (sP762955), Foxton
(SP7r6905, SP692896, SP697905, SP6999or, SP697888, SP7r7909), Great
Glen (SP6597), Hallaton (sP786966, SP793964 and SP785962), Hungarton
(SK691072 and SK691076), Keyham (SK670053, SK67ro55 and SK678069),
Kilby (sP6r4969), King's Nonon (sP693003), Lubenham (sK71486r),
Stoughton (sK652on) and Wistow (SP6495). The few records of newts
discovered on land are of individuals found under wood near the ponds at
Hallaton (sP786966) and Hungarton (sK69ro72), under logs at King's
Norton (sP689oor) and Launde (sK794043), and in crevices in limestone
in the disused quarries at Nevill Holt (sP8r4933).
In ,the south and south-west of the county, smooth newts have been
seen in a frozen pond at Countesthorpe (sP586967), and at Enderby
(sK5399) and Stoney Stanton (sK4894/sK4994).
This newt is common on the Chamwood Forest, although there are
fewer known breeding localities, (nineteen), than in the east of the county,
(twenty six). Bradgate Park is again particularly well documented; the pond
at sK5226ro38 has been visited with success eighteen times and is the
best-known amphibian locality in the county. Smooth newts also breed
inside the Park at sK524ro5 and SK5295n55, just outside ,the Park walls at
SK52oro5 and newts have also been found at the foot of the West Wall
(sK538n4) and beside •the wall at sK544109. Elsewhere on the Chamwood
Forest, there are breeding records from Anstey (sK534092), Bardon Hill
(s14513, s1454143, s1459133), Benscliffe Cottage (sK517125), Cropston
(sK5510), Groby Quarry (sK525083), Mountsorrel (sK572153), Newtown
Linford (sK525095, sK524092), Outwoods (sK518r59), Quomdon (sK5616),
Stanton-under-Bardon (sK46ro), and Woodhouse Eaves (sK5214/sK5314).
From the countryside around the Chamwood Forest, there are records
of breeding at Barrow-upon-Soar (sK564200), Kegworth (s14826), Kirby
Muxloe (sK5204), Sileby (sK6015), Ratby (sK5ro5/sK5106), and Whitwick
(sK444160, s1444157). Two hibernation records come from Coalville
(SK4oro) and Shackerstone (sK3606).
The smooth newt has survived surprisingly well in the built-up
parts of Leicester, partly because it is an inconspicuous creature that can
hide away in the smallest crevice and breed in the most insignificant
garden pond. It is known to breed at Braunstone (sK555028, SK555030), in
the Castle Gardens, a hundred yards or so from High Street (sK582042), at
Humberstone (sK6r8074, SK620075, SK62ro75, SK621080, SK625069),
Leicester Forest East (sK5203), Knighton (sK6ooo), Oadby (sK6200), St.
Margaret's Mills (sK587067), Stoneygate (sK6002/sK6102), in the grounds
of the University (sK594030) as well as in ponds in the University Botanic
Gardens (sP6ro6), and at Wigston Magna (sK6098). There are also records
of newts on land from gardens in various parts of the city, for example
Asquith Boulevard (sK5900), Knighton Church Road (sK6oor), the Ring
Road (sK6ooo), St. Margaret's Mills (sK587067) and the outskirts, as at
Barkby (sK620075) and Hall Road, Scraptoft (sK6405).
Ecology and behaviour
, Activity has been recorded as early as 8th February, when a newt
found under a discarded sock on the banks of a pond at Coalville swam off
under the ice that still covered part of the pond, but normally very few
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newts are seen in the water before the end of March. Squires (1964) found
that migration to a pond in Whitwick began before 5th March, although
this is probably rather earlier than usual. Movement to ponds in the
Whitwick area continued over the next three or four weeks. In the Bradgate
Park pond at SK52261038, very few newts have been caught in March, and
the few that have been caught may quite possibly have been hibernating
there. A sudden increase in numbers is usually observed in the first week
of April, coming to a peak in the middle of the month. The number of
newts that can be caught declines slowly towards the end of April, when
it is abruptly reduced to around zero. As an example, the figures for 1964,
a rather late year, are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Table V (overleaf) shows the types of habitat selected for breeding
by smooth newts in Leicestershire. Clearly, most breeding populations are
based on small ponds, whether old-established field ponds or ones of
obviously more recent construction. They may or may not breed in large
ponds and lakes; it is difficult to be sure. Only very rarely do they breed
in streams. The most improbable breeding--site is, without a doubt, the
'brickyard workings' at Barkby. An area of ground quarried for clay adjoins
a brickworks; there is at least one small pond in this area where smooth
newts breed. There is also a network of shallow, polluted streams, which,
apart from a thick carpet of grey algal slime, are almost totally devoid of
life. Yet newt larvae, and a single adult male, have been found in these
streams and in the flooded ruts and wide, shallow, barren ponds that
excavation also provides. In places like this, and in the other seeminglylifeless quarry pools in which newts are known to breed, it is often
difficult to see what there is for the larvae to eat, or even, as in Whitwick
Quarry, where the females can lay their eggs. In pools on the floor of
Groby Quarry neither these problems nor the fact that blasting is carried
out nearby five times a week deters the newts from procreating successfully.
Warwick (1949) found that eight of forty-three five-year-old ponds
that he examined were used as breeding-sites by smooth newts. They are
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known to have bred in 1968 in a pond in Kegworth that was built in 1965,
and in 1967 in an Oadby pond that was made in 1960. This facility makes
. it possible for them to take full advantage of an opportunity such as that
which occurred at Humberstone in 1965. In ,the spring of that year a pond
flooded until it was very large indeed. It was possible to wade over most
of it, and every step taken disturbed clouds of the larvae of smooth and
crested newts.
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'Brickyard workings'
Ditch
Stream
Stream backwater
c.anal
Moat
Oxbow lake
Swamp

Remarks

Bardon s1459133 (1964, 1965)
Barkby SK621080 (3.4.65), Countesthorpe (8.3.64), Foxton SP697888
(9.5.65), Groby (23.4.66), Hallaton
SP786966
(10.5.64),
c.astle
Gardens, Leicester (1962-1966),
Mountsorrel (4.4.65), Stoughton
SK652on (14.3.65), Whitwick
s1444160 (30-4-64).
Barkby SK621075 (25.7.65).
Leicester
University
grounds
(1964-1967).
River Sence at Wistow (19.9.64).
Keyham (1.4.64).
Foxton (2.6.63), Kilby (5-10.59).
Kirby Muxloe (1960).
Sysonby (1.9.63).
St. Margaret's Mills (1963-1965).
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The larvae usually metamorphose in late July or August, but many are
still in ,the water in September. Overwintering occurs regularly, for
example, three larvae found in a frozen flooded claypit at Countesthorpe
on 8.3.64, or larvae found in the Bradgate Park pond at sK52261038 on
24.1.65. Immature post-metamorphosis newts have been found in the
water with breeding adults (e.g. at Stoughton 14.3.65) and this is probably
quite normal. Hibernating newts are rather rarely found; when they are
discovered, it is normally in the mud of a breeding pond (e.g. Braunstone,
1961) or in crevices amongst the debris at the bottom of a pond (e.g. Foxton
SP697888, 19.12.65). A ball of 62 hibernating smooth newts was found
at Shackerstone Aqueduct in November, 1961.
Adult newts have also been found on land during the breeding season.
There is a record, for example, of ones dug out of three to four inches of
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soil on a bank about three hundred yards from the nearest pond. I do
not think that it is established that mature smooth newts necessarily breed
every year; like the North American species Taricha rivularis, they may
return to the spawn-grounds only every two or three years (Twitty et al.
1964.)
Very little is known about the predators of newts in the wild. Dead
males are sometimes seen on the bottom of breeding ponds (e.g. the
Bradgate Park pond at SK5295n55 on 31.3.63), but the cause of their
death remains a mystery. Frost (1954) found that larval newts constituted
1.3 per cent of the food organisms eaten by young pike (Esox lucius) in
Windermere, and doubtless other predatory fish take their toll. The threespined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) was introduced into the Bradgate
Park pond at SK52261038 at some time between 26.5.63 and 22.3.64.
There appeared 1:0 be no change in the numbers of breeding adults in
1964 or in 1965, but by 1968 ,the number that could easily be caught in
a net in an hour had fallen from over forty to four. The sticklebacks
presumably ate the larvae; in 1964, for example, a prolonged search in midAugust revealed only ten larvae. It is not unusual to find newts with part
of a limb or the tip of the tail missing.
Of a series of 843 post-metamorphosis smooth newts collected in
Leicestershire, 393 were male, 356 were female and 94 were immature.
There is thus no evidence that the sex-ratio departs from equality. I have
elsewhere (Bell, 1966) given a series of measurements of Leicestershire
newts, from which the following details are abstracted.
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SIZE OF A SERIES OF LEICESTERSHIRE SMOOTH NEWTS

In moot adult smooth newts and especially in females, the length of
the head plus that of the body exceeds the length of the tail. The male
is larger than the male of the palmate newt T. helveticus, but the females
of these two species do not differ significantly in length. There is, or
rather was, since the site has been destroyed, a population of smooth
newts breeding at St. Margaret's Mills (sK587067) whose members are
abnormally small.
PALMATE NEWT Triturus helveticus Razoumoski
Earlier work
Neither Harley (1855) nor Montagu Browne (1907) mention the
palmate newt, nor does Taylor (1948) mention its presence in Leicestershire.
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Squires (1964), however, describes the breeding-ponds then known, and
Bell (1966) gives a series of measurements.

Distribution in the county
This newt has been reliably recorded from ~ve localities in the county
all of them within the Charnwood Forest. It is known to breed regularly
in_ponds at Bardon Hill (s1459133), Benscliffe Cottage (sK517125), Beacon
.Hill . (sK51461479) and Outwoods (sK512179). A single positivelyidentified male was found under a stone near the wall of Coppice Plantation in Bradgate Park (sK54n13).
There are a number of less reliable records. Local informants speak of
'black-footed' newts in the pond near Bardon Hill at s1457144 and a
single unconfirmed sighting has been made there by the present author. On
Beacon Hill, larvae, and possibly adults, have been found in the pond at
SK51831457, in the birch wood; the smooth newt, whose larvae are
indistinguishable from those of ,the palmate newt, has not been recorded
from the immediate vicinity. Nearby, a breeding female was found in a
garden pond at SK52691479, but it may have been inadvertently transferred
from the breeding-pond further up the hill. A record for Lawn Wood
(approx. sK502096) has not been checked, nor has a claim that about
twenty-five adult palmate newts were caught in three ponds at Markfield
(sK50350915). There is a further unconfirmed report from Swithland
(SK539131).

In the discussion below, only the five sites mentioned in the first
paragraph are considered.

Ecology and behaviour
Neither the reasons for the limited distribution of the palmate newt in
Leicestershire nor the factors which prompted its choice of the four known
breeding-5ites are understood. It is generally supposed that the palmate
newt is suffering in competition with the smooth newt, but in the two
ponds which these two species share the palmate is the commoner form,
and they coexist in other parts of the country. It is just as possible that the
'palmate newt is in the process of extending its range.
Before the discovery of the Outwoods pond, it was thought that
the palmate newt was confined to the highest parts of the Charnwood
Forest, all breeding localities then known being at altitudes of over 600 feet,
and it is true that this newt is a montane species (Hellmich, 1964).
Although the large breeding population at Outwoods renders this
hypothesis invalid, nevertheless the ponds at Bardon, Beacon and Benscliffe
have features in common that are associated with their altitude. They are
rather barren places, with little plant or invertebrate life and are probably
all acid. All the breeding ponds are artificial or artificially maintained and
in each of them the water level is subject to sudden, unpredictable change.
There is no doubt that such features will profoundly affect the algal flora
of the ponds, but Savage's hypothesis (see p. ??) has yet ,to be extended
to palmate newts. It has even been suggested that the distribution of the
species can be explained by accidental introduction to all four ponds,
possibly in pondweed. The distribution of the palmate newt in Leicestershire remains unexplained.
The male newt found on Bradgate Park (23.5.65) was nearly two Iniles
from the nearest known breeding-pond at Benscliffe, and this is possibly
an indication of the existence of a fifth spawn-site. Such a site, if it exists,
is unlikely to be on the Park itself, which has been searched very thoroughly
indeed with no success.
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Some
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level but
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often fails.
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mixed wood.
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It is probable that most adults leave the water in May or June, and
return to breed in March or April, but there is no very good evidence for
this. Adults have been found in the Beacon Hill pond in every month
from January to September, and newts can generally be caught even when
the pond is frozen. The larvae, too, seem reluctant to leave the water, and
certainly overwinter in the Beacon Hill pond (17.1.65, 18.2.66, 1.3.65).
Of a series of 262 adult palmate newts collected in the county, 152
were male and I 10 were female. The following measurements have been
abstracted from Bell (1966).
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SIZE OF A SERIES OF LEICESTERSIIlRE PALMATE NEWTS

The length of head plus body was greater than that of the tail in
36 of 40 male specimens examined, and in 37 of 38 females. The female
does not differ significantly in size from the female smooth newt, but the
male is smaller.
The future of the palmate newt in Leicestershire is uncertain. The
pond on Beacon Hill is heavily predated by small boys, and by larger boys
too, who take away newts in the full knowledge, and, indeed, for the
express reason, ,that they are rare creatures, and the population of aeshnid
larvae in this pond is large and growing. The Bardon Hill pond is
frequently polluted with oil, and is used for tipping; the water is used by
the quarry company for washing rock, and is returned to the pond as thick
clay 'soup'. The number of newts using this pond is now quite small. At
the Outwoods, seventy-nine adults were caught, and returned, on 23.5.65;
a visit on 7.4.68 yielded a solitary male. The Benscliffe site alone gives no
cause for immediate anxiety.

CRESTED NEWT, Triturus cristatus cristatus (Laurenti)
Earlier work
Harley (1855) writes that the crested newt was 'pretty well distributed
throughout the county' in his time, whilst Montagu Browne (1907) admits
it to be resident and generally distributed. Preston (1920) regards this
newt as being rare, and he records it from only two ponds, one near
Stoughton and one near Woodhouse Eaves. Squires (1964) comments on
the crested newts of his study area, and Bell (1966) presents a series of
measurements.
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Distribution in the county
The crested newt is sparsely distributed in the county, and is abundant
in very few localities.
In the north-east of the county the newt is known to breed near
Melton Mowbray (sK755173) and at Muston (sK829372).
In east Leicestershire there are breeding localities at Baggrave Hall
(SK698088), Belton (SK816025), Burton Overy (SP6797 /sP6798), Bushby
(sK669048), Foxton (sP716905 and SP697905), Hallaton (sP786966 and
SP793964), Houghton-on-the-Hill (SK667047), Hungarton (SK691072),
Keyham (sK670053), Kilby (sP614969) and Lubenham (sP7086/sP7087).
Rather vague records, which probably refer to breeding activity, come from
Cranoe (sP762955), Little Stretton (sK66oo), and Stoughton (sK6ooo).
The newt has been found on land near the stream at King's Norton
(SK691001), in crevices in limestone at Nevill Holt quarry (sP814933), and
in a cutting off the ironstone quarry at Tilton (sK762065).
From the south and south-west of the county there are records from
Enderby (sP5399), Peatling Parva (sP5889) and Stoney Stanton (sP4894/
SK4994), but none of these definitely refer ,to breeding sites.
Even on the Qiarnwood Forest, there has been no great number of
observations made. The known breeding sites are near Anstey (sK534092
and another pond nearby, in both of which larvae have been found), on
Bardon Hill (sK454143) and Beacon Hill (sK51461479), in a garden pond
in Cropston (sK5510), in the pools on the floor of Groby Quarry
(sK525083), near Newtown Linford (sK5109), on the edge of the Outwoods
(sK518159), and in various localities near Whitwick (e.g. SK444160).
There is a vague report from Woodhouse Eaves (sK5214/sK5314). From
Bradgate Park there are a number of records, including as breeding sites the
ponds at sK524105, sK52261038 and sK52951155. A crested newt was
found on land on the east side of Cropston Reservoir at sK546106.
The records from the country around the Charnwood Forest are
vague, and the only reliable report of breeding activity is from the gravel
pit at Sileby (sK593158). Other records are from Moat Farm, Loughborough (sK5217), Quomdon (sK5010) and Ratby (sK5105/SK5106).
Within, and immediately around, the city boundaries, the crested
newt is a rare animal. The only records of breeding in the city proper are
from two ponds at Braunstone (sK555028 and SK555030) which are now
destroyed. Breeding activity has also been seen at Barkby (sK620075),
Humberstone (sK618075) and Wigston Magna (sP6098). A newt was found
dead on a road at Scraptoft (sK651056), and there is a vague report from
Oadby (sK6200).
Ecology and behaviour
Breeding activity is occasionally seen in March; there are, for example,
records for 5.3.64 (Whitwick) and 16.3.61 (Wigston Magna); but does not
normally begin until April, reaching a peak in late April and early May.
The histograms (Figure 2) show that the breeding season of the crested
newt starts, on average, nearly three weeks later than that of the smooth
newt. The larvae usually metamorphose in late July or August, although
they have been seen in the water as late as 13th September (at Lubenham),
and a few undoubtedly overwinter. Adults, too, can be found in the water
in all months of the year (e.g. 26.8.64, at Bradgate, and 9.9.57, at
Stoughton), although, of course, in much smaller numbers than during the
breeding season. A record of adults being dredged from the mud of the
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Bradgate pond at SK52261038 on 24.1.65 seems to indicate that at least
some crested newts hibernate underwater.
It is not unusual to find immature post-metamorphosis crested newts
in the water during the breeding season. A juvenile of 75 mm. was caught
in the company of breeding adults in the Hallaton pond at SK786966 on
20.5.64.
The preference of crested newts for large ponds and lakes is almost
legendary, but appears to be a fact. Of the dozens of ponds in which
smooth newts have been collected, only a very few shelter crested newts;
whilst, despite the fact that far more smooth newt spawn-sites are known,
crested newts breed in six large ponds when smooth newts are known from
only three.

Number
9
6

5

Type

Remarks

Small pond
Large pond
'Artificial' pond
Quarries at Groby (23.4.66) and
Whitwick (30.4.64); horsetroughs
at Burton Overy (20.4.64) and
Houghton-on-the-Hill
(25.4.64);
and a small pond in the brickworks
at Barkby (23.5.65).

20
TABLE

IX.

SPAWN-SITES OF LEICESTERSHIRE CRESTED NEWTS

Adult crested newts are well-protected against most predators by
their poison glands, but the larvae may be more vulnerable. The
introduction, previously mentioned, of three-spined sticklebacks into the
Bradgate pond at sK52261038 was followed by a rapid decline in
subsequent years in the numbers of crested newts breeding in the pond.
An adult crested newt was found, killed by traffic, on a Scraptoft road on
21.4.68. Individuals found in ponds in the Botanical Gardens of Leicester
University had the bivalve Pisidium sp. clinging to their toes; the significance of this, if it has any, is unknown.
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Of a series of n4 post-metamorphosis crested newts collected in the
county, 50 were male, 59 were female and 5 were immature. There is thus
no evidence for an imbalance in sex-ratio. I have elsewhere (Bell, 1966)
given a series of measurements of Leicestershire newts, from which Table
X is abstracted.
In all crested newts examined, the length of head plus body combined
exceeds the length of the tail. The population of newts at Braunstone
(sK555028), now extinct, was apparently tending towards gigantism. The
average length was 135 mm. (against an average for the county of 125 mm.),
and the maximum length, 157 mm., is the largest recorded in the county.
When only females are taken into account, the phenomenon was even
more striking.
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EXTRACT
In what is intended to be a preliminary publication, a brief account is given
of the osteology of a newly-discovered sauropod skeleton (Leicester Museum
accession number 468'r968) from the basal Bathonian of Rutland, England.
A description of selected vertebral elements is combined with notes on the
stratigraphy and mode of preservation of the skeleton and comments on its
taxonomy.

I INTRODUCTION
On r9th June r968 a report was received from the manager of the
Williamson Cliffe brick-pit (TF or3080), Rutland, that a large quantity of
ironstone nodules apparently containing osseous material had been removed
from the pit during the normal course of clay extraction. Preliminary
examination indicated the presence of several large reptilian vertebrae and
in consequence between two and three tons of material were removed to
Leicester Museum for further investigation. Several months work has
confirmed earlier indications that this is a find of considerable importance.
The initial excavations were unfortunate in lacking any professional
supervision, with the result that nothing is known of the lie of the skeleton
except for eye witness accounts. Furthermore there is abundant evidence
that much of the material was broken or fragmented during removal. This
has hampered progress considerably, by rendering what is normally a
difficult task tedious in the extreme. However, the result of work already
carried out has been sufficiently rewarding to suggest that a considerable
proportion of the skeleton can be reconstructed.
144
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II STRATIGRAPHY
The productive horizon occurs near the base of the Upper Estuarine
Series (Bathonian), the lower nine feet of which consists of black
carbonaceous shale containing fragments of wood referred to various species
of Equisitales, Bennettitales and Ginkgoales, and occasional brackish water
molluscs such as Modiola, Neaera, Ostrea and Tancredia. These beds are
interpreted as lake bottom and deltaic bottomset sediments (Aslin, E. J.
1965).

ill MODE OF PRESERVATION
Although it was not possible to examine the skeleton in situ there is
considerable evidence to suggest that it was relatively little disturbed prior
to burial. Even though much of the material was fragmented during the
initial process of extraction it is evident from an examination of the more
complete vertebrae and larger fragments ,that the cervical vertebrae at least,
must have been preserved as a fairly continuous series. Several cervical
vertebrae are preserved in close proximity whilst others display the broken
ends of pre and post zygapophyses from vertebrae immediately anterior and
posterior, still in articulation. A similar degree of articulation can be
recognised amongst the caudal vertebrae several of which still possess
chevron bones in close association.
Further evidence can be adduced from the mode of preservation of
thoracic ribs which were discovered in lengths up to 40 cm, still in an
attitude of parallel alignment.
Many of the vertebrae are enclosed in an ironstone which appears to
have developed in a nodular form and there is little doubt that the excellent
state of preservation of cervical and caudal vertebrae is largely due to this
factor. The relatively poor state of the dorsal vertebrae, limb girdles and
limb bones wherever recognisable, is apparently due to an absence or
retardation of nodule formation which has resulted in the inevitable
collapse and partial disintegration of these parts of the skeleton during
lithification.
The high organic content of die enclosing clays has also contributed
to these detrimental effects in the formation of iron-pyrite and selenite.
Pyrite commonly forms a thin coating to the surface of those bones which
were not entirely enclosed in ironstone, whereas the selenite invariably
forms an infilling to numerous cracks in both ironstone and bone.
IV OSTEOLOGY

Cervical vertebrae
So far it has been possible to recognise six cervical vertebrae of which
the third, fourth, seventh and ninth are complete in all but minor details.
The eighth cervical vertebra is represented by the anterior two-thirds and
the sixth by the posterior third. Material still requiring preparation indicates
the existence of other cervical vertebrae in fragmentary form.
Measurements of ,the more complete cervical vertebrae are listed in
Fig. l.
The third cervical vertebra is described as follows :
The centrum is strongly opisthocoelous, its transverse diameter
exceeding the vertical, and the sides invaded by long and deep pleurocentral
cavities. Anteriorly these cavities extend into the base of the ball of the
centrum, leaving a thin septum separating them from the anterior portion
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of the neural canal. Posteriorly they end abruptly, well before the posterior
articular surface.
The inferior surface of the centrum is somewhat flattened along its
whole length, fairly narrow immediately behind ,the parapophyses and
much expanded posteriorly and anteriorly. A median excavation is noticeable towards both extremities.
Comparison with other cervical vertebrae shows that the cervical ribs
(absent in the 3rd cervical) were firmly coossified with the centrum below
and the diapophyses above. There are short anterior branches to the
cervical ribs and longer posterior ones which end well short of the
posterior extremity of the centrum.
Anteriorly ,there is a single shallow supraprezygapophysial cavity and
two deep infraprezygapophysial cavities separated by a very long broad
median septum and delimited below by the very thin superior walls of the
neural canal. Posteriorly ,there is a large and deep suprapostzygapophysial
cavity, bounded by the postzygapophysial laminae which unite with the
neural spine, and separated from the neural canal by a thin horizontal
septum. There are no infrapostzygapophysial cavities in the third cervical
and no indication of their development in more posterior cervicals.

FIG. I MEASUREMENTS OF CERVICAL VERTEBRAE IN CM.
Probable position in vertebral sequence
m IV VII IX
12.ocm* 13.0* 17•5 23.0
Height overall at median line
Breadth across transverse processes ...
12.o*f
13.0
18.5* 20.0
20.0*
Centrum, length of ...
24.0* 3 2-5* 35.5
Centrum, transverse diameter at
posterior end
13-5 14.0
9.0
Centrum, vertical diameter at
posterior end
8.o*
II.O
Centrum, depth of posterior cavity ...
2.0
4.5
Spine, height of base above base of
centrum in median line
16.0 20.0
Spine, height from base to crest in
median line
2.0
3.0
Prezygapophyses, breadth including
n.o*
articular facets
...
. ..
n.o* 16.0* 17.0
Prezygapophyses, distance between
articular facets ...
5.2*
5.0* 7.0* 7.0
Postzygapophyses, breadth including
12.0* 14·5
articular facets ...
17.0
Postzygapophyses, distance between
articular facets ...
6.o*
5.5
* Measurement estimated
t Modified by distortion
The neural spine is simple and shows no sign of bifurcation. The
neural canal is nearly circular throughout its length and is extremely large.
The diapophyses are supported antero-posteriorly by the horizontal laminae,
the posterior branches of which run obliquely upward and backward from
the diapophyses to the posterior zygapophyses. Inferiorly the diapophyses
are supported by the short inferior branches of the diapophysial laminae
and posteriorly by horizontal laminae which are homologous to one of the
oblique laminae and which reach back to the posterior rim of the centrum.
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There are extremely deep prediapophysial cavities separated from the
infraprezygapophysial cavities by broad vertical laminae and further back,
from the neural canal by thin septa. Posteriorly ,these are separated from
shallow infradiapophysial cavities by vertical inferior branches of the
diapophysial laminae.

Dorsal TJertebrae
Of the dorsal vertebrae very little information can be added at this
stage as few are represented and of these most are fragmented and still
awaiting preparation. Two elements do however provide data which serves
to illustrate some important features.
A relatively complete dorsal from the mid dorsal region gives the
following measurements:
Height overall at median line
43cm
Centrum - length of
14cm*
Centrum - transverse diameter at posterior end
19cm
Centtum - vertical diameter at posterior end
16cm

* estimated measurement

and exhibits the following features:
Although in an exceptionally good state of preservation this vertebra
lacks the anterior articular surface of the centtum, the prezygapophysial
region and the neural spine. However, sufficient is retained to indicate
the overall proportions.
The centtum, which lacks the anterior third is markedly concave
posteriorly and is constricted medially, both laterally and inferiorly. The
pleurocenttal cavities are large and separated by a very thin septum.
The neural arch is very high and a little shorter antero-posteriorly than
the centtum and fairly broad transversely. Transverse processes are missing
but sufficient of the supporting laminae are retained to indicate their
position and probable orientation. Inferiorly a powerful lamina arises from
the posteroexternal border of the neural arch to form support for the
transverse process whilst superiorly the posterior branch of the horizontal
lamina serves a similar function. Part of a very deep infradiapophysial
cavity is preserved but these elements apart much is lost from this region.
A second dorsal vertebra whidi retains the transverse processes in an
excellent state of preservation indicates the following features.
The transverse processes are directed obliquely upward and outward
at an angle of about no degrees and are deflected slightly backwards. At
their extremities they bear deeply incised tritubercular rib facets. Inferiorly,
the ttansverse processes are supported by a well-developed oblique lamina
which merges with what appears to be the inferior branch of the
diapophysial lamina ,to form the inferior surface of the process. This
diapophysial lamina is short and stout and arises from the posterior
surface of the very delicate anterior branch of the horizontal lamina just
above the level of the prezygapophyses. These three laminae enclose two
very deep infradiapophysial cavities, the exact homologies of which are not
clear. The prediapophysial cavity is slight whilst the postdiapophysial cavity
deepens considerably ,towards the inferior blade of -the postzygapophysial
lamina which forms its inner margin.
Superiorly there is a pronounO!d supradiapophysial cavity bounded by
the well-developed posterior branch of the horizontal lamina and a branch
of the prespinal lamina.
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Seen from in front, the prezygapophyses are elevated and have the
articular surfaces elongated transversely. The supraprezygapophysial cavity
is moderately deep and elongated dorso-ventrally and is separated from a
very deep infraprezygapophysial cavity by a transverse ridge at the same
level as the articular surface of the processes. The infraprezygapophysial
cavity is confluent with a deep trough delimited superiorly by a second
transverse ridge.
Posteriorly there is a broad flange delimited by the superior blades
of the postzygapophysial laminae and the postzygapophyses themselves,
enclosing a deeply-excavated suprapostzygapophysial cavity considerably
elongated in the median line.
FIG. 2

MEASUREMENTS OF CAUDAL VERTEBRAE IN CM.

Position in vertebral sequence not
known at present
Height over all
Breadth across transverse processes
Length over zygapophyses
Centrum, length of
Centrum, transverse diameter of anterior end
C.Cntrum, vertical diameter of anterior end
Spine, height above posterior border of
centrum
Spine, antero-posterior diameter of median
plate at crest
* Measurement estimated

...

30.0cm
16.0*
21.0*
14.0*
20.0*
14.0

33.0*
24.0*
20.0*
14.0
16.0
14.0

32.0*
24.0*

16.0

18.0

17.0*

8.o

7.5

7.0*

12.0
17.0
14.0

The infrapostzygapophysial cavities are shallow and much elongated
within the limits of the inferior blades of the postzygapophysial laminae.
The hyposphenal process appears to be well developed.
The neural spine is unfortunately missing in this specimen but there
is sufficient to indicate that it was much constricted transversely and
largely bounded by the confluent branches of the prespinal laminae
anteriorly and by the superior blades of the postzygapophysial laminae
posteriorly.

Caudal vertebrae
The following description applies to the first of three anterior caudal
vertebrae for which measurements are given (see Fig. 2).
The centrum is slightly amphicoelous, considerably shorter than it is
high or wide and somewhat constricted medially. On ,the inferior surface
there is a slight elongated excavation which becomes more pronounced
posteriorly. The low ridges either side of this depression meet the edge of
the centrum at the articular facets for the chevron bones.
The transverse processes appear as simple broad plates arising from the
superior lateral surfaces of the centrum and the neural arch.
The neural spine is evident as a broad thin plate inclined in a slightly
posterior direction. Anteriorly the neural spine gives rise to two narrow
laminae which coalesce with the prezygapophyses, the latter projecting
some 4 - 5 cm. beyond the limit of the centrum. Postzygapophyses are
either ill-preserved or else concealed by matrix in all the caudals recognised
to date.
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Chevrons
Of the several chevrons recognised so far, four are displayed in close
association with their respective caudal vertebrae. None have been entirely
freed from the matrix but sufficient is exposed to indicate that the articular
facets are possibly confluent and that the total length in one case at least
may well exceed 30 cm by a considerable margin.
Ribs
Although a large number of rib fragments have been found there is
little evidence available at the present time to suggest that they display
features other than those normally encountered in the sauropods.
Limb girdles and limb bones
Several large blocks of ironstone contain bony elements which have
been provisionally identified as parts of the pectoral and pelvic girdles and
as limb bones. There is however insufficient data available at the present
time to warrant positive identification or detailed description.
V TAXONOMY
The Leicester specimen has been provisionally identified by Professor
J. S. McIntosh of the Peabody Museum Yale, as resembling Cetiosaurus
oxoniensis, Phillips, J.
The sparsity of material upon which this genus is based, together with
the disparity in form which much of it displays does not allow for the
recognition of sound taxanomic criteria. For this reason the Leicester
specimen may well be of considerable importance both in helping to clarify
the taxonomy of the group and in elucidating the early evolution of the
sauropods in general .

.

VI FUTURE RESEARCH
Although progress to date has been greatly impeded by the lack of a
suitably trained preparator, it is hoped ,that this situation will be resolved
and that work will be resumed in the near future. Accepting this, a
minimum period of two years is required to prepare all the material at
present in our possession and an equivalent period in which to attempt
a complete restoration. This may involve the casting of missing parts but
in the meantime serious consideration will be given ,to mounting a full-scale
excavation in an attempt to recover skeletal elements which may have been
overlooked in the initial excavations.
The author intends to complete and publish a comprehensive monograph on the osteology of Cetiosaurus oxoniensis when all the material
has been prepared and examined and ,to prepare other items of publication
relating to the Leicester specimen in the near future.
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1948 Turner, Dr. C. E. H., 464 London Road, LE2 2PP
1969 Turner, W. D., M.B., Oi.B., F.F.A.R.C.S., 58 Ring Roaa, LE3 3RR
1969 Tutt, Mrs. W. N., Trinity Hospital
1945 Tyler, E., M.A., 97 Brabazon Road, Oadby, LE2 5HG
1951 Upjohn, R. H., O.B.E., 113 Holmfield Road, LE2 1SF
1934 Vial, A. E. Lockington, F.R.P.S., 66 Shanklin Drive, LE2 3QA
1966 Vine, H., B.Sc., Ph.D., 15 Holmwood Drive, LE3 9LG
1956 Waddington, Miss E. B., L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., 14 Evington Parks
Road, LE2 1PR
1950 Waddington, Miss N., M.A., 13 Holmfield Avenue, LE2 2BG
1967 Wain, R. D. R., A.C.H., F.C.I.B., Windrush, Seagrave Road, Sileby
1969 Waite, Miss A. J., 38 St. James Road, LE2 1HQ
1958 Wakefield, Mrs. M. E., 8 Evelyn Road, LE5 3LA
1949 Walden, T. A., M.Sc., F.M.A., The Museum, New Walk
LE1 6TD
1918 Wallin, Miss E. G., 28 Stoughton Road, Oadby, LE2 4FL
1967 Walpole, M. F. C. A., 68 Outwoods Road, Loughborough
1969 Waring, D. N., 36 Wakerley Road, LE5 6AQ
1969 Waring, Mrs. C. B., 36 Wakerley Road, LE5 6AQ
1969 Warren, Mrs. C. A., 16 Briton Street, LE3 oAA
1969 Warren, P. E., Red Peppers, Main Street, Upton, Nr. Nuneaton
1969 Watkins, P., B.Sc., 116 Forest Road, Narborough, LE9 5ET
1966 Watson, J. R., Ph.D., 10 Morland Avenue, LE2 2PE
1966 Watson, Mrs. P. E., M.B., Ch.B., 10 Morland Avenue, LE2 2PE
1960 Webber, Mrs. D., A.R.C.M., 12 Hog Lane, Kibworth Harcourt
1968 Weinmann, A., 64 Withcote Avenue, LE5 6ST
1961 Westley, Mrs. D., 155 Shanklin Drive, LE2 3QG
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1952 Whitaker, J. H. McD., M.A., B.Sc., Ph.D., F.G.S., II Guilford
Road, LE2 2RD
1962 Whitton, Miss S. M., 55 Bannerman Road, LE5 5LB
1926 Widdowson, W. P., B.Sc., M.A., Frolesworth
1969 Withers, Mrs. E. V., 15 Shrewsbury Avenue, LE2 6JN
1962 Wood, L. A., F.P.S., 18 Somerville Road, LE3 2ET
1969 Wood, R. E., M.Sc., F.Inst.P., 24 Holmfield Avenue, LE2 2BG
1965 Wright, Miss C. M., 63 Scraptoft Lane, LE5 2FE
1935 Wright, Miss M., 187 London Road, LE2 1ZE
1969 Wrigley, Mrs. H. M., B.A., I Greystone Avenue, LE5 6SF
1951 Wykes, C. L., Annesley, 9 Glebe Road, LE2 2LD
1949 · Wykes, W. P., 33 Cross Lane, Mountsorrel
1966 Yuill, Mrs. V., Cheseldyne Farm House, Burrough-on-the-Hill

ASSOCIATES
1969
1966
1955
1965
1962
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1968
1963
1960
1969
1969
1950
1966
1967
1969
1969
1968
1969
1968
1958
1963
1953
1966
1967
1938
1951
1963
1968
1968
1945
1962

Adams, Miss M., B.A., 24 Midway Road, LE5 5TP
Ayrton, Mrs. M., St. Alban's Vicarage, Weymouth Street, LE4 6PN
Bacchus, Miss E. M., 74 Parker Drive, LE4 oJF
Barnett, Miss A. E., 55 Copeland Road, Birstall, LE4 3AB
Beck, Mrs. S. M., 35 Markfield Road, Groby, LE6 oFL
Bennett, Miss F. L., 125 St. Leonard's Road, LE2 3BZ
Burgess, Mrs. J., Flat 2, 56 Stoughton Road, LE2 2EB
Buttler, Mrs. S. E., 103 Knighton Church Road, LE2 3BN
Carter, Mrs. K. H., I05 Romway Road, LE5 5TG
c.atlow, Miss M. N., 10 Lobbswood Oose, LE5 1DH
Charlton, Mrs. J., 30 Delaware Road, Evington, LE5 6LG
Findley, Miss E. R., 13 Bankhart Avenue, LE2 2DD
Garrett, Miss F. M., 36 Evington Parks Road, LE2 IPR
Gotheridge, Mrs. M. F., 28 Wakerley Road, LE5 6AQ
Granger, J. D., 56 Ridley Street, LE3 oQJ
Higson, Miss C. W. J., M.A., Ph.D., F.L.A., 69 Holmfield Road,
LE2 1SE
Home, Mrs. K., 67 Howard Road, LE2 1XN
Howe, Miss E. M., 87 Groby Road, LE3 9EE
Ingamells, Miss B. J., 607 Uppingham Road,·LE5 6PA
Jackson, Miss 0., 74 Gainsborough Road, LE2 3DF
Keay, Mrs. M. M., 16 Appleton Drive, Wymeswold, Loughborough
Knight, Miss A. T. J., 29 Dulverton Road, LE3 oSB
Langley, Mrs. G., 101 Asquith Boulevard, LE2 6FE
Lee, Mrs. K. M., 9 Brancaster Oose, LE4 oLA
Long, R.H., 38 Heddington Way, West Knighton, LE2 6HT
Longhill, Mrs. J.E., The Old House, Burton Overy
Malings, Mrs. H. E., 75 Evington Lane, LE5 5PR
Matthews, Miss M., 44 Sybil Road, LE3 2EY
Nurton, Miss R., 17 Evington Parks Road, LE2 1PS
Ogden, Miss F. M., 26 Ashfield Road, LE2 ILA
Pearse, P. de R., 9a Tichborne Street, LE2 oNQ
Pickering, Mrs. M., 135 Knighton Lane East, LE2 6FT
Robinson, Miss E., 81 Salcombe Drive, Glenfield, LE3 SAG
Rodwell, F. S., 21 Monsell Drive, LE2 8PP
Sarson, Miss G., B.A., Ph.D., 79 Westcotes Drive, LE3 oSQ
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Sharman, Mrs. M. E., 93 Henley Road, LE3 9RD
Shaw, Mrs. M., 10 Westfield Road, LE3 6HR
Slade, P. R., 14 Stoneygates, Dukes Drive, LE2 1TP
Staples, Miss J.E., B.Sc., S9 Victoria Court, Oadby, LE2 4AG
Stevens, Mrs. G. N., 37 St. Denys Road, LE5 6DS
Taylor, Mrs. M. M., 38 Bell Street, Wigston, LES 1AD
Thomas, Mrs. M. L., Straw Hall, Pearling Parva, Nr. Rugby
Tricks, Mrs. J. M., 3 Meadowcourt Road, LE2 2PD
Waldron, Miss S., Old School House, 57 Leicester Road, Groby,
LE6oDG
Walker, Miss M. E., Waddell Hall, Clitheroe, Lanes.
Ward, G., Old Vicarage, 2 Upper Church Street, Syston, LE7 SHR
Webster, M. B., North Lodge, Cottage Lane, Ulverscroft
Whitehead, Miss G. B., 13 Westfield Road, LE3 6HT
Wilson, Miss E. M., 28 Braunstone Avenue, LE3 oJG
Wright, Miss C. L., 67 Stanfell Road, LE2 3GB

